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SUMMARY 
 
 
 
 
The present thesis is focused on the development of novel, straightforward sol-gel 
techniques for the synthesis of highly mesoporous, mixed-conducting tungsten oxide 
monoliths and powders. Such materials are extremely interesting in view of potential 
applications for a variety of emerging electrochemical technologies, including 
electrode design in Polymer-Electrolyte-Membrane Fuel Cells.  
Both hydrolytic and non-hydrolytic methods are set up. The hydrolytic route is 
based on a proper steam-treatment as an effective way to control the supply of water 
molecules to the gelling phase and thus also the oxide formation rate, which is 
crucial in determining mesoporous features. The non-hydrolytic route is based on a 
metal halide/alcohol system and affords a variety of mesoporous frameworks. An 
extended investigation is carried out in order to establish a correlation between 
alcohol molecular structure and physical properties of final oxide materials. 
All samples are systematically characterized as to mesoporous properties, chemical 
composition and electrical properties. 
Mesoporosity is mainly investigated by means of nitrogen adsorption/desorption 
analysis, which allows determination of surface area and pore volume/size as well as 
surface fractal dimension. In particular, the fractal dimension is shown to be a 
fundamental parameter in controlling and tayloring the mesoporous properties. 
Additional structural information is obtained from Scanning Electron Microscopy 
(SEM), Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) and X-Ray Diffraction (XRD). 
Chemical composition (non-stoichiometry) plays a key role in electron conduction 
and is studied by X-Ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS). 
Finally, electrical properties are subjected to a detailed quantitative inspection by 
means of Electrical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS). Electron Conductivity is 
discussed in terms of hopping-transport models. Proton conductivity takes place in 
humid conditions according to the Grotthuss mechanism and can be extracted from 
EIS data by fitting with a proper equivalent circuit. Fractal dimension has a deep 
influence on proton dynamics and two well-distinct transport regimes are observed 
for rough and smooth oxide matrices. 
Based on preparation and processing conditions, the following important values can 
be achieved: surface area up to 184 m2g–1, pore volume up to 0.56 cm3g–1, fairly 
monodisperse pore diameter in the range 3 ÷ 20 nm, electron conductivity up to 20 S 
cm–1 and proton conductivity up to 47 mS cm–1. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
 
 
 
Among transition-metal oxides, tungsten(VI) oxide (WO3) arouses great scientific 
interest owing to its peculiar physico-chemical properties [1]. WO3 is a good 
electrochromic [2] and gas-sensor material [3]. Also, WO3-based catalysts are found 
to be selectively active for a variety of reactions, like olefin metathesis [4, 5] and 
partial methane oxidation [6, 7]. Finally, WO3 exhibits both electron and proton 
conduction characteristics, due respectively to n-type-semiconductor behaviour [8, 9] 
and water adsorption/dissociation in humid conditions with subsequent proton 
transport over internal surface by Grotthuss mechanism [10]. Such electrical 
properties make WO3 potentially useful in a number of emerging electrochemical 
technologies and in particular for Polymer-Electrolyte-Membrane Fuel Cells 
(PEMFCs). Indeed, WO3 has already been proposed as an activity enhancer in fuel 
cell anode catalysts [11-13]. However, development of WO3 materials with tailored 
mesoporous structure as substrates for anode/cathode electrocatalysts has not been 
pursued yet. In state-of-art PEMFC both anode and cathode electrocatalysts are 
supported on carbon black, which is electronically, but not protonically conductive. 
Thus, in order to ensure proton transport through the anode or cathode layer, it is 
necessary to mix the carbon-supported catalyst with an organic proton-conducting 
polymer such as Nafion [14 ch. 4]. Any electrocatalytic site being not in contact with 
the polymer is practically unable to work, which may frustrate the apparent catalytic 
efficiency. Using electron- as well as proton-conducting WO3 as the electrocatalyst 
substrate should enable effectiveness of a larger portion of catalytic sites. Also, 
inorganic WO3 is expected to be far more resistant than organic polymers with 
respect to thermal, chemical and mechanical degradation. Based on these 
considerations, the present PhD work is focused on the design and development of 
WO3 materials with suitable structural and electrical characteristics for use as 
electrocatalyst substrates in PEMFCs. 
 
Homogeneous mesoporous structure, high surface area and mixed electron/proton 
conduction would be highly desirable properties of WO3 monoliths or powders to be 
used as PEMFC substrates. A very powerful approach to the synthesis of such 
materials is afforded by the sol-gel chemistry, which plays a key role in modern 
materials science [15]. Basically, sol-gel techniques start from liquid-phase precursors 
and exploit suitable inorganic-polymerization (gelation) mechanisms to change them 
into solid oxide networks or particulates with unique properties in terms of 
morphology and porosity. Advantages over other synthetic methods include mild 
operating conditions, few ingredients, few stages and ultimately process cheapness. 
  
Traditional sol-gel is of hydrolytic type, that is, employs water as the gelling agent 
and acts on solutions of metal salts or alkoxides with hydrolysis and condensation 
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reactions [15 chs. 1-3, 16]. A major problem involved with water is that reaction rates 
are often too fast, resulting in loss of microstructural control on the final material 
with formation of dense precipitates rather than porous gels. The water problem is 
especially serious for transition-metal oxides, including WO3, since their precursors 
are generally very sensitive to nucleophilic-substitution reactions like hydrolysis. 
Early attempts to overcome this drawback involved the use of suitable additives to 
act as chelating ligands on precursor molecules, thereby screening them from water 
and limiting hydrolysis-condensation rates [17]. Despite some success, this method is 
nowadays abandoned in favor of newer strategies. In this thesis, novel 
straightforward sol-gel techniques are developed for the synthesis of mesoporous, 
mixed-conducting WO3 in both hydrolytic and non-hydrolytic fashion. 
  
The synthesis of hydrolytic WO3 gels is achieved based on steam as the hydrolyzing 
agent [18]. Water transfers into the precursor across the liquid-vapor interface, 
subsequently penetrating by diffusion throughout the liquid phase. That avoids 
excessive local concentration of water molecules in the sol-gel system and the 
consequent precipitation. As a result, uniform condensation occurs throughout the 
liquid phase and a regular, homogeneous gel is afforded. 
 
Once exploited the potentiality of aqueous systems, the natural continuation of the 
work is to abandon water and its intrinsic problem in favor of organic gelling agents. 
Non-hydrolytic sol-gel is a very young research field, which provides materials 
scientists with the infinite possibilities of organic chemistry and thus opens new 
exciting paths for the synthesis of mesoporous frameworks [19]. Among all possible 
organic gelling agents, alcohols are especially important due to the simplicity of 
related synthetic procedures. Gelation mechanisms and kinetics are strongly 
dependent on the nature of the alcohol molecule. Quite surprisingly, alcohol-based 
non-hydrolytic techniques have not yet found wide application in literature for the 
preparation of WO3 materials. In this thesis, an extended study is carried out using 
several alcohols in order to establish a correlation between the molecular features of 
the alcohol and the physical properties of final oxide products [20, 21]. The simple 
choice of the alcohol agent is shown to be a powerful tool for the tuning of porous 
features. In particular, a very effective approach is developed to the problem of 
structural control through the use of fractal geometry [22]: this mathematical theory 
has recently demonstrated to be a fundamental instrument in the description of gel 
networks [15 chs. 1, 9]. 
 
Both hydrolytic and non-hydrolytic WO3 materials are investigated with regard to 
surface area and pore volume by means of standard nitrogen adsorption/desorption 
analysis. Additional information on the mesoporous structure is obtained from 
Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM), Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) and 
X-Ray Diffraction (XRD).  
 
In view of potential electroactive applications, electrical properties are thoroughly 
investigated with Electrical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS). Electron as well as proton 
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conductivity is measured and discussed as a function of preparation method, 
processing and operating conditions. 
In particular, a simple thermal treatment is reported that leads to very noticeable 
increases in electron conductivity. The combination of EIS with composition data 
from X-Ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) allows the interpretation of such 
increases in terms of a Variable Range Hopping (VRH) mechanism, thus providing 
new physical insight into electron transport dynamics within WO3 gels. 
Proton conductivity is strongly correlated with the fractal character of the gels and 
two well-distinct proton-transport regimes (separated by a sharp transition) are 
observed for fractally rough and smooth oxide matrices. 
 
The thesis is organized as follows. 
Chapter 1 provides the reader with the basics of sol-gel chemistry. Sol-gel is a huge, 
continuously evolving research field, thus only strictly necessary concepts are 
introduced. In particular, described here are the experimental procedures developed 
during the PhD work for the synthesis of WO3 materials. 
Chapter 2 describes the microstructure and chemical compositon of the novel WO3 
materials as evinced from electron microscopy and X-rays techniques. 
Chapter 3 is entirely devoted to the examination of porous features: surface area, 
pore volume and pore-size distribution, which are fundamental parameters for any 
catalytical and, more generally, nanotechnological purpose. Also, the key concept of 
surface fractal dimension is introduced and exploited to set up a powerful approach 
to the control of the mesoporous structure. 
Chapter 4 describes the electron conductivity of WO3 samples as a function of both 
processing and operating conditions. Hopping-conduction models are described and 
discussed in the light of composition data. 
Chapter 5 introduces the fundamentals of spectra-fitting in the EIS technique and 
presents a suitable equivalent-circuit model for the extraction of proton conductivity 
in water-exposed WO3 samples. Finally described and discussed is the correlation of 
proton dynamics with fractal dimension. 
 viii
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CHAPTER 1 
SOL-GEL CHEMISTRY 
  
 
 
 
Sol-Gel is a very general term and refers to a broad range of solution-chemistry 
techniques for the synthesis of porous solid materials. Basically, a sol is a colloidal 
suspension of solid particles in a liquid phase. Such particles can be chemically 
linked to give a solid network extending throughout the liquid, which is referred to 
as a gel (Fig. 1.1). Proper removal of the liquid from the gel finally provides a solid 
material with pores in place of the liquid. 
This thesis is concerned with inorganic sol-gel [15, 16], whose final products are 
mainly metal oxides with plenty of applications in ceramics, coatings and 
nanotechnology. On the other side, organic sol-gel [23, 24] is devoted to the 
preparation of cross-linked polymer matrices of interest for biomedics and 
electroactive devices. 
Due to their favourable characteristics, such as mild reaction conditions, cheapness, 
simplicity and extreme versatility, sol-gel techniques are of fundamental importance 
in modern materials science and engineering. 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 1.1 The sol-gel transition. 
By means of proper chemical techniques, a suspension of 
solid particles (sol) can be converted into a continuous 
network extending throughout the liquid phase (gel). 
 
 
 
1.1 Hydrolytic Sol-Gel Techniques 
Inorganic sol-gel techniques are focused on the synthesis of metal-oxide materials. 
They can be classified into “traditional” hydrolytic and more recent non-hydrolytic 
ones, based on whether the chemical agent triggering the gelation process is water or 
not. Hydrolytic sol-gel has been known for at least 40 years [25], however it was only 
in the mid 1980s that it achieved a privileged position in research and industry [16]. 
Hydrolytic gelation is substantially based on the hydrolysis and condensation of 
suitable precursor compounds dissolved in liquid solutions. Hydrolysis takes place 
upon water addition and replaces the starting functional groups in the precursor 
molecule with highly reactive  hydroxyl (−OH) groups. Subsequent condensation of 
such groups among themselves and with non-hydrolyzed starting groups allows the 
linking of many precursor molecules into single oxide macromolecules. As a result, 
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solid oxide particles form and the starting liquid solution becomes a sol. Further 
condensation of particles can be carried out to give a continuous oxide network 
extending throughout the liquid phase, that is a gel. 
The most common hydrolytic precursors for transition-metal oxides are metal cations 
in aqueous solution and metal alkoxides in organic solution [15, 16]. 
 
Metal-Cation Precursors 
Dissolving metal salts in water provides metal cations Mz+, whose hydrolysis occurs 
as follows: 
 
Mz+ + H2O ⇌ [M(OH2)]z+ ⇌ [M−OH](z–1)+ + H+ ⇌ [M=O](z–2)+ + 2H+ 
 
Groups (OH2), −OH and =O are called respectively aquo-, hydroxo- and oxo-ligands. 
Correspondingly, [M(OH2)]z+, [M−OH](z–1)+ and [M=O](z–2)+ are referred to as aquo-, 
hydroxo- and oxo-ions. Condensation of hydrolyzed species proceeds by nucleophilic 
substitution and can be expressed compactly as: 
 
M(OX) + M(OY) → M(OX)M + OY 
 
Here, X and Y indicate up to 2 hydrogen atoms bonded to the oxygen atom; for the 
sake of simplicity, no charges are indicated on reagents and products. Generally, 
aquo-ligands are good leaving groups but poor nucleophiles, whereas the opposite 
occurs for oxo-ligands. Hydroxo-ligands can work both as leaving groups and as 
nucleophiles. Thus, in order to trigger the condensation, it is necessary to keep the 
hydrolysis equilibrium in the hydroxo domain. The crucial factor in this task is 
represented by the pH of the aqueous solution. When metal centres are coordinatively 
unsaturated, that is, their maximum coordination number is less than their oxidation 
state z, coordination of further ligands does not imply substitution and condensation 
can also occur by direct nucleophilic addition: 
 
M(OX) + M(OY) → M(OX)M(OY) 
 
 
Metal-Alkoxide Precursors 
Metal-cation precursors have quite limited applications. Also in view of the synthesis 
of WO3 materials, we are more interested in metal-alkoxide precursors and thus we 
describe the related gelation chemistry in little more detail.  
 
 
Fig. 1.2 Hydrolysis mechanism for metal-alkoxide precursors. 
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Metal-alkoxide compounds (MOR, with R being an alkyl group) can be dissolved in  
many organic solvents to give extremely versatile precursors, which are widely used 
in the sol-gel preparation of a large variety of glasses and ceramics. Water addition 
determines the hydrolysis according to the following steps (Fig. 1.2): 
1) Coordination of a water oxygen on the metal centre of an alkoxide molecule. 
2) Proton transfer from the water oxygen to the alkoxide oxygen. 
3) Removal of an alcohol (ROH) molecule to give a metal hydroxyl (MOH). 
Metal-hydroxyl molecules can condense with metal-alkoxide molecules (alcoxolation) 
and among themselves (oxolation), the associated by-products being respectively 
alcohol and water. Alcoxolation and oxolation steps are very similar to those implied 
in hydrolysis (Fig. 1.3): 
1) Coordination of a hydroxyl oxygen on the metal centre of an alkoxide (or 
another hydroxyl) molecule. 
2) Proton transfer from the hydroxyl oxygen to the alkoxide (or the second 
hydroxyl) molecule. 
3) Removal of an alcohol (or water) molecule to give the final oxide bridge. 
 
 
Fig. 1.3 Condensation mechanisms for metal-alkoxide precursors. 
 
Alcoxolation and oxolation (as well as hydrolysis) are nucleophilic-substitution 
reactions. In the presence of coordinatively unsaturated metal centres, condensation 
can also occur by direct nucleophilic addition (olation) via formation of hydroxyl 
bridges:  
 
MOH + MOH → M(OH)MOH 
MOH + MOR → M(OH)MOR 
 
Transition-metal alkoxides are in general very reactive towards water. This is 
essentially due to the large electronegativity difference between the alkoxide oxygen 
and the metal centre, which renders the latter very susceptible to nucleophilic attack 
from water molecules. The very high reaction rates involved in hydrolysis and 
condensation make it difficult to control the microstructure of the final oxide product 
and non-porous precipitates are often obtained rather than gels. This water problem 
can be faced in several ways, like adding suitable compounds which act as chelating 
ligands on metal centres [17] and partially screen them from water, or supplying 
water in a controlled fashion [18] in order to limit its concentration in the reaction 
vessel as it will be shown in Par. 1.3 for the synthesis of WO3 gels. 
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1.2 WCl6 as WO3 Precursor 
Tungsten hexachloride (WCl6) is by far the most commonly exploited WO3 precursor 
(indeed, the only one utilized in this thesis) and therefore it deserves some special 
attention. WCl6 is prepared by direct chlorination of pure tungsten in a flow system 
at atmospheric pressure at 870 K [26]. It is a volatile, blue-black, non-polar crystalline 
solid (mp 548 K, bp 620 K), insoluble in water but soluble in many organic solvents. 
Its structure is built up of octahedral molecular units (a tungsten atom in the centre 
and six chlorine atoms at vertices) that separate from each other in organic solution. 
WCl6 is not interesting in itself as a metal halide, but rather for its ability to form 
alkoxide groups when dissolved in alcohols. The alcoholysis reaction is [27, 28]: 
 
WCl6 + x ROH → W(OR)xCl6–x + x HCl      (1.1a)  
WCl6 + x ROH → W(OR)xCl5–x + x HCl + ½ Cl2    (1.1b) 
 
Chloroalkoxide species W(OR)xCl6–x and W(OR)xCl5–x can then undergo hydrolysis and 
condensation as detailed in Par. 1.1. Actually, reactions (1.1a) and (1.1b) only occur in 
primary and secondary alcohols: the influence of the alcohol type will be discussed 
in Par. 1.4. It is seen from Eqn. (1.1b) that alcoholysis determines a partial reduction 
of tungsten from the hexavalent to the pentavalent state. This is also indicated by a 
marked chromatic change in the solution, which has initially a red-yellowish color 
(Fig. 1.4a) as only W(VI) is present, but turns green (Fig. 1.4b) when W(V) forms. 
 
 
Fig. 1.4 Appearance of a 0.5 M 
WCl6 solution in ethanol.  
(a) After 5 min of mixing.  
(b) After 20 min of mixing.  
(c) After adding water (1:10 vol.). 
 
The water problem introduced in Par. 1.1 becomes here evident: adding even a small 
water amount produces instant reaction within the mixture and a black WO3 slime is 
formed (Fig. 1.4c). Such material is not a porous gel and exhibits a non-homogeneous 
structure with solid-like domains and liquid ones randomly alternated. In order to 
obtain nanotechnologically interesting samples, it is necessary to somehow control 
the reaction rate with water. A novel technique to manage this problem was 
successfully set up during the PhD work as described in the next paragraph. 
 
 
1.3 Novel Hydrolytic Route to WO3 Gels 
Literature is noticeably poor in papers concerning hydrolytic WO3. Preparation of 
crystalline materials by acidification of aqueous sodium or ammonium tungstate 
(metal-cation precursors) [29, 30] or by supercritical drying of hydrolyzed tungsten 
oxyethoxide [31] is reported, but no relevant porous characteristics were obtained in 
any case. We overcame this difficulty by means of a straightforward strategy as 
detailed in what follows. 
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The key point is that the lower the water concentration, the lower is obviously the 
reaction rate of the precursor system. Therefore, achieving control on water supply 
allows in principle a slow, homogeneous WO3 formation with the building up of a 
true gel network. Up to now, to the best of our knowledge, this idea has not been 
properly explored and utilized. 
The synthesis of WO3 gels was performed with a supply of steam (as the hydrolyzing 
agent) to alcohol solutions of WCl6 according to Fig 1.5 [18]. Water molecules transfer 
into the solution across the liquid-vapor interface and then penetrate by diffusion 
throughout the liquid phase, where they are continuously consumed by the gelation 
process. Such configuration prevents excessive local water concentration and 
subsequent oxide precipitation. The technique is easy, cheap and could be extended 
to the preparation of several other oxides. 
 
Experimental Procedure 
WCl6 (purity > 99.9%) and reagent-grade alcohols were purchased from Sigma-
Aldrich and used as received under room conditions. In a typical synthesis, 2 g of 
WCl6 (5.0 mmol) were dissolved in 4 ml of a given alcohol to obtain a red-yellowish 
precursor solution that turned blue-green (due to tungsten reduction) after stirring 
for about 20 min in a 10-ml beaker. (Caution: WCl6 dissolution is accompanied by 
significant heat generation, which sometimes caused boiling. We recommend careful 
addition of the chloride to the alcohol under hood). Gelation was carried out as 
illustrated in Fig. 1.5.  
 
 
 
 
Fig. 1.5 Scheme of our hydrolytic-gelation system. 
(1): Autoclavable glass vial. 
(2): Cork. 
(3): Teflon capsule. 
(4): Deionized water. 
(5): Steam. 
(6): Precursor solution (WCl6 + alcohol). 
 
The precursor solution was transferred to an open teflon capsule by means of a 
pipette. The capsule was then placed into an autoclavable glass vial with some 
deionized water (resistivity > 18 MΩ cm) at the bottom. In order to prevent rapid, 
uncontrolled formation of dense WO3 precipitate, care must be taken to avoid direct 
contact at any time between the precursor in the capsule and the liquid water. The 
vial was closed and placed into an oven at controlled temperature of 373 K for 24 h. 
During this treatment water vapor dissolves and diffuses throughout the precursor 
thereby causing slow, uniform hydrolysis and condensation. At the end of the 
treatment the original solution appeared as a homogeneous, highly viscous, dark-
blue paste, whose subsequent processing is described in Par. 1.6.   
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1.4 Non-Hydrolytic Sol-Gel Techniques 
Using water to trigger gelation is cheap and environmentally benign. However, in 
spite of all synthesis tricks one can resort to, the intrinsic high reactivity of aqueous 
systems remains an open problem and poses serious limitations on the control of gel 
structure. Thus, starting from the late 1990s, scientists were naturally led to look for 
organic compounds as gelling agents in place of water. New gelation processes were 
explored and new porous materials were easily prepared. Non-hydrolytic sol-gel is 
today a very popular branch in materials science, providing oxide researchers with 
the infinite paths of organic chemistry as powerful synthesis tools. 
A large, ever growing variety of non-hydrolytic gelation mechanisms is presently 
available and readers are referred to Vioux’s review for an overall account [19]. Here, 
we focus on alcohol-based mechanisms, as they are the only ones involved in the 
thesis and have a special appeal due to the simplicity of related synthetic procedures. 
Gelation steps are illustrated in Fig. 1.6.  
 
 
 
Fig. 1.6 Gelation mechanisms in metal halide/alcohol systems. (1): Mechanism for primary and 
secondary alcohols. (2): Mechanism for benzylic and tertiary alcohols. 
 
The starting point is usually a metal halide MX. Adding an alcohol ROH determines 
the formation of an intermediate complex, whose evolution is strongly dependent on 
the nature of the alcohol molecule [19, 32]. The key factor is the (thermodynamic) 
stability of carbocation R+ as compared to H+. For primary and secondary alcohols 
(case 1 in Fig. 1.6) R+ is generally a bad leaving group with respect to H+, but the 
opposite occurs for benzylic and tertiary alcohols (case 2). Thus, in case 1 the leaving 
of H+ gives a metal alkoxide, whereas in case 2 the leaving of R+ gives a metal 
hydroxyl. Oxide formation is finally achieved by condensation of alkoxide and 
hydroxyl groups with halide groups. Even though the overall reaction is the same, 
mechanisms involved are different and imply different kinetics (hydroxyl groups are 
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significantly more reactive than alkoxide ones) with different microstructure in final 
products.  
In this PhD work, alcohol-based gelation mechanisms were successfully applied to 
the setting up of a facile non-hydrolytic route to WO3 gels as described in the next 
paragraph. It is noteworthy that non-hydrolytic reactions can also take place in the 
hydrolytic route of Par. 1.3, which employs alcohols as solvent media. However, due 
to its faster kinetics, the hydrolytic path is expected to dominate the gelation process. 
 
 
1.5 Novel Non-Hydrolytic Route to WO3 Gels 
Several papers dealing with non-hydrolytic WO3-based materials are available in the 
recent literature. However, research efforts are mainly concentrated on the synthesis 
of organic-inorganic hybrid nanoparticles, with emphasis on the tailoring of their 
final morphology rather than porous features [33-40]. Pure bulk WO3 was also 
prepared, but up to now the achievement of highly porous matrices has only been 
possible with the use of expensive block copolymers and other templating agents [41-
46]: these substances determine the organization of the liquid volume into complex, 
highly ordered structures with alternating mesodomains of two or more phases; the 
precursor is confined in the domains of a single phase and the final gel framework 
will be extremely rich in pores, which form in place of the other phases as the liquid 
template is removed. Template-free syntheses were seldom attempted and invariably 
led to poorly porous products [47, 48]. 
Quite surprisingly, alcohol-based reactions described in Par. 1.4 have not yet found 
wide application in the preparation of transition-metal oxides and WO3 in particular. 
During the PhD work we directly exploited such mechanisms to set up an extremely 
facile non-hydrolytic route to WO3 materials. Our one-pot technique is in practice a 
simplified version of the hydrolytic route of Par. 1.3, but now alcohols are no longer 
mere solvents and play an active role as true reagents. No templating agents are 
used. As it will be shown in Ch. 3, the simple choice of the alcohol is a powerful tool 
for the achievement of porous features even better than those of templated materials. 
 
Experimental Procedure 
WCl6 (purity > 99.9%) and reagent-grade alcohols were purchased from Sigma-
Aldrich and used as received under room conditions. In a typical synthesis, 1.20 g of 
WCl6 (3.0 mmol) were dissolved in 4 ml of a given alcohol or alcohol mixture to 
obtain a blue-green precursor solution after stirring for about 20 min in a 10-ml 
beaker. In order to carry out the gelation process, the solution was poured into an 
autoclavable vial, which was then closed and placed into an oven at controlled 
temperature of 363 K for 24 h. At the end of the treatment the original solution 
appeared as a dark-blue soft monolith with an overhanging transparent organic 
liquid phase (Fig. 1.7). The consistency and volume of the monolith were dependent 
on the alcohols used. All wet samples were very stable and could be stored even for 
months in their closed vials without any apparent change. Subsequent processing of 
monoliths is described in Par. 1.6. 
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Fig. 1.7 WO3 gel monoliths synthesized according 
to our non-hydrolytic method from mixtures of 
WCl6 with 1-butanol/tert-butanol solutions [20]. 
Tert-butanol fractions were 0.25 (a), 0.50 (b), 0.75 
(c) and 1 (d). 
 
 
 
1.6 Post-synthesis Processing 
Once a gel has been formed, it is necessary to remove the liquid phase which swells 
the oxide network in order to obtain a solid material for technological applications. 
Drying is often carried out by simple heating under static-air or vacuum conditions. 
Such operation determines a partial collapse of the porous structure as a consequence 
of the generation of capillary mechanical stress at the liquid-vapor interface [15 ch. 8]. 
The dried product is termed a xerogel (Fig. 1.8). Although more compact than the 
original wet gels, xerogels can preserve remarkably high values of surface area and 
pore volume if the oxide network is sufficiently strong to resist the compressive 
forces of surface tension. An expensive alternative is provided by supercritical 
extraction of the liquid phase, that is, washing the gel with a suitable solvent above its 
critical temperature (such as CO2 above 304 K). Since in a supercritical fluid there are 
no liquid-vapor interfaces, no capillary stress occurs and the gel shrinkage is greatly 
reduced. The resultant solid, which is termed an aerogel [15 chs. 8, 9], has almost the 
same porosity as the original wet gel.  
During the PhD work we tried to keep our experimental procedures as simple and 
cheap as possible (also in view of their potential industrialization). Thus, it was 
decided to avoid supercritical extraction and all samples were dried to xerogels by 
means of a standard vacuum oven. In order to minimize the negative effects of 
drying on porosity, all efforts were directed to the optimization of both hydrolytic 
and non-hydrolytic synthesis techniques (see Ch. 3): the higher the condensation 
degree, the higher the resistance of the oxide network to mechanical stress and the 
less the drying collapse in surface area and pore volume; on the other side, 
excessively condensed structures often result in low wet-gel porosity and thus an 
empirical compromise is needed between the two opposing tendencies. 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 1.7 Gel drying. Removal of the 
liquid phase determines the formation 
of a xerogel if evaporation is used and 
of an aerogel if supercritical extraction 
is used. 
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The next step after drying is generally a calcination treatment, which is performed at 
high selected temperatures in order both to remove residual adsorbed water and 
organics and to consolidate the oxide structure. The network is strengthened because 
thermal energy enables oxide macromolecules to rearrange in stabler configurations 
and partly because further condensation reactions occur. Calcination atmosphere is 
to be chosen based on the particular xerogel one is dealing with. Further thermal 
treatments can be carried out in order to change or improve a given physical 
property, as it will be seen for electron conductivity in Ch. 4. 
 
Experimental Procedure 
Once synthesized, all samples were deprived of any overhanging liquid by means of 
a pipette. Drying was carried out at room temperature for 8 h under hood and then 
at 353 K for 12 h in a vacuum oven (10–2 torr) to give dark-blue powders. The final 
calcination was operated in a tube furnace at 573 K for 3 h with a heating ramp of 3 
K min-1 under vacuum or nitrogen atmosphere (in order to avoid air oxidation and 
subsequent decrease in electron conductivity as explained in Ch. 4).  
 
 
1.7 Sample Nomenclature 
Table I lists all the WO3 samples prepared within the PhD work. For brevity, in the 
next chapters each sample will be referred to according to the nomenclature in the 
first column of the Table. Full details on experimental methods and characterization 
results can be found in the papers from our group as indicated in the fourth column. 
 
Table I – Sample Nomenclature 
 
SAMPLE 
 
GELATION TYPE GELLING MIXTURE REF. 
H2 Hydrolytic 2 g (WCl6) 
+ 4 ml (Ethanol) 
[18] 
H3 
 
Hydrolytic 2 g (WCl6) 
+ 4 ml (1-Propanol)  
[18] 
HISO 
 
Hydrolytic 2 g (WCl6) 
+ 4 ml (2-Propanol) 
[18] 
H4 
 
Hydrolytic 2 g (WCl6) 
+ 4 ml (1-Butanol) 
[18] 
NBU100 
 
Non-Hydrolytic 1.2 g (WCl6) 
+ 3.6 g (1-Butanol) 
[20] 
NBU75 
 
Non-Hydrolytic 1.2 g (WCl6) 
+ 2.7 g (1-Butanol) 
+ 0.9 g (tert-Butanol) 
[20] 
NBU50 
 
Non-Hydrolytic 1.2 g (WCl6) 
+ 1.8 g (1-Butanol) 
+ 1.8 g (tert-Butanol) 
[20] 
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NBU25 
 
Non-Hydrolytic 1.2 g (WCl6) 
+ 0.9 g (1-Butanol) 
+ 2.7 g (tert-Butanol) 
[20] 
NBU0 
 
Non-Hydrolytic 1.2 g (WCl6) 
+ 3.6 g (tert-Butanol) 
[20] 
N1 
 
Non-Hydrolytic 1.2 g (WCl6) 
+ 4 ml (Methanol) 
[21] 
N2 
 
Non-Hydrolytic 1.2 g (WCl6) 
+ 4 ml (Ethanol) 
[21] 
N3 
 
Non-Hydrolytic 1.2 g (WCl6) 
+ 4 ml (1-Propanol) 
[21] 
N4 
 
Non-Hydrolytic 1.2 g (WCl6) 
+ 4 ml (1-Butanol) 
[21] 
N5 
 
Non-Hydrolytic 1.2 g (WCl6) 
+ 4 ml (1-Pentanol) 
[21] 
N6 
 
Non-Hydrolytic 1.2 g (WCl6) 
+ 4 ml (1-Hexanol) 
[21] 
N7 
 
Non-Hydrolytic 1.2 g (WCl6) 
+ 4 ml (1-Heptanol) 
[21] 
N8 
 
Non-Hydrolytic 1.2 g (WCl6) 
+ 4 ml (1-Octanol) 
[21] 
N9 
 
Non-Hydrolytic 1.2 g (WCl6) 
+ 4 ml (1-Nonanol) 
[21] 
N10 
 
Non-Hydrolytic 1.2 g (WCl6) 
+ 4 ml (1-Decanol) 
[21] 
N11 
 
Non-Hydrolytic 1.2 g (WCl6) 
+ 4 ml (1-Undecanol) 
[21] 
N12 
 
Non-Hydrolytic 1.2 g (WCl6) 
+ 4 ml (1-Dodecanol) 
[21] 
NISO 
 
Non-Hydrolytic 1.2 g (WCl6) 
+ 4 ml (2-Propanol) 
[21] 
NTERT 
 
Non-Hydrolytic 1.2 g (WCl6) 
+ 4 ml (tert-Butanol) 
[21] 
NBE 
 
Non-Hydrolytic 1.2 g (WCl6) 
+ 4 ml (Benzyl Alcohol) 
[21] 
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CHAPTER 2 
STRUCTURE AND COMPOSITION 
 
 
 
 
This chapter outlines the general qualitative features of the xerogel morphology in 
our WO3 samples as evinced by Scanning and Transmission Electron Microscopy as 
well as X-Ray Diffraction. Readers are referred to Ch. 3 for a quantitative analysis of 
the mesoporous structure. Next examined is the chemical composition of xerogel 
matrices by means of X-Ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy. Particular attention is paid 
to the effects of thermal treatments on oxide non-stoichiometry, which is a crucial 
variable in the control of electron conductivity (see Ch. 4). 
 
 
2.1 Micrometric Structure 
Xerogel morphology at micrometric scales was investigated by means of Scanning 
Electron Microscopy (SEM) according to the Experimental Procedure below. Some 
representative images at different magnifications are shown in Fig. 2.1. Both non-
hydrolytic (Fig. 2.1a) and hydrolytic (Fig. 2.1d) samples are characterized by a 
spongelike structure with voids and channels of irregular sizes and shapes. Such 
structure is composed of variously packed and interconnected oxide particles with 
typical dimensions of micrometric order. At higher magnifications (respectively Fig. 
2.1b and 2.1e) oxide particles are, in turn, found to be aggregates of primary 
subparticles with considerably smaller dimensions (of the order of some tens of 
nanometers). This character of “hierarchical” particulate is a general feature of our 
xerogels and occurs in all samples whatever the sol-gel chemistry and the post-
synthesis processing. Each primary particle is in fact born as a polymerization centre 
floating in the liquid phase of the gelling mixture. Such oxide centre can grow by 
absorbing molecules of the precursor and of the gelling agent, which then combine 
with end reactive groups of living oxide-polymer chains and networks according to 
the non-hydrolytic or hydrolytic mechanisms described in Ch. 1. Particles keep on 
growing autonomously from each other until their surfaces get close (which may 
occur not only during the gelation period but also in subsequent drying and 
calcination steps) enough to be chemically linked together by formation of new oxide 
bridges. However, if particle surfaces happen not to be rich in reactive groups (or to 
contain a predominance of a single, non-autoreactive functionality, such as halide or 
  
Experimental Procedure 
SEM inspections were carried out using a JEOL JSM 5600 model operating at 15 kV 
and equipped with an Oxford 6587 Energy Dispersive X-Ray (EDX) spectrometer. 
Samples were generally coated with a gold layer by ion-sputtering. However, 
uncoated samples were employed for EDX elemental analysis. 
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Fig. 2.1 SEM images at various magnifications 
from samples (a, b) N2 (c) N6 and (d, e) H4. 
 
 
 
 
alkoxide ones), then particles will be able to connect with each other only through 
weak physical interactions of Van der Waals type. As it will be discussed in Ch. 4, the 
question of particle connection is of paramount importance for ensuring mixed 
electron/proton conduction within the oxide matrix. 
Despite the general structural similarity of all xerogels, it will be seen in Ch. 3 that 
the mesoporous properties (surface area, pore volume, pore-size distribution) are 
subjected to large variations from sample to sample. Such properties are strongly 
dependent on the granulometry of primary particles as well as their packing and 
assembly organization. The composition of the gelling mixture has a strong influence 
on both these factors. Just as an example, the non-hydrolytic samples in Fig. 2.1a and 
2.1c differ simply in the choice of the alcohol agent (being respectively ethanol and 1-
hexanol), but, as a consequence of this, the second structure is composed of smaller 
particles packed in a more compact fashion. An effective approach to the control of 
the entire mesoporous structure through synthesis conditions will be developed in 
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Ch. 3 by application of fractal analysis. 
  
 
2.2 Nanometric Structure 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 2.2 TEM image from 
sample NBU50. 
 
 
 
Primary oxide particles evidenced in SEM analyses were inspected at nanometric 
scales by means of Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) according to the 
Experimental Procedure below. All samples exhibit the same dendritic particulate 
morphology (Fig. 2.2) as at micrometric scales. Such structural similarity at all scales 
is indicative of a fractal geometry and therefore suggests the application of fractal 
analysis as it will be detailed in Ch. 3. 
Based on TEM images (which result from the superposition of several particle layers 
in the sample under observation), it cannot be judged with certainty whether particle 
aggregates are formed of individual, basically disconnected objects or they are 
actually intergrown/interconnected matrices. This is a crucial point for electron 
transport: in particular, investigation of electron-conduction properties in Ch. 4 will 
show that full interconnection of primary particles is only ensured for non-hydrolytic 
materials (probably as a consequence of higher condensation degrees typically 
enabled by non-hydrolytic techniques). 
 
Experimental Procedure 
TEM images were obtained using a PHILIPS CM 12 model operating at 120 kV. 
Samples were dispersed in diethyl ether and drops of the resulting suspension were 
deposited by means of a pipette onto a carbon-coated copper grid. 
 
 
2.3 Crystallinity 
Xerogel crystallinity is important not only in terms of a general structural inspection, 
but also, and above all, for the determination of electron-conduction mechanisms in   
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Fig. 2.3 XRD pattern for sample H4. Also shown as sticks are patterns for α and β crystal phases of 
tungsten oxide (JCPDS-card numbers 830951 and 050385). 
 
the oxide matrix: in fact, while ordered crystals are characterized by energy bands 
with delocalized free electrons, amorphous or semicrystalline materials contain 
localized carriers that can only move by hopping among localized states (see Ch. 4). 
 
 
 
Fig. 2.4 (a) TEM image (from sample H4) showing a typical crystalline region embedded in the 
amorphous oxide matrix. Inset: electron-diffraction pattern. (b) Detail of crystallographic planes. 
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Crystallinity was studied by means of X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) on xerogel powders 
in a Siemens 810 automatic diffractometer with Cu-Kα radiation (wavelength 1.541 
Å). No significative differences were observed while varying synthesis and post-
synthesis conditions. A typical XRD pattern is illustrated in Fig. 2.3. Weak, broad 
peaks are noticed, which are indicative of poorly crystalline materials. Such peaks 
can be due in principle either to a weak, homogeneous structural order, or to highly 
ordered crystallites dispersed in an otherwise amorphous matrix. Examination of 
TEM images at high magnification (Fig. 2.4) suggests the second possibility, 
evidencing the presence of regularly textured regions (crystallographic planes) 
distributed in a random fashion all over the samples. Accordingly, electron-
diffraction patterns from these regions display several sharp Debye-Scherrer rings 
(inset in Fig. 2.4a) which are not visible elsewhere. The XRD pattern is compatible 
with both monoclinic-WO3 and monoclinic-W20O58 crystal-phases (JCPDS-card 
numbers respectively 830951 and 050385), also shown (as sticks) in Fig. 2.3 for 
comparison. 
 
 
2.4 Composition and Non-Stoichiometry 
General composition of each xerogel was assessed by Energy Dispersion X-Ray 
(EDX) spectroscopy according to the Experimental Procedure of Par. 2.1. EDX allows 
qualitative elemental analysis in the bulk oxide volume: a typical spectrum is 
illustrated in Fig. 2.5. In all cases, as expected, only W and O peaks were detected. 
The O/W atomic ratio was always slightly sub-stoichiometric (< 3), thereby 
indicating the presence of some amount of W(V) mixed with the predominant W(VI). 
Reduced-metal ions (with corresponding oxygen vacancies) are also revealed by 
 
 
 
Fig. 2.5 EDX spectrum from sample H4. 
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the dark-blue colour characteristic of all samples, as opposed to the yellow colour of 
pure W(VI) oxide [26]. Mixed W valence is to be ascribed to the reducing action of 
alcohols on WCl6, with subsequent formation of W(V)-chloroalkoxide precursor 
species as detailed in Par. 1.2. 
Reduced-metal ions (Fig. 2.6) contain “quasi-free” valence electrons that are not 
bound with surrounding oxygen atoms and therefore can easily break away to take 
part in a conduction process. Oxide non-stoichiometry is therefore a key factor in the 
determination of electron conductivity: even very small changes in the concentration 
of reduced metal can lead to strong variations in electron transport (see Ch. 4). 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 2.6  
Reduced tungsten atom in an oxide framework 
with a “quasi-free” valence electron (red point). 
 
In order to set up any effective approach to the control of electron conductivity, it is 
crucial to accurately know the degree of non-stoichiometry as a function of synthesis 
and post-synthesis conditions. Non-stoichiometry can be expressed in quantitative 
terms as the fraction C of reduced-metal ions with respect to the total metal content: 
 
( )[ ]
( )[ ] ( )[ ]VIWVW
VWC
+
=          (2.1) 
 
Equivalently, one can specify the O/W atomic ratio x, which is related to C by the 
electroneutrality condition: 
 
2
C3x −=           (2.2) 
 
The correct oxide formula is accordingly WOx. However, throughout this thesis, 
samples are simply referred to as WO3 materials. Since EDX does not enable accurate 
determination of C, X-Ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) was employed for this 
purpose according to the Experimental Procedure below. 
  
  Experimental Procedure 
XPS analysis of W oxidation states was carried out on a Theta Probe spectrometer 
from Thermo Electron Corporation (pressure < 10–7 Pa) using monochromatized Al-
Kα radiation (1486.6 eV, 70 W). Electron binding energies were referenced to the 
Au4f7/2 line at 83.9 eV.  
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In XPS, materials under analysis are irradiated with a beam of X-rays, which extract 
electrons from their surfaces. Simultaneously measured are the binding energy of 
escaping electrons (that is, work required to release them from their atomic orbitals) 
and their number. Plotting electron number vs. binding energy yields a spectrum 
with characteristic sets of peaks at characteristic energy values that directly identify 
each atomic species on materials surfaces. 
In our case, the focus was on the W4f region of the XP spectrum (Fig. 2.7), which was 
fitted according to a well-established procedure [49, 50] with the convolution of two 
W4f5/2-W4f7/2 doublets (fractions in pedices specify the spin quantum number for the 
4f orbital; interaction of electron spins with nucleus magnetic field determine a spin-
orbit energy difference of 2.18 eV between W4f7/2 and W4f5/2 states, which was thus 
imposed as a constraint in the fitting procedure). The main doublet (whose 4f7/2 peak 
is centred at 36.1 eV) is characteristic of the W(VI) species, whereas the minor one 
(4f7/2 peak centred at 34.9 eV) is to be assigned to W(V). W(V)/W(VI) ratios were 
finally determined from corresponding doublet areas and studied while varying both 
synthesis and post-synthesis conditions. Such analysis was limited to non-hydrolytic 
xerogels due to better mesoporous features and consequently higher technological 
interest. We found that non-stoichiometry is approximately independent of the 
  
 
 
Fig. 2.7 W4f XP spectrum from sample NBU50 (subjected to final reducing treatment at 773 K as 
detailed in Par. 2.5). XPS datapoints (circles) are fitted (thick line) with the peaks evidenced in the 
graph by thin lines.  
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synthesis “recipe” (in particular, of the choice of the alcohol agent): all samples 
invariably gave C = 0.11 with a sample-to-sample standard deviation of 10%. Such 
value is to be interpreted as the result of a limited extent of W reduction in the 
alcoholysis of WCl6. In order to increase C and thus electron conductivity, it is 
necessary to subject synthesized samples to a proper final reducing treatment (after 
the usual drying and calcination steps of Par. 1.6) as detailed in the next paragraph. 
 
 
2.5 Final Thermal Treatment 
As a result of several tests, we set up a very simple reducing treatment for the 
enhancement of C in non-hydrolytic oxides according to the Experimental Procedure 
below. Treating at higher temperatures leads, on one hand, to a more consistent 
metal reduction and so to larger C values, but, on the other hand, it determines a 
more drastic collapse in mesoporous properties (see Ch. 3). Therefore, the choice of 
the (absolute) treatment temperature Ttr will be a compromise between mesoporosity 
and electron conductivity to be established on the basis of final oxide applications. 
High-temperature metal reduction occurs on the surface of oxide particles through 
release of molecular oxygen according to the following reaction: 
 
( ) ( ) (g)2OO O2
1VV2WOVI2W ++→+       (2.3) 
 
Here, Oo denotes an oxygen atom in an oxygen site at the oxide surface and Vo a 
neutral oxygen vacancy. Once formed at the oxide surface, oxygen vacancies can 
penetrate into the interior by diffusional transport, thereby determining metal 
reduction in the bulk. Growth of C vs. Ttr for our xerogels is illustrated in Fig. 2.8.    
In our case, there is clear evidence that the rate-determining step of the overall 
process is given by the kinetics of reaction (2.3) rather than by vacancy diffusion. In 
fact, the characteristic time for vacancy diffusion into oxide bulk is of the order of 
L2/ξ, with L being the characteristic size of primary oxide particles and ξ the vacancy 
diffusivity. Now, ξ is reported to be of the order of 10–11 ÷ 10–10 cm2s–1 in WO3 at 
temperatures in the range 673 ÷ 773 K [51], while TEM images indicate that L is of the 
order of 10 nm for our samples (Fig. 2.2). Accordingly, the diffusion time is of the 
order of 0.01 ÷ 0.1 s. This is a very short time as compared to the duration of the 
thermal treatment (30 min). Thus, if the characteristic time of reaction (2.3) were not 
significantly larger than the diffusion time, then complete conversion of W(VI) to 
W(V) would occur over 30 min in our samples. However, data in Fig. 2.8 clearly 
show this is not the case, thereby proving that the rate of the W-reduction process is 
 
Experimental Procedure 
The degree of non-stoichiometry (C value) was enhanced by treating xerogels under 
nitrogen atmosphere for 30 min in a tube furnace pre-heated at a temperature in the 
range 573 ÷ 773 K. At the end of the treatment, samples were extracted from the 
furnace and kept under flowing nitrogen until cooled at room temperature. 
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Fig. 2.8 Enhancing effect of final-treatment temperature on W(V) concentration for nonhydrolytic 
xerogels. The solid line is obtained by fitting datapoints to Eqn. (2.5).  
 
limited by the kinetics of reaction (2.3) at the oxide surface. Since diffusion time is 
much shorter than reaction time, W(V) and oxygen vacancies (though formed at the 
oxide surface) must be homogeneously distributed throughout the bulk oxide. It 
must also be pointed out that reaction (2.3) is completely displaced to the right, as the 
oxygen product is continuously removed by the nitrogen flowing in the treatment 
furnace. Therefore, the reaction can only proceed forward at a rate r given by: 
 






−=
tr
a
RT
E
exppr          (2.4) 
 
where R is the gas constant and the preexponential factor p is possibly a function of 
concentrations [W(VI)] and [Oo]. Based on data of Fig. 2.8, these concentrations are 
subjected to only small changes during the treatment, so that they can be regarded as 
approximately constant. Accordingly, p and r are constant too. Hence, the amount C 
of W(V) in the xerogel matrix after a given treatment time t can be expressed as: 
 
( ) 





−+=
tr
a
0tr RT
E
expqCTC         (2.5) 
 
with C0 being the amount of W(V) in untreated samples and q = pt. Fitting data of 
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Fig. 2.8 to Eqn. (2.5) yields C0 = 0.105, p = 0.65 s–1 and Ea = 0.39 eV with variations < 
10% from sample to sample for all parameters. Within standard deviation, as 
expected, the extrapolated C0 value coincides with the measured C value of untreated 
oxides. Finally, it is interesting to note that our XPS-derived Ea value is in full 
agreement with the thermogravimetry-derived value reported in literature (in the 
range 0.35 ÷ 0.42 eV) for the reduction of WO3 powders [52]. 
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CHAPTER 3 
MESOPOROUS PROPERTIES 
 
 
 
 
Porous materials are usually classified according to pore size (diameter) as [53]: 
1) Microporous for sizes not exceeding 2 nm; 
2) Mesoporous for sizes in the range 2 ÷ 50 nm; 
3) Macroporous for sizes exceeding 50 nm. 
In particular, mesopores are small enough to result in high internal surface areas, but 
also large enough to ensure fast and efficient diffusion of fluid species. Therefore, the 
presence of mesoporous characteristics is an essential prerequisite for any catalytic or 
electrocatalytic application as well as for adsorption and molecular-separation 
technologies. Mesoporosity can be quantitatively expressed in terms of the following 
porosimetric variables: 
1) Specific surface area A (per unit mass); 
2) Specific pore volume V (per unit mass); 
3) Average pore diameter D; 
4) Pore-size polydispersity Q (pore-size distribution width). 
This chapter describes the mesoporous properties of all our WO3-xerogel samples as 
measured by means of standard nitrogen adsorption/desorption analysis. First, 
measurement methods are briefly described and a rigorous definition is accordingly 
provided for each porosimetric variable. A, V, D and Q values are subsequently 
presented for all samples, compared with literature data and discussed as functions 
of synthesis and post-synthesis conditions. The thermal stability of each variable 
(expressed as relative variation after performing the final reducing treatment of Par. 
2.5) is also studied, in view of its special importance for applications requiring high 
electron conductivity. Finally, some key concepts of fractal geometry are introduced 
and exploited to set up a very powerful as well as versatile approach to the control 
and tailoring of the mesoporous properties. 
 
 
3.1 Adsorption Isotherms 
All data concerning the mesoporous properties of our WO3 samples were obtained 
by means of nitrogen adsorption/desorption analysis. This technique allows 
determination of the nitrogen volume v adsorbed (per unit adsorbent mass) on the 
xerogel under examination as a function of nitrogen pressure P, according to the 
Experimental Procedure below. The resulting v(P) curve is referred to as adsorption 
isotherm and contains very deep information about the adsorbing porous structure. In 
fact, porosimetric variables are obtained by elaboration of v(P) data in proper 
pressure ranges according to standard fitting models: A values can be calculated 
from the low-pressure region using the BET model (see Par. 3.2), whereas V, D and Q  
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Experimental Procedure 
Nitrogen adsorption–desorption isotherms at 77 K were acquired using a 
Micromeritics ASAP 2010 automatic analyzer. Prior to analysis, all samples were 
degassed under vacuum (10–3 torr) at 423 K for at least 24 h. 
 
values are extracted from the high-pressure region based on the BJH model (see Par. 
3.3). However, simple visual examination of the isotherm shape is itself a precious 
instrument for understanding the underlying porous structure. Based on the IUPAC 
classifications [53], isotherms can be classified into six distinct types as detailed in 
Fig. 3.1a. In particular, isotherms from our samples belong almost invariably to the 
IV type (an example is shown in Fig. 3.1b), which is clearly recognizable for its 
hysteresis loop together with a concave curvature in the low-pressure region. Such 
type is unambiguously indicative of the presence of mesopores (the hysteresis loop is 
in fact determined by capillary condensation of the adsorbate in mesopores [53, 54 ch. 
16]), thereby confirming that our developed sol-gel techniques are an effective means 
for the synthesis of WO3 materials with mesoporous characteristics. 
 
(a) 
 
 (b) 
 
 
 
Fig. 3.1 (a) IUPAC classification of adsorption/desorption-isotherm shapes. In all isotherms, pressure 
is standardly normalized to the saturation value P0 of the adsorbed species. Point B in types II and IV 
marks the beginning of an almost linear middle section in the isotherm and is generally taken to 
indicate the completion of monolayer coverage (see Par. 3.2). Reproduced from [53]. (b) A typical, 
type-IV nitrogen adsorption/desorption isotherm from our WO3 xerogels (sample NBE), with its 
characteristic hysteresis loop (separation of the desorption branch from the adsorption one in the high-
pressure region). 
 
 
3.2 The BET Method 
Once the nitrogen isotherm v(P) has been obtained, the A value can be extracted from 
it using the standard Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) method [53-55]. In what follows, 
the BET equation is derived in the traditional, mass-balance based fashion, but a 
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statistical-mechanics derivation is also possible [54 ch. 16]. 
In the course of the adsorption process, as the gas pressure is increased, gas 
molecules gradually accumulate on pore surfaces, thereby forming multiple 
molecular layers. For the generic pressure P, let then be sk the area of pore surfaces 
covered by precisely k layers as illustrated in Fig. 3.2. 
 
 
 
Fig. 3.2 Multilayer-adsorption areas. Adapted from [54]. 
   
In equilibrium conditions, the molar desorption rate from the k-fold layer 
(proportional to the area sk) is exactly counterbalanced by the molar adsorption rate 
on the (k – 1)-fold layer (proportional to P and to the area sk–1). Thus it is: 
 
kk1kk sbPsa =−     k = 1, 2, 3…     (3.1) 
 
with ak and bk being proportionality constants. Such constants can have special values 
a1 and b1 for the single layer (due to direct gas-surface interactions), but in the 
multiple layers they are assumed to be the same as for the liquid-vapor equilibrium 
of the adsorbing species: 
 
ak = a; bk = b    k = 2, 3, 4…     (3.2) 
 
with b/a = P0 (vapor pressure). Inserting Eqn. (3.2) into Eqn. (3.1) yields: 
 
0
k
k scys =     k = 1, 2, 3…     (3.3) 
 
with c = P0 (a1/b1) and y = P/P0. Now, the number of adsorbed molecules or, 
equivalently, the adsorbed gas volume v is evidently proportional to ∑
∞
=1k
kks . Also, if 
the whole pore surface were covered with a single layer (monolayer coverage), the 
adsorbed volume vm would be proportional to ∑
∞
=0k
ks , so that it can be written: 
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The infinite sums in Eqn. (3.4) are easily calculated as ∑
∞
= −
=
1k y1
yyk  (geometric series 
of common ratio y < 1) and ( )∑ ∑ ∑
∞
=
∞
=
∞
= −
===
1k 1k 1k
-
2
k1kk
y1
yy
dy
dykyyky . The final expression 
of the BET isotherm is therefore: 
 
( ) ( )[ ]y1c1y1
cy
v
v
m −+−
=         (3.5) 
 
Eqn. (3.5) can also be put in the form: 
 
( ) ycv
1c
cv
1
y-1v
y
mm
−
+=         (3.6) 
 
Based on Eqn. (3.6), plotting y/[v(1 – y)] vs. y should give a linear graph from whose 
intercept and slope the adsorption parameters c and vm can be obtained. In turn, the 
specific surface area A is proportionally related to vm according to: 
 
m
0
00 v
V
σNA =           (3.7) 
 
 
 
Fig. 3.3 BET plot for the adsorption branch of the isotherm of Fig. 3.1b. The solid line is obtained by 
linear fitting in the low-pressure region (y ≤ 0.2) and gives vm = 24.7 cm3g–1 → A = 107 m2g–1. 
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where N0 and V0 indicate Avogadro’s number and molar volume, whereas σ0 is the 
adsorption area for a single molecule and can be calculated from liquid-density data 
at any given temperature. For standard nitrogen adsorption at 77 K, it is σ0 = 16.2 Å2. 
The BET equation provides a simplified picture of the adsorption process and is not 
usually able to reproduce the high-pressure behaviour of experimental isotherms. In 
the case of our xerogels, the linear section of the BET plots was generally limited to 
the region y < 0.2 ÷ 0.3. A typical BET plot from our samples is shown in Fig. 3.3. 
 
 
3.3 The BJH Method 
An isotherm curve contains much more structural information than a simple A value. 
In particular, as pointed above, the BET approach is only valid at low pressures and 
is not able to extract any information from the high-pressure region. Conversely, the 
Barrett-Joyner-Halenda (BJH) method is explicitly focused on this region and allows 
determination of V, D and Q values. 
In the BJH scheme, the adsorbate volume is contributed to both by adsorption on 
pore surfaces and capillary condensation in the inner pore volume. Pores are 
standardly assumed to be cylindrical in shape and their sizes can be determined by a 
proper application of the well-known Kelvin equation for meniscus vapor pressure. 
The derivation of the method is quite laborious and is not reported here. Readers are 
referred to the original BJH paper for full details [56].   
 
 
 
Fig. 3.4 BJH pore-size distribution from sample N11. The solid line is obtained by fitting datapoints to 
Eqn. (3.11) and has a 53% gaussian character (expressed as integral-area fraction). 
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The final output of the BJH method is the cumulative-volume function F(d), that is, 
the pore volume (per unit adsorbent mass) due to pores of diameter larger than a 
given d value. Accordingly, the total specific pore volume V is simply determined as 
F(d = 2nm) (the contribute of micropores under 2 nm is not accounted for by the BJH 
method and anyway it is negligible for predominantly mesoporous materials such as 
our xerogels), whereas the pore-size distribution G(d) of the volume is given by: 
 
( ) ( )d
d
d
d
dFG −=          (3.8) 
 
A typical distribution from our samples is illustrated in Fig. 3.4. The average pore 
diameter D is subsequently obtained as: 
 
( )∫
∞
=
nm2
dG
V
1D ddd          (3.9) 
 
We note that, due to the left-limitation of the integration domain and to some 
asymmetry in the distribution edges, D does not in general coincide with the position 
of the centre of the distribution peak. It is also important to remark that A, V and D 
are not totally independent quantities, but they are related to each other through the 
pore shape assumed for BJH calculations. With the standard choice of cylindrical 
pores and in the limit of a monodisperse pore diameter, it must be: 
 
D
4VA =           (3.10) 
 
Relation (3.10), though only approximately valid for real pore-size distributions of 
finite width, represents an effective means to assess the consistency of BET with BJH 
results. Our samples satisfy such relation within an average deviation < 25%. 
A last, yet important porosimetric variable, which is usually neglected or only 
qualitatively discussed in dealing with gels or other porous materials, is the pore-size 
polydispersity Q. Such variable clearly plays a key role for the engineering of oxide 
materials with high selectivity in molecular traffic and thus is of fundamental interest 
in view of catalytic or adsorptive applications. In what follows, Q is expressed as the 
half-width at half maximum of the pore-size distribution peak, normalized with 
respect to the corresponding D value. Such quantity can be calculated by fitting the 
BJH distribution with a suitable functional form. The peaks observed in our samples 
are in general very well reproduced by the pseudo-Voigt symmmetric curve (that is, 
the linear combination of a gaussian peak and a lorentzian peak centred at the same 
position): 
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where B, C, H, M and d0 are (positive) fit parameters from which the peak width can 
then be numerically calculated (see Appendix). Typically, the gaussian character of 
our distributions (expressed as fraction contribute to the total integral of the pseudo-
Voigt function) was around 40%. A fit example is illustrated in Fig. 3.4. 
 
 
3.4 State of Art for WO3 Materials 
Table II lists A values obtained in literature (together with V and D values when 
reported) for a selection of WO3 porous materials synthesized by a variety of 
techniques. To the best of our knowledge, no information is available for Q values. 
 
Table II – Porosimetric Variables for WO3 Materials in Literature 
 
SYNTHESIS 
TECHNIQUE 
 
PRECURSOR 
 
A 
[m2g–1]  
V 
[cm3g–1] 
D 
[nm] 
REF. 
Hydrolytic Sol-Gel (NH4)10W12O41 
*5H2O 
13.8 - - [30] 
Hydrolytic Sol-Gel WO(OEt)4 0.8 - - [31] 
Hydrolytic Sol-Gel + 
Supercritical Drying 
WO(OEt)4 11.5 - - [31] 
Solvothermal Treatment WCl6 + 
Cyclohexanol  
151 0.51 - [39] 
Solvothermal Treatment    W(CO)6 + Ethanol 114 - - [40] 
Non-Hydrolytic Sol-Gel + 
Templating Agent 
WCl6 + Ethanol 155 - 5 [41] 
Non-Hydrolytic Sol-Gel + 
Templating Agent 
WCl6 + Ethanol 191.5 0.20 4.1 [42] 
Non-Hydrolytic Sol-Gel + 
Templating Agent 
WCl6 + Ethanol 130 - - [43] 
Non-Hydrolytic Sol-Gel + 
Templating Agent 
WCl6 + Ethanol 156 - 4.9 [44] 
Non-Hydrolytic Sol-Gel + 
Templating Agent 
WCl6 + Ethanol 145.2 0.14 3.7 [45] 
Non-Hydrolytic Sol-Gel + 
Templating Agent 
H2W2O7 180 - - [46] 
Non-Hydrolytic Sol-Gel WCl6 + 
Diisopropyl Ether 
46 - - [47] 
Non-Hydrolytic Sol-Gel WCl6 + 
Furfuryl Acetate 
56 - - [48] 
 
 
3.5 Results for Our Xerogels  
Table III lists the A, V, D and Q values measured for all our xerogel samples (see Par. 
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1.7 for sample nomenclature and Par. 3.10 for the S values in the sixth column). 
 
Table III – Porosimetric Variables for Our WO3 Xerogels 
 
SAMPLE 
 
A 
[m2g–1]  
V 
[cm3g–1] 
D 
[nm] 
Q S 
H2 73 0.10 4.7 0.62 2.97 
H3 99 0.17 6.2 0.62 2.85 
HISO 86 0.13 5.4 0.66 2.91 
H4 109 0.32 10.5 0.98 2.51 
NBU100 145 0.20 4.5 0.56 2.42 
NBU75 139 0.57 15.9 0.45 2.54 
NBU50 140 0.47 10.4 0.83 2.51 
NBU25 131 0.31 7.6 1.23 2.48 
NBU0 43 0.05 4.2 0.38 2.92 
N1 56 0.06 7.4 0.09 2.79 
N2 125 0.07 3.9 0.32 2.91 
N3 114 0.13 5.4 0.31 2.83 
N4 155 0.12 3.6 0.38 2.93 
N5 155 0.26 6.0 0.61 2.54 
N6 146 0.35 8.6 1.11 2.49 
N7 149 0.31 6.9 1.01 2.47 
N8 170 0.20 3.8 0.70 2.37 
N9 184 0.20 3.6 0.65 2.38 
N10 129 0.27 6.5 1.22 2.46 
N11 154 0.28 5.6 0.93 2.41 
N12 167 0.28 4.9 0.69 2.35 
NISO 116 0.05 3.2 0.41 2.96 
NTERT 57 0.07 5.9 0.27 2.83 
NBE 107 0.15 4.4 0.89 2.47 
  
Comparison of Table III with literature data in Table II clearly highlights some 
important points: 
1) Our sol-gel techniques are able to achieve A values (e.g., 184 m2g-1 for sample 
N9) as high as the best one reported in literature until now for WO3 materials 
(191.5 m2g-1) by Teoh and coworkers [42]. However, unlike in Teoh’s paper, no 
use of expensive surfactant templating agents is made in our syntheses. The 
rare template-free syntheses attempted before the present PhD work 
invariably yielded low A values (46 m2g-1 in [47] and 56 m2g-1 in [48]). 
2) Analogous considerations hold for V (our best value is 0.57 cm3g–1 against a 
maximum literature value of 0.51 cm3g–1 [39]). 
3) Our xerogels are typically characterized by larger pores (with D values up to a 
maximum of 15.9 nm against a maximum literature value of only 5 nm [41]), 
which allow a faster and more efficient diffusion of fluid species and thus a 
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superior performance in catalytic applications. 
4) No comparison can be made for Q values, as no data are available from 
literature on WO3 or other transition-metal oxides. Just to have an order-of-
magnitude reference, values in range 0.3 ÷ 0.4 can be deduced for mesoporous 
organosilica sol-gel materials using small-angle X-ray scattering [57]. Though 
lower Q values are typically observed for lower D values, a direct visual 
examination of distribution curves reveals the occurrence of well-developed 
peaks even for large-D samples of higher technological interest (Fig. 3.5).  
 
 
 
Fig. 3.5 BJH pore-size distribution from sample NBU50 (D = 10.4 nm). The solid line is 
obtained by fitting datapoints to Eqn. (3.11) and has a 7% gaussian character. 
 
Such peaks indicate the presence of pores with quite uniform, well-defined 
size, which is an intriguing feature. Generally, it is characteristic of materials 
subjected to structure templating by means of self-organizing agents like 
surface-active molecules or block copolymers and is often accompanied by 
large-scale order in the gel framework. However, as already stated, no 
templating agent was employed in our preparations. So, what does promote 
the creation of structural order along the gelation process? A reasonable 
explanation can be given in terms of syneresis phenomena [15 ch. 6, 20] which 
typically affect sol-gel materials (Fig. 3.6). Once a solid oxide phase has 
formed in the sol-gel bath, the oxide network can undergo a structural 
rearrangement with local densification of the gel and consequent enlargement 
of the initial pore sizes (Fig. 3.6a). The driving force of this liquid-exclusion 
effect is a greater chemical affinity of the oxide for itself than for the liquid 
phase (obviously depending on the liquid composition as well as the chemical 
features of exposed oxide surfaces). Such behaviour is termed microsyneresis,  
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Fig. 3.6 Syneresis in a particulate 
gel monolith. (a) Microsyneresis 
with enlargement in pore size but 
no reduction in total volume. (b) 
Macrosyneresis with global volume 
contraction. 
 
 
as opposed to the more evident macrosyneresis (liquid expulsion accompanied 
by global contraction of the gel volume due to continued condensation 
reactions in the formed gel; Fig. 3.6b). It is clear that microsyneresis effects, 
when present to a sufficiently large extent, will entail a homogenization of 
pore sizes to a uniform value which is only depending on the physicochemical 
properties of the gelling system. As a result, BJH distributions will display 
sharp peaks and correspondingly low Q values. 
 
 
3.6 Controlling the Mesoporous Structure  
In order to control and tailor the mesoporous properties of the final oxide products, 
one can in principle act on the adjustment of several factors, such as: 
1) Alcohol agent; 
2) Calcination temperature; 
3) Final reducing treatment. 
Multiple laboratory experiences showed that only 1) is a truly leading factor in the 
determination of WO3-xerogel mesoporosity: in fact, looking at Table III reveals that 
the simple choice of a given alcohol agent rather than another one can have a deep 
influence on the porosimetric values. Due to its particular importance, discussion of 
the alcohol-based control of the mesoporous properties is delayed to Pars. 3.11-3.13, 
after the introduction of some essential “tools” from fractal geometry in Pars. 3.9 and 
3.10. The effects of factors 2) and 3) are discussed respectively in Pars. 3.7 and 3.8. 
 
 
3.7 Effects of Calcination Temperature 
As detailed in Par. 1.6, dried WO3 xerogels were subjected to a calcination treatment  
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Fig. 3.7 Effects of calcination temperature on surface area and pore volume for NBU50 samples. 
 
in order to remove non-oxide residuals and to consolidate the oxide structure. The 
calcination temperature was optimized by determining its impact on surface area 
and pore volume as illustrated in Fig. 3.7 for NBU50 samples. Both A and V exhibit a 
maximum (at 573 K) as functions of the calcination temperature, which should be 
interpreted as the result of two competing effects: 
1) Evaporation and removal of residual liquid (alcohol, water, hydrochloric acid, 
alkyl chlorides) retained in pores by capillary condensation;   
2) Skeletal densification of the xerogel due to continued condensation reactions 
and to structural relaxation of oxide macromolecules [15 ch. 9]. 
The lower the calcination temperature, the less extensive the removal of pore liquid. 
On the other hand, an increase in calcination temperature enhances the densification 
process, thereby determining a collapse in the mesoporosous structure. Alternatively, 
as proposed by Cheng and coworkers [41], WO3 crystallization can occur as a result 
of the exposure to high temperatures, with packing of oxide particles and consequent 
reduction in mesoporosity. However, no appreciable change in crystallinity was 
evidenced by XRD analysis for samples calcined between 473 and 673 K. Thus, we 
are led to attribute A and V drops to skeletal densification. As similar results were 
found in several preliminary tests on other hydrolytic and non-hydrolytic samples, 
calcination temperature was fixed to the maximizing value of 573 K for all xerogels.  
 
 
3.8 Effects of Final Thermal Treatment 
All porosimetric data presented up to this point of the chapter are referred to 
samples not subjected to the final thermal treatment (see Par. 2.5). Such treatment 
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entails a chemical reduction of the oxide matrix with creation of localized free 
electrons and ultimately an increase in electron conductivity, as it will be discussed 
in Ch. 4. Therefore, it is a fundamental step in view of any electrochemical 
application requiring good electron-transport characteristics (e.g., electrode-catalyst 
support in Polymer-Electrolyte-Membrane Fuel Cells). Very importantly, the final 
treatment must preserve as much as possible the initial mesoporous structure, which 
is crucial in determining the catalytic and, more generally, nanotechnological value 
of the xerogel material. Increasing the final-treatment temperature Ttr leads in fact to 
higher electron conductivity, but also to a more marked decrease in surface area (due 
to the same densification mechanisms as for calcination; pore volume is found to be 
almost unaffected) as shown in Fig. 3.8. In practice, the choice of such temperature 
will be the result of a compromise between mesoporous and electrical properties. 
Treatment-induced collapse of mesoporosity can be expressed in quantitative terms 
as fractional post-treatment changes ∆A, ∆V, ∆D and ∆Q in porosimetric variables A, 
V, D and Q. These changes were systematically measured at a reference Ttr value of 
773 K (corresponding to very high electron-conductivity values around 20 S cm–1) 
and are listed in Table IV. Examining the reported values shows that: 
1) A is subjected to a maximum decrease of 47% for samples N1 and N2; 
however, the samples with the highest initial surface areas (N8, N9 and N12, 
with respective A values of 170, 184 and 167 m2g–1) suffer a more contained 
decrease (respectively, 32, 31 and 20%) and thus appear to be good candidates 
  
 
 
Fig. 3.8 Effects of final-treatment temperature on surface area for samples NBU25 (circles) and 
NBU50 (squares). 
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Table IV – Changes in Porosimetric Variables 
for Samples Subjected to Final Thermal Treatment at 773 K  
SAMPLE 
 
∆A 
[%]  
∆V 
[%] 
∆D 
[%] 
∆Q 
[%] 
NBU75 – 33 – 9 + 30 - 
NBU50 – 20 – 9 + 15 + 71 
N1 – 47 + 2 + 7 + 145 
N2 – 47 + 27 + 36 + 101 
N3 – 40 + 4 + 37 + 117 
N4 – 35 + 10 + 42 + 86 
N5 – 39 – 8 + 60 + 167 
N6 – 34 – 5 + 58 + 11 
N7 – 32 – 4 + 61 – 29 
N8 – 32 – 6 + 55 + 22 
N9 – 31 – 7 + 47 + 29 
N10 – 25 – 3 + 40 – 18 
N11 – 22 – 1 + 39 – 19 
N12 – 20 – 2 + 35 + 18 
NISO – 37 + 26 + 16 + 86 
NTERT – 39 – 4 + 12 + 87 
NBE – 6 + 1 + 18 +51 
 
for the preparation of electrocatalytic materials requiring high electron 
conductivity. 
2) As a positive side effect of the skeletal densification, pore diameters are 
invariably subjected to an increase (with ∆D values up to 61% for sample N7), 
which improves their diffusion-transport characteristics in view of catalytic 
applications. 
3) Treatment-induced structural rearrangement generally implies a partial 
disordering of xerogel networks. The “price to pay” for the pore-enlargement 
effect is a marked broadening of pore-size distributions (with ∆Q values up to 
167% for sample N5) and a consequent loss of molecular selectivity. However, 
the most promising samples (with the highest initial surface areas: N8, N9 and 
N12) are subjected to only limited polydispersion (with respective ∆Q values 
of 22, 29 and 18%). In some samples (N7, N10 and N11) a weak narrowing, 
rather than broadening effect is observed (negative ∆Q values). 
A unified approach to the study of final-treatment effects in terms of fractal geometry 
can be found in Par. 3.12. 
 
 
3.9 Fractals 
This paragraph and the next one introduce some geometrical concepts which will be 
indispensable in treating alcohol-based control of the mesoporous properties (Pars. 
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Fig. 3.9 (a) A suggestive color-graphics representation of the Mandelbrot fractal set. Reproduced from 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mandelbrot_set (b) Fractals in nature: self-similar structure of a 
Roman cauliflower (Brassica Oleracea Italica). (c) Self-similar appearance of a WO3 xerogel (sample 
N2) in electron micrographs at three different scales.  
 
3.11-3.13). 
Since it was introduced in the pioneering Mandelbrot’s work [22], the so-called 
fractal geometry has found a huge number of applications in physics and materials 
science. In simple, qualitative terms, a fractal is defined as an object that is similar to 
itself on all scales: that is, it can be divided into smaller and smaller parts, each of 
which is (at least approximatively) a reduced-size copy of the whole. The Mandelbrot 
set (Fig. 3.9a) is perhaps the most famous example of (bidimensional) fractal and can 
be obtained as the locus of points z in the complex plane such that the sequence: 
 
zww0;w 2 1nn0 +== −          (3.12) 
 
is limited (in module) for n → ∞. Zooming on any point of the contour of this object 
will always reveal a subpattern with the same appearance as the whole set, whatever 
the zoom magnification. Nature is extremely rich in fractal or quasi-fractal structures, 
including mountains, coasts, crystals and plants (Fig. 3.9b).  
In particular, due to the intrinsic branching character of gelation mechanisms, fractal 
shapes are very often observed in sol-gel materials. Just as an example, the electronic 
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images in Fig. 3.9c (from sample N2) highlight the self-similarity of our xerogels with 
their dendritic-particulate morphology characteristic of all scales (see also Pars. 2.1-
2.2). 
In order to express the degree of “fractality” of a given object in quantitative terms, it 
is necessary to specify its fractal dimension. Although the definition of this quantity is 
not unique and there actually exist several types of fractal dimension, the so-called 
surface fractal dimension S is the only one of interest for our discussion. Let us consider 
a square (or any other bidimensional body) and determine the minimal number B(r) 
of spheres of radius r required to completely fill its surface (so that, if the spheres are 
centred at points of the square, each point of the square belongs to at least one 
sphere). As r → 0, B(r) diverges as r–2. Similar considerations hold for the filling of a 
cube (or any other solid body), but now B(r) increases as r–3 for r → 0. In both cases, 
the quantity: 
 
( )
rLog
rBLogS
r
lim
∞→
−=          (3.13) 
 
coincides with the dimensionality (respectively 2 and 3) of the filled object. For the 
surface of a tridimensional fractal, the limit in Eqn. (3.13) will be some non-integer 
value between 2 and 3. As a generalization of the results obtained for squares and 
cubes, such value can be referred to as the “dimension” of the fractal surface [58]. 
Equivalently, it can also be shown that the total surface area Σ of the fractal scales 
with its characteristic size L as [15 ch. 1]: 
 
SLΣ ∝             (3.14) 
 
S is in fact a global expression of surface irregularities. The limiting case S = 2 
corresponds to perfectly smooth, “Euclidean” surfaces, whereas S = 3 indicates the 
presence of very rough or spongelike morphologies with irregularities at atomic or 
molecular scale. In an analogous fashion, a linear fractal dimension ranging between 1 
and 2 can be defined for the perimeter of bidimensional fractals; e.g., the Mandelbrot 
set has an extremely rough contour with linear dimension exactly equal to 2 [59]. 
The S value of a real sample can be measured by a variety of techniques, including 
small-angle X-ray (or neutron) scattering [60] and field-emission image analysis [61], 
but also (which mostly matters to us) directly from adsorption data as detailed in the 
next paragraph. 
 
 
3.10 Adsorption on Fractal Surfaces 
In what follows, the expression of the adsorption isotherm v(P) for a fractal material 
is derived according to Pfeifer’s general theory [62], but the same result can also be 
obtained following other approaches [63, 64]. 
As a preliminar assumption, let the adsorbate film have the same thickness L all over 
the fractal surface. Based on Eqn. (3.13), the number of spheres of radius L required 
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to cover the whole fractal surface depends on L as L–S. Accordingly, the film volume 
can be expressed as: 
 
( ) S3LkLΩ −=           (3.15) 
 
where k is a proportionality constant depending on the specific fractal geometry. The 
total film area can also be calculated as: 
 
( ) ( ) S2LkS-3
dL
dΩLΣ −==         (3.16) 
  
The key point is the minimization of the free-energy change ∆G involved with the 
adsorption process (at given pressure P and temperature T): 
 
( ) ( ) ( )[ ] ( ) ( )[ ] ( ) ( )[ ]TP,LΣTγTP,LΩTρTP,µTP,µTP,∆G LGL +−=    (3.17) 
 
Here, µG and µL are the chemical potentials of respectively the gas and the bulk-liquid 
phase of the adsorbate species, ρL is the bulk-liquid molar density and γ is the gas-
liquid interfacial tension. The first term in the right-hand side is associated with the 
gas-to-liquid transition of the adsorbed molecules, whereas the second one is related 
to the formation of the gas-film interface. Additional contributions coming from film-
adsorbent interactions can also be accounted for if relevant [62, 65, 66]. 
Assuming ideal-gas behaviour, the gas potential can be written as: 
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
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where R is the gas constant, P0 is the vapor pressure of the bulk liquid at temperature 
T and µ0 is the bulk-liquid potential at pressure P0.  
Assuming incompressible-liquid behaviour, the bulk-liquid potential is given by: 
 
( ) ( ) ( )Tρ
PP
TµTP,µ
L
0
0L
−
+=         (3.19) 
 
Inserting Eqns. (3.15), (3.16), (3.18) and (3.19) into Eqn. (3.17), the minimal-energy 
thickness can be obtained by setting to zero the L-derivative of ∆G: 
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
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=       (3.20) 
 
The first term in the denominator is usually much larger than the second one: e.g., for 
standard nitrogen adsorption at 77 K (ρL = 2.9×104 mol m–3 and P0 = 105 Pa) their ratio 
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is always larger than 1.8×107 for any P value in the whole field [0, P0]. In terms of 
standard-conditions volume, the total amount of adsorbed gas is finally given by: 
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with ( )

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

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=′
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RTρ
ρkVk L
3S
L0 . Eqn. (3.21) is generally referred to as the Frenkel-
Halsey-Hill (FHH) isotherm for fractal materials. Based on it, a plot of Log v vs 
Log[Log(P0/P)] should give a straight line with slope S – 3 for a fractal adsorbent. 
Fig. 3.10 shows a typical FHH plot obtained from our xerogels. The deviation from 
linearity at high pressures (generally for P/P0 > 0.85) is not surprising, as in the 
vicinity of the saturation value P0 the adsorption process is influenced by a variety of 
factors not accounted for in the above model (formation of curved menisci on the 
pore walls, non-ideal gas behaviour… ). Consistent deviations were also sometimes 
observed at low pressures (generally for P/P0 < 0.20): in this region, the contribution 
of the film-adsorbent interactions to the adsorption free energy can dominate the gas-
film tension and lead to a change in the plot slope [62, 66]. 
The S values obtained for our samples (listed in the sixth column of Table III) are all 
definitely larger than 2 (2.35 ÷ 2.97), thereby confirming the presence of complex,  
 
 
Fig. 3.10 FHH plot from the nitrogen adsorption branch of sample N6. The solid line is obtained by 
linear fitting in the region P/P0 < 0.85.   
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highly fractal morphologies as qualitatively suggested by the electronic images in 
Fig. 3.9c. For comparison, values in the range 2.11 ÷ 2.88 were measured in literature 
using small angle X-ray scattering on WO3 materials prepared from chemical vapor 
deposition [67, 68]. However, to the best of our knowledge, no information is 
available for WO3 gels. 
 
 
3.11 A Fractal Approach to Structure Control 
As underlined in Par. 3.6, the choice of the alcohol to utilize as the gelling agent is the 
most important factor in determining the mesoporous properties of final non-
hydrolytic oxide products. Thus, a direct approach to the problem of the control of 
mesoporosity would require an attempt to correlate the porosimetric variables with 
the features of the alcohol molecular structure. In practice, this method is quite 
disadvantageous, since: 
1) The separate study of the alcohol impact on each single porosimetric variable 
implies much demanding work, with the risk of loosing a global view of the 
structural control. 
2) Direct alcohol-mesoporosity correlations often lead to serious interpretative 
difficulties. Just as an example, Fig. 3.11 is an attempt to correlate a feature of 
the mesoporous structure (the average pore diameter) with a feature of the 
alcohol molecular structure (the length of the alkyl chain). The resulting plot is 
a complex, oscillating curve, which is clearly very hard to account for in terms 
 
 
Fig. 3.11 Plot of the average pore diameter vs. the number of carbon atoms in the alcohol molecule for 
linear alcohols (samples N1 to N12).  
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of whatever simple model of the gelation process. Analogous problems occur 
with other direct-correlation attempts. 
The key idea developed in Pars. 3.12 and 3.13 is to follow a “fractal”, rather than 
direct, approach (Fig. 3.12) to achieve a control on oxide mesoporosity. In other 
words, due to the self-similar character of our xerogels, their fractal dimension is 
reasonably expected to represent a very accurate description of the underlying 
mesoporous structure, so as to control and clearly correlate all porosimetric variables. 
When this is actually the case, mesoporosity can be fully controlled by controlling the 
single fractal dimension: if a pre-established S value can be obtained as the result of a 
proper choice of the alcohol agent (and possibly of other preparation conditions), the 
porosimetric variables of the final oxide product will be automatically determined as 
well-definite functions of S. 
 
 
 
Fig. 3.12 Direct and fractal approaches to the control of xerogel mesoporosity.   
  
 
3.12 Fractal-Dimension Correlations 
The advantage of the fractal approach over the direct one lies in its unifying 
character: by studying the impact of the alcohol choice on the single S variable, one 
can predict (and thus tailor) the whole mesoporous properties of the final xerogel. 
However, first, it is necessary to assess and determine the S-dependence of each 
porosimetric variable: in the absence of clear correlations, the fractal approach would 
be clearly invalid. 
Fig. 3.13a illustrates the plot of the specific surface area A vs. S for all our most recent 
non-hydrolytic samples from [21] (empty squares). Datapoints concentrate in a low-S 
region (2.35 ≤ S ≤ 2.54) where A decreases with S, and a high-S region (2.79 ≤ S ≤ 2.97) 
with increasing trend. No points are available in the intermediate region, however 
the overall trend seems to indicate a minimum in A for some S value around 2.6 ÷ 
2.7. In order to interpret this behaviour, it is necessary to consider the particulate 
nature of our xerogels (see Pars. 2.1 and 2.2). If L indicates the (average) primary-
particle size for a given sample, the total surface area of a single particle is 
proportional to LS according to Eqn. (3.14). On the other hand, particle volume and 
mass are proportional to L3, so that A is proportional to LS–3 [69]. Therefore, if particle 
size were independent of the fractal dimension, A would be a monotonically 
increasing function of S. The presence of  a minimum can only be explained in terms 
of a non-trivial (increasing) S-dependence for L. In other words, these data indicate  
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Fig. 3.13 Plot of (a) surface area, (b) average pore diameter and (c) pore-size polydispersity vs. surface 
fractal dimension. Empty squares: non-hydrolytic xerogels from [21]. Full circles: hydrolytic xerogels 
from [18]. Full triangles: non-hydrolytic xerogels from [20]. Solid lines in both (a) and (b) are 
obtained by sinusoidal interpolation, whereas the line in (c) is obtained by linear interpolation on the 
semilogarithmic plot. 
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that the S-control mechanism on the mesoporous structure is of granulometric type. 
Quite surprisingly, the correlation is also satisfactorily obeyed by both hydrolytic 
samples (full circles in Fig. 3.13a) and non-hydrolytic ones (full triangles) from our 
previous papers (respectively [18] and [20]). That strongly suggests the presence of a 
somewhat “universal” character in the S-control, which regulates mesoporosity 
formation independently of the chemistry of the sol-gel preparation. 
Further considerations follow from examining the BJH specific pore volume V and 
average pore diameter D. These quantities are not independent but related to each 
other (as D ~ 4V/A according to Eqn. (3.10)), so only the S-dependence of D is 
illustrated (Fig. 3.13b). A clear correlation is noticed, which exhibits a maximum in 
correspondence to the A minimum. Now, D depends in general not only on particle 
size, but also on the way particles are arranged and packed together. Thus, the 
presence of a S-correlation not only for A but also for D indicates that the S-control is 
not merely granulometric but has a more global effect, acting on single particles as 
well as on particle clusters. This multiscale influence is a naturally expected feature 
for self-similar fractal materials and is also revealed by the behaviour of the pore-size 
polydispersity Q (Fig. 3.13c). Such variable has of course a strong dependence on the 
characteristics and ordering degree of the particle assembling. Once again, our data 
exhibit a quite clear S-correlation with a decreasing linear plot on a semilogarithmic 
scale, thereby evidencing an exponential “order decay” for increasing S values. 
The relevance of S as a correlating parameter is not limited to porosimetric variables. 
Since S controls the whole features of the mesoporous structure, thermal-stability 
characteristics (which obviously depend on the “toughness” of the structure) are also 
expected to exhibit some S-correlation. Fig. 3.14 is a re-reading of the stability data of 
Par. 3.8 (Table IV) in terms of the fractal approach, illustrating the relative post-
treatment changes ∆S, ∆A, ∆D and ∆Q as functions of the starting S value.  
The behaviour of ∆S (Fig. 3.14a) is in agreement with the S-increase effect usually 
reported for high-temperature treatments on sol-gel materials [70-72]. Samples 
having partially smooth surfaces (in the low-S region, 2.35 ≤ S ≤ 2.54) tend to become 
rougher after the treatment, with positive ∆S values up to about 7%; instead, samples 
with already rough surfaces (in the high-S region, 2.79 ≤ S ≤ 2.96) are less susceptible 
to the treatment (since S cannot grow beyond 3), thereby giving smaller (and, in 
some cases, even negative) ∆S values.  
The loss in surface area, –∆A, has an increasing, saturating dependence on S (Fig. 
3.14b). Since, as observed above, A is proportional to LS–3 for a fractal particulate of 
average particle size L and since, as just seen, S is only weakly affected by the final 
treatment, the loss in A necessarily implies a redistribution of the oxide material 
during the treatment, so as to join together particles into bigger ones with increased L 
values. The behaviour of ∆Q (Fig. 3.14d), which is qualitatively similar to that of –∆A, 
agrees with this picture. In fact, due to its reasonably random character, the 
redistribution process is expected to determine an increase in particle-size 
polydispersity and consequently also in pore-size polydispersity Q. Larger losses in 
A (occurring in the high-S region) imply a more relevant redistribution, which in 
turn implies larger increases in Q. 
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Figure 3.14 Relative changes in (a) fractal dimension, (b) surface area, (c) average pore diameter and 
(d) pore-size polydispersity after performing the final thermal treatment at 773 K as functions of the 
initial fractal dimension. Solid lines in (a), (b) and (d) are obtained by parabolic interpolation. 
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Finally, the S-dependence of ∆D (Fig. 3.14c) is difficult to understand. The plot seems 
to suggest the presence of a maximum or a minimum, however further datapoints 
are needed in the intermediate-S region (2.54 ≤ S ≤ 2.79) for a correct analysis. In any 
case, the sign of ∆D is always positive and thus indicates an enlargement in pore size, 
which is at least qualitatively coherent with above-mentioned material redistribution 
and increase in particle size. 
In summary, our whole data confirm that the fractal dimension is a really intriguing 
parameter for a unifying description and interpretation of the mesoporous properties 
of WO3 xerogel materials. A thorough understanding of all the above-observed S-
correlations would certainly require a deeper investigation on a larger number of 
samples, but is in fact of limited interest in the practical perspective of material 
design and tailoring. What really matters is the real existence of such correlations: as 
soon as they are assessed and tabulated, the entire control problem of the oxide 
structure reduces to the control problem of the single fractal dimension, which is 
outlined in the next paragraph. 
 
 
3.13 Impact of the Alcohol Molecular Structure 
S values (and consequently S-depending mesoporous properties) can be easily 
controlled through a proper choice of the alcohol agent. In particular, we focused on 
non-hydrolytic samples and studied the impact on S of two major features of the 
 
 
 
Fig. 3.15 Fractal dimension as a function of the number of carbon atoms in the alcohol molecule for 
linear alcohols (samples N1 to N12). 
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alcohol molecular structure: alkyl-chain length and carbocation stability.   
Fig. 3.15 shows the plot of S for samples prepared in linear alcohols vs the number Nc 
of carbon atoms in the alcohol molecule. A decreasing dependence is noticed, which 
indicates the building up of more regular, less rough surface morphologies in the 
presence of long-chain alcohols. Such behaviour can be rationalized in terms of 
alcohol solubility of the growing oxide phase [15 ch. 1]. The reaction of the sol-gel 
precursor WCl6 with a (linear) alcohol ROH determines the formation of oxide 
structures containing a large amount of OR groups (case 1 in Fig. 1.6). The longer the 
alkyl chain R, the higher the alcohol solubility of oxide particles and the more 
consistent their tendency to dissolve and then reprecipitate until an equilibrium 
configuration is obtained with regular, non-rough surfaces that minimize (or at least 
reduce) particle interfacial area and energy. Importantly, such morphological 
smoothing implies (by definition) a decrease in S, but not in general in the specific 
surface area of the xerogel sample, which is also dependent on particle size as noted 
in the previous paragraph. In the light of Fig. 3.15, the apparently enigmatic relation 
D(Nc) shown in Fig. 3.11 is now easily interpreted as a function composition of the 
form D[S(Nc)]. 
While alkyl-chain length controls S through an essentially physical mechanism, 
carbocation (R+) stability of the alcohol molecule directly intervenes in the chemistry 
of the sol-gel reaction. As detailed in Par. 1.4, gelation pathways for primary and 
secondary alcohols (having energetically unstable carbocations) are generally  
 
 
 
Fig. 3.16 Fractal dimension as a function of the carbocation stability of the alcohol molecule (from left 
to right, datapoints are referred to samples N1, N2, NISO, NTERT and NBE). 
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different from those involved with tertiary and benzyl alcohols (having stable 
carbocations). In particular, stable carbocations involve the intermediate formation of  
highly reactive hydroxyl groups and ultimately imply a faster gelation kinetics [32]. 
Carbocation stability can be quantified in various ways. An effective approach is the 
determination of the highest value Vmax of the electrostatic potential on the “surface” 
of the carbocation: the lower is such value, the more delocalized is the positive 
charge and the more stable is the carbocation. Fig. 3.16 shows the plot of S for five 
alcohols with growing carbocation stability (methanol, ethanol, 2-propanol, tert-
butanol and benzyl alcohol) vs. Vmax as obtained from standard Hartree-Fock 
quantum calculations [73]. The presence of a S-maximum in correspondence of 
secondary alcohols (2-propanol) is reasonably to be interpreted as the competition of 
two effects related to the gelation kinetics. On one hand, a fast kinetics (involved 
with stable carbocations) prevents the achievement of the thermodynamic condition 
of minimal interfacial area and promotes the formation of randomized, rough surface 
morphologies with high S values (close to 3). On the other hand, however, it affords 
highly condensed, stiff gels which exhibit a marked resistance to structural 
rearrangements during the drying/calcination phase and thus are not affected by the 
associated S-enhancement (drying/calcination-induced increase in S is well 
documented for silica as well as transition-metal-oxide xerogels [70-72]). It must also 
be stressed that the alcohols in the plot of Fig. 3.16 have different Nc values, which 
increase with carbocation stability from 1 (methanol) to 7 (benzyl alcohol). 
Nevertheless, that should have negligible influence on the behaviour of S (except 
possibly for benzyl alcohol), since, in the light of Fig. 3.15, S is only weakly 
dependent on Nc for Nc < 5. 
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CHAPTER 4 
ELECTRON CONDUCTIVITY 
 
 
 
 
The presence of electrical properties increases the technological value of a 
mesoporous material in that its application range can be extended to the ever-
growing field of electrocatalysis.  
In particular, the preparation of mesoporous matrices with electron-conduction 
characteristics is of paramount interest for catalyst substrates in PEMFC (Polymer-
Electrolyte-Membrane Fuel Cell) electrodes. State-of-art substrates are made of 
carbon materials [14 ch. 4]. As anticipated in the Introduction, replacement of carbon 
with properly tailored WO3 matrices could potentially result in multiple advantages: 
1) Higher chemical, mechanical and thermal stability of the inorganic oxide 
structure with respect to the organic carbon structure. 
2) Possibility of controlling and tuning mesoporosity through the sol-gel process 
as detailed in Ch. 3.  
3) Presence of additional proton-conduction characteristics as it will be discussed 
in Ch. 5. 
Independently of these features, electron conductivity remains of course a primary 
parameter for the comparison of competing electrocatalyst substrates. This chapter 
contains all results concerning electron conductivity in our WO3 xerogels. After a 
preliminary paragraph with the fundamentals of electron transport in disordered 
materials, we proceed in the description of the measurement method and apparatus. 
Subsequently discussed are the experimental curves of conductivity vs. operating 
temperature and sample non-stoichiometry as deduced from XPS composition data 
(see Pars. 2.4 and 2.5). The conduction mechanism is elucidated and quantitatively 
analyzed. A comparison with literature data is then presented. Finally examined is 
conductivity stability in the presence of water and air oxygen. 
 
 
4.1 Electron Conduction in Xerogels 
Electron transport in transition-metal oxides is due to the presence of metal ions in 
more than one valence state. In particular, the n-type-semiconductor behaviour of 
non-stoichiometric oxides with an oxygen defect is well-established in literature [74]. 
Oxygen vacancies determine a (small) amount of reduced-metal ions (such as W5+ 
ions) coexisting with the dominant oxidized state (W6+). Unbound external electrons 
on reduced-metal ions can easily break away and take part in conduction.  
The description of electron transport in ordered crystalline materials involves the 
quantum concept of continuous energy bands [75 ch. 8]. At not too high temperatures 
(generally including room temperature), crystal electrons will occupy all the lowest-
energy states in the bands up to a maximum Fermi energy level. Based on the band 
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structure and on the number of electrons per crystal cell, it may happen either that a 
certain number of bands are completely filled, all others remaining empty (insulating 
behaviour) or that a number of bands is only partially filled (conducting behaviour). 
If the latter is the case, valence-shell electrons are not confined in a small volume 
around each nucleus. Instead, they are delocalized over the whole crystal and free to 
respond to an applied electric field. 
Standard band theory, which is substantially based on the periodic symmetry of the 
crystal potential on electrons, is no more applicable in amorphous or semicrystalline 
materials such as xerogels and glasses (see Par. 2.3). As first shown by Anderson [76, 
77], structural disorder can determine the formation of localized bands, that is, 
collections of localized states with energy levels being closely spaced to each other. 
Electrons can then move along an applied electric field by jumping from one 
localized state to another one. This mechanism is referred to as hopping conduction. 
Hopping transitions from low- to high-valence metal ions are well documented in 
WO3 (from W5+ to W6+ [9, 78-80]) and other non-stoichiometric oxides. 
Two main models [81] are available in the quantitative description of hopping 
conduction: the Nearest-Neighbor Hopping (NNH) model and the Variable-Range 
Hopping (VRH) model. The starting point for the derivation of both NNH and VRH 
conductivities is the general expression for the hopping-transition probability P from 
a localized state to a more energetic one separated by a distance R: 
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where α is the reciprocal characteristic length of electron localization, ∆ is the energy 
difference, k is the Boltzmann constant and T is the absolute temperature. The first 
exponential in the right-hand side of Eqn. (4.1) represents the quantum “recall force” 
exerted by the initial site, whereas the second one is the activation term associated 
with the overcoming of the energy barrier ∆. 
 
NNH Conduction 
When T is sufficiently high, thermal agitation enables electrons to easily overcome 
energy differences among hopping sites. More precisely, for kT >> ∆ the second 
exponential in the right-hand side of Eqn. (4.1) gets close to 1 and has no influence on 
P. In such conditions, P is an exponentially decreasing function of R and thus short 
jumps on nearest-neighbor sites are far more probable than longer jumps on more 
distant sites. This situation is referred to also as Small-Polaron Hopping (SPH), since 
the hopping electron determines a polarization distortion of the oxide matrix: the 
surrounding polarization cloud is said to form a polaron with the electron and moves 
along with it, which results in energy release to the lattice through phonon creation. 
NNH conductivity has the following activated dependence on temperature [82]: 
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where A is a preexponential factor and Ea is the activation energy associated with 
phonon creation. A depends on the fraction C of reduced-metal ions in the oxide: 
 
( )C1C
L)kLexp(2α
eνA
2
−=         (4.3) 
 
where L is the (average) spacing between vicinal metal-ions (of any valence), ν is the 
phonon frequency and e is the elementary charge. 
 
VRH Conduction 
Decreasing the temperature often determines a transition from the NNH to the VRH 
regime. In fact, when T is not very high, the activated term in the right-hand side of 
Eqn. (4.1) cannot be ignored in the evaluation of the transition probability. Such term 
in general does not favor short jumps to neighboring sites, because more distant sites 
can be closer in energy to the starting one. Also, transitions between localized states 
with energies in the vicinity of the Fermi level are the most efficient ones for charge 
transport, since filled and empty states with close energies can only be found in this 
energy range. Let then GF be the density of states (number of states per unit energy 
per unit volume) at the Fermi level. In a sphere of radius R around the initial site 
there are 4piR3GF/3 states per unit energy. Equivalently, it can be said that the energy 
spacing between these states is: 
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In other words, as expected, jumping a longer distance allows the electron to find 
sites with a lower energy difference to overcome. In order to determine the (average) 
hopping distance R0, it is necessary to insert Eqn. (4.4) into Eqn. (4.1) and then 
maximize P as a function of R. The result is: 
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with T0 = 18α3/(kGF). At first approximation, VRH conductivity is proportional to the 
transition probability P0 and thus exhibits the characteristic temperature dependence 
of Eqn. (4.5b). A more refined expression is: 
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The preexponential factor B is given by: 
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Eqn. (4.6) is known as Mott’s formula [83]. Both B and T0 are functions of C through 
the density of states GF. However, no general information is available in literature on 
the relation between GF and C. 
 
Up to now, hopping conduction in WO3 materials has been investigated for 
amorphous and semicrystalline films obtained by vacuum thermal evaporation [78] 
or radio-frequency sputtering [79, 80]. Both NNH [80] and VRH [78, 79] behaviours 
were observed around room temperature. To the best of our knowledge, no study 
has yet been performed on hopping dynamics in mesoporous WO3 xerogels. In order 
to establish the hopping mechanism in our samples, the experimental dependence of 
conductivity on T and C was compared with both NNH and VRH equations, as 
detailed in Pars. 4.3 and 4.4. 
 
 
4.2 Conductivity Measurements 
In this PhD work, all data concerning electrical properties were obtained by means of 
Electrical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS). EIS allows determination of the real part 
(ρ’) and of the imaginary part (ρ’’) of the complex resistivity of a given material as a 
 
 
 
Fig. 4.1 Typical frequency behaviour of ρ’ and ρ’’ (Bode plot) for dry xerogels. 
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function of the frequency f of the applied electric field. The experimental procedure 
and apparatus adopted for our materials are described below. Electron conductivity 
of WO3 xerogels was measured on dry samples (relative humidity RH = 0%), since 
they do not contain free protons (see Ch. 5) and therefore give a purely electronic 
response. Electron transport in wet matrices is examined in Par. 4.6. 
EIS spectra in dry conditions (Fig. 4.1) exhibit pure-resistor behaviour (with constant 
ρ’ and zero ρ’’) up to ~ 105 Hz, whereas dispersion effects become evident only at 
higher frequencies. In other words, the Nyquist plot (ρ’’ vs. ρ’) has the shape of a 
single point on the ρ’ axis. This feature is typical of electrons, which are extremely 
 
Experimental Procedure 
EIS spectra were acquired for cylindrical pellets (6 mm in diameter, ~ 2 mm in 
thickness) formed by cold-pressing of a suitable xerogel-powder amount at 300 MPa 
in a hard-steel mould. Apparent pellet density was in the range 3.2 ÷ 3.5 g cm–3. 
Each pellet was locked between two mirror-finished stainless-steel electrodes in a 
plexiglas cell (Fig. 4.2). In order to ensure a good contact, the pellet was sandwiched 
between two soft discs (6 mm in diameter) of conducting carbon cloth (E-Tek HT-
1400-W) prior to cold-pressing in the mould.  
 
 
 
Fig. 4.2 (a) Overall picture of the apparatus for conductivity measurements: insulating plexiglas cell 
(1), stainless-steel electrodes (2) and xerogel pellet (3). (b) Detail of cell configuration. Also shown in 
red are silicone o-rings for preserving samples in wet conditions (when required). 
 
All measurements were carried out in a water bath at controlled temperature either 
under dry or wet conditions. Wet conditions were obtained by laying down a 
suitable deionized-water amount (resistivity > 18 MΩ cm) onto each electrode prior 
to locking the sandwiched pellet in the cell. The presence of liquid water in the cell 
was visually monitored and ensured for all wet samples. EIS scans were performed 
on a 1287 Solartron Electrochemical Interface in connection to a 1255 Solartron 
Frequency-Response Analyzer with an applied oscillating voltage of 10-mV 
amplitude and frequency ranging from 1 to 106 Hz. Blank-cell impedance was 
obtained accounting for analyzer cables and pressed carbon-cloth discs and was 
subtracted from all spectra prior to data elaboration. Conductivity values were 
calculated accounting for pellet diameter and thickness (excluding the thickness of 
carbon-cloth discs).  
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fast in following the oscillations of the applied field. Thus, electron conductivity in 
dry conditions is simply determined from the low-frequency ρ’ plateau-value. In wet 
samples, where proton conduction takes also place, the Nyquist plot is no more a 
single point but rather exhibits a complex shape: the interpretation of EIS data gets 
more difficult and requires equivalent-circuit fitting analysis as detailed in Ch. 5. 
 
 
4.3 Temperature Dependence 
In order to understand conduction mechanisms, it is necessary to examine the 
behaviour of conductivity σ as a function of operating conditions and/or intrinsic 
sample properties. We privileged the study of non-hydrolytic xerogels, which are of 
higher technological interest due to their better mesoporous features (see Par. 3.5) 
and water-stability (see Par. 4.6). 
In particular, we performed a detailed analysis on NBU50 samples (see Par. 1.7 for 
sample nomenclature) [20]. Importantly, the obtained results were found to be 
generalizable to all other non-hydrolytic xerogels (with only very small discrepancies 
in conductivity values from sample to sample), thereby indicating that the dry-state 
electron transport is essentially independent of their distinguishing mesoporous 
features. 
Hopping-conduction mechanisms in disordered WO3 materials are not universally 
established. In particular, no papers are available in literature concerning hopping 
dynamics in mesoporous WO3 xerogels. In order to elucidate electron-transport 
features in our materials, we first analyzed the T-dependence of conductivity in the 
range 298 ÷ 353 K for samples with different fractions C of reduced-tungsten (W5+) 
ions. Values of C were varied simply by changing the temperature of the final 
thermal treatment and determined from XPS data as detailed in Pars. 2.4 and 2.5. 
Importantly, all EIS measurements were performed as soon as samples completed 
the final treatment and were cooled to room temperature, in order to avoid 
conductivity changes due to the oxidizing and humidifying action by ambient air 
(effects of air exposure will be discussed in Par. 4.7). 
We observed a definite increase of σ with T for all C values. In particular, σ increases 
from (0.085 ± 0.002) S cm–1 at 298 K to (0.172 ± 0.005) S cm–1 at 353 K for C = 0.11 and 
from (1.6 ± 0.1) to (2.4 ± 0.2) S cm–1 for C = 0.12. Fig. 4.3 displays σ vs. T for these C 
values with two different plots. In Fig. 4.3a the logarithm of σT is plotted vs. 1000/T. 
According to Eqn. (4.2), such plot has to be a straight line when the conducting 
matrix is characterized by a NNH regime. Instead, in Fig. 4.3b the logarithm of σT1/2 
is plotted vs. T–1/4, which from Eqn. (4.6) results in a linear graph for VRH behaviour. 
Both models give linear fits of comparable quality with very similar determination 
coefficients. 
Therefore, investigation of the T-dependence of electron conductivity in the vicinity 
of room temperature does not enable assessment of the hopping mechanism in our 
xerogels. In the next future our group is going to set up an improved measurement 
apparatus so as to perform more detailed studies in the domain of both low and high 
temperatures. 
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Fig. 4.3 T-dependence of electron conductivity in NBU50 samples with C = 0.11 and 0.12. (a) NNH 
plot. (b) VRH plot. Linear fits are shown as solid lines with determination coefficients R2. 
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4.4 Non-stoichiometry Dependence 
It has been pointed out in Par. 4.1 that the presence of reduced-metal ions in an oxide 
matrix provides “quasi-free” electrons which can easily contribute to conduction. 
Accordingly, it is clear that exposing the oxide to chemically-reducing conditions will 
determine an increase in σ, whereas a decrease will occur in the presence of oxidizing 
conditions. As detailed in Par. 2.5, annealing under vacuum or inert-gas atmosphere 
is probably the simplest way to get oxygen loss (accompanied by chemical reduction) 
in the oxide. 
Fig. 4.4 displays σ vs. fraction C of reduced-tungsten ions for NBU50 samples at T = 
298 K. Also indicated on the top axis are the annealing temperatures Ttr of the final 
reducing treatment (30 min under flowing nitrogen) to which our samples were 
subjected. It is noticed that small increases in C have strong impact on σ, which 
grows from (0.085 ± 0.002) S cm–1 for C = 0.11 (Ttr = 573 K) to (20 ± 10) S cm–1 for C = 
0.14 (Ttr = 773 K). Within ± 15% variations, these values were also measured for all 
other non-hydrolytic samples prepared in the present PhD work, thereby suggesting 
that differences in mesoporous structure have negligible influence on the electron 
transport and that the analysis below (concerning the compatibility of C-dependence 
with NNH and VRH models) has a general validity. 
 
 
 
Fig. 4.4 C-dependence of electron conductivity in NBU50 samples at T = 298 K. Shown on the top 
axis are the annealing temperatures of the final reducing treatment (30 min under flowing nitrogen). 
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The higher Ttr, the higher C and σ. However, rising Ttr requires caution in order to 
contain the collapse of specific surface area and the other porosimetric variables, 
which have a limited thermal stability (see Par. 3.8) and play a key role for any 
electrocatalytic purpose. The value of Ttr will therefore be a compromise between 
porosity and conductivity at some intermediate point to be established on the basis 
of final oxide applications. 
Unlike T-dependence data in Par. 4.3, the elaboration of C-dependence data in Fig. 
4.4 allows a clear assessment of the hopping mechanism according to the following 
discussion [20]. 
 
Compatibility with the NNH Model 
In a NNH conductor σ varies with C as C(1 – C) according to Eqns. (4.2) and (4.3). In 
particular, the logarithm of σ/[C(1 – C)] is linear in the activation energy Ea and, if Ea 
is assumed as independent of C, it must be a constant. However, that is not observed 
in our case (Fig. 4.5), which necessarily implies a C-dependence for Ea. Fitting a 
general power-law form to Ea and using literature values [78, 80]: ν ~ 1013 Hz, L ~ 0.3 
nm and α ~ 1 nm–1 for material constants in Eqn. (4.3), the following relation is 
obtained: 
 
[ ] 6.8
8
a C
104.640.02eVE
−×
+=         (4.8) 
 
 
Fig. 4.5 Plot of Log ( )CC −1
σ
vs. C for NBU50 samples at 298 K. The solid line is obtained by fitting 
datapoints to a power-law function f(C) = fo + x CY. 
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Based on Eqn. (4.8), Ea drops by 71% (from 0.17 to 0.05 eV) as C increases from 0.11 to 
0.14. Such marked a decrease appears unrealistic and is hard to be given a physically 
meaningful interpretation. Ea is substantially determined by the metal-ion spacing L 
and the dielectric response of the xerogel material, which should not change 
appreciably within the restricted C range investigated here. Actually, a reduction by 
57% (from 0.51 to 0.22 eV) has been recently reported for WO3 nanoparticle films [84], 
but in that case C was subjected to much more drastic change (from ~ 0.50 to 0.80) 
with consequent impact on both L and the dielectric response. Based on that, we are 
led to consider the NNH model as unsuitable for interpreting our data. 
 
Compatibility with the VRH Model 
We now turn to analyzing the C-dependence of σ in the light of the VRH model. In a 
VRH conductor σ depends on C only through the density of localized states at the 
Fermi level, GF. For each value of σ we extracted the corresponding GF value by 
means of a numerical procedure (see Appendix) based on Eqns. (4.6) and (4.7) with 
the above-cited estimates for material constants ν and α. Accordingly, the C-
dependence of GF is obtained and plotted in Fig. 4.6a. GF increases from 5×1020 to 
165×1020 eV–1cm–3 as C increases from 0.11 to 0.14. For comparison, GF values around 
1019 eV–1cm–3 have  been recently reported from T-dependence analysis on 
amorphous WO3 films [78, 80]. Our results indicate that the generation of oxygen 
vacancies (produced by the final thermal treatment) provides a strong enrichment in 
localized electronic states around the Fermi level. Although no specific information is 
available in literature on the C-dependence for GF in WO3 materials, significant 
increase of GF has indeed been observed for other oxide materials upon rising the 
temperature of reducing treatments (and thus the final C value). For instance, an 
increase by a factor ~ 10 has been reported for mixed zinc-tin oxides treated in a (25% 
H2 ÷ 75% N2) atmosphere when treatment temperature varies from 693 to 723 K [85]. 
Other quantities of interest in the VRH model are the average jump-distance H and 
average energy increase W associated with the hopping transition. Both of them 
depend on GF as GF – 1/4 according to the following relations [83]: 
 
4
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FG kT α8π
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
=          (4.9a) 
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3W =          (4.9b) 
 
To further probe the compatibility of the VRH model with our experimental data, the 
C-dependencies of H and W were calculated using Eqns. (4.9a, b) along with the 
GF(C) function obtained in Fig. 4.6a. Plots of H and W vs. C are shown in Fig. 4.6b. H 
decreases from 2.3 to 1.0 nm as C increases from 0.11 to 0.14. In other words, based 
on a metal-ion spacing L of 0.3 nm, electrons jump (on the average) from 8 to 3 metal 
ions at each hopping transition, which looks realistic (for comparison, average jump 
lengths of 20 and 13 interionic distances can be deduced for WO3 films respectively  
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Fig. 4.6 C-dependence of VRH parameters. (a) Density of localized states at the Fermi level. (b) 
Average distance and average energy increase (these quantities are proportional to each other) for the 
hopping transitions. 
 
in [78] and [80]). Correspondingly, W decreases from 40 to 16 meV. The obtained 
values for H and W are useful in that they allow a simple test to check the physical 
consistency of the VRH model for our oxides. In fact, the so-called Mott’s requirements 
[83]: 
 
1Hα ≥           (4.10a) 
kTW >           (4.10b) 
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must be satisfied for any VRH-conducting material, since their validity is essential to 
the derivation of the VRH equations (4.6) and (4.7): in particular, Eqn. (4.10b) 
expresses the fact that the conducting system has to be “cold” enough to “switch off” 
the NNH mechanism (see Eqn. (4.1)). Now, assuming ν = 7×1013 Hz and α = 1.5 nm–1, 
we found indeed 1 < Hα, W/kT ≤ 2 for our samples as C ranges from 0.11 to 0.14. 
In summary, the above C-dependence analysis shows that the VRH model provides a 
physically reasonable account of conductivity data for non-hydrolytic xerogels as 
opposed to the NNH model, and also good agreement with literature. The 
determination of the conduction mechanism allows full control on the electron-
conduction process simply by adjustment of the final-treatment temperature Ttr. 
More precisely, elaboration of data in Figs. 4.4 and 4.6 yields the following operative 
correlations: 
 
( ) [ ]
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105.278.09cmSTσLog ×−=−      (4.11a) 
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( ) [ ] ( )trtr TH17.14meVTW =       (4.11d) 
 
In Eqns. (4.11a-d) Ttr is everywhere expressed in K. Within a 15% accuracy, these 
relations can be utilized for regulating electron transport in any one of our non-
hydrolytic WO3 xerogels.   
 
 
4.5 State of Art for WO3 Materials 
To the best of our knowledge, no data are available in literature for the electron 
conductivity of sol-gel mesoporous WO3 matrices. The reported room-temperature 
conductivity values for a variety of non-porous WO3 materials are listed in Table V. 
In particular, a very large number of electron-conduction studies on WO3-film 
samples was published in the last two decades, but only a few significant papers are 
included in the list just as an order-of-magnitude account. 
A very wide range of values (10–15 ÷ 103 S cm–1) is noticed, strongly depending on 
sample preparation and operating conditions. Importantly, as a consequence of the 
non-stoichiometry enhancement induced by the final treatment, the conductivity of 
our non-hydrolytic xerogels can be increased to values (~ 20 S cm–1 for Ttr = 773 K) 
higher than the majority of literature ones (including WO3 crystals at ~ 6 S cm–1). 
Even larger values can be achieved by treating at higher temperatures, in accordance 
with Eqn. (4.11a). 
As a last interesting point, we note that our values are also higher than those 
reported for the best conducting carbons presently used as electrode-catalyst 
substrates (e.g., a value ~ 5 S cm–1 is found for the widely employed Vulcan Xc-72 
carbon [86]). This is a further advantage (besides those mentioned at the beginning of  
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Table V – Room-Temperature Electron Conductivity for WO3 Materials in Literature 
 
SAMPLE TYPE 
 
 
σ 
[S cm–1]  
REF. 
Single Crystal ~ 6 [8] 
Non-Stoichiometric 
Crystals 
~ 103 [87] 
Amorphous Film ~ 10–5  [9] 
Crystalline Film ~ 10–15 [78] 
Crystalline Film ~ 102 [79] 
Crystalline Film    ~ 10–2  [80] 
Amorphous Film ~ 10–6  [88] 
 
the chapter) in view of potential fuel-cell applications. 
 
4.6 Water Stability and Mixed Conduction 
When WO3 xerogels are exposed to a humid atmosphere or directly wetted by water, 
chemi- and physisorbed layers of water molecules establish at pore surfaces and a 
liquid phase forms in the pore volume by capillary condensation. As a consequence, 
proton-conduction characteristics are born, as it will be discussed in Ch. 5. On the 
other hand, water is a dielectric substance which can in principle hinder or inhibit 
electron transport by permeating oxide-particle interstices and therefore insulating 
particles from each other. The question of the preservation of electron conductivity in 
humid/wet conditions is of tremendous interest in view of potential applications for 
fuel-cell technology: as detailed in the Introduction, achieving mixed electron/proton 
conduction characteristics in electrode substrates would greatly improve the catalytic 
performance with respect to presently used carbon-black matrices. 
In order to assess possible water-induced drops in electron conductivity, the EIS 
spectrum of a given sample in wet conditions was acquired and compared with the 
corresponding dry-state spectrum. Wet-state spectra were acquired at least 24 h after 
performing the wetting operation, so as to ensure complete sample hydration.  
This study revealed a fundamental difference between hydrolytic and non-hydrolytic 
xerogels. The dry- and wet-state spectrum at room temperature for a hydrolytic (H4) 
and a non-hydrolytic (NBU50) sample are shown respectively in Fig. 4.7 and 4.8 in 
terms of both Bode and Nyquist plots. In dry conditions the samples exhibit the same 
frequency behaviour (already described in Par. 4.2), with constant ρ’ and zero ρ’’ up 
to ~ 105 Hz (red curves in Fig. 4.7a and 4.8a). Dispersion effects (decrease in ρ’ and 
increase in |ρ’’|) are only detected at higher frequencies. The related Nyquist plots 
(red curves in Fig. 4.7b and 4.8b) have the shape of single points (with vertical tails 
associated to high-frequency dispersion) on the ρ’ axis, corresponding to close 
electron-conductivity values of respectively 0.200 and 0.085 S cm–1. In wet conditions, 
due to the activation of proton transport, the frequency response (blue curves in Fig. 
4.7a and 4.8a) is subjected to a marked change with formation of a non-monotonic ρ’’  
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Fig. 4.7 (a) Bode and (b) Nyquist plot for (untreated) sample H4 at 298 K. Red and blue curves 
indicate respectively dry-state and wet-state data. Solid and dashed lines in (a) are used respectively 
for the real and the imaginary part of the resistivity. The arrows in (b) denote the direction of 
increasing frequencies.  
 
profile. The related Nyquist plots (blue curves in Fig. 4.7b and 4.8b) are no longer 
single points, but rather they exhibit a complex shape with the presence of a low- 
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Fig. 4.8 (a) Bode and (b) Nyquist plot for (untreated) sample NBU50 at 298 K. Red and blue curves 
indicate respectively dry-state and wet-state data. Solid and dashed lines in (a) are used respectively 
for the real and the imaginary part of the resistivity. The arrows in (b) denote the direction of 
increasing frequencies. Note the ρ’-scale change with respect to Fig. 4.7b. 
 
frequency tail and a high-frequency arc segment. The quantitative analysis of the 
wet-state-spectra shapes allows determination of water-induced proton conductivity 
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as detailed in Ch. 5. Here, however, we are only interested in comparing spectra 
positions: for the hydrolytic sample the wet-state spectrum is much to the right of the 
dry-state one (with roughly 20 times larger ρ’ values), but for the non-hydrolytic 
sample a slight left shift is observed. 
The latter case is exactly what is expected when the electron transport is not affected 
by the presence of water. In fact, the total wet-state complex resistivity of the bulk 
oxide matrix is given by the parallel of wet-state electron and proton resistivities: 
 
W
P
W
W
P
W
W
TOT
ρρ
ρρ
ρ
+
=           (4.12) 
 
where apex W denotes wet-state values and pedix P indicates the proton term. Now, 
if the wet-state electron resistivity Wρ is taken to be equal to the dry-state value Dρ (a 
real number at all but very high frequencies), then it will be DWTOT ρρ < in practically 
the whole frequency domain regardless of the behaviour of WPρ (this condition may 
not be satisfied at very low frequencies due to the contribution of electrode-sample 
interfacial impedances in series to the bulk-material impedance).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 4.9 (a) Charge transport in dry xerogels. 
Oxide particles are in contact with each other, 
thus allowing long-range electron transport. (b) 
Charge transport in wet hydrolytic xerogels (blue 
small points represent single water molecules). 
Particles are phisically separated from each other 
by layers of adsorbed waters, so that no long-
range electron transport can take place. On the 
other hand, proton conduction occurs in the 
water phase surrounding particles. (c) Charge 
transport in wet non-hydrolytic xerogels. Due to 
structural connectivity, particle contact is 
preserved even in the wet state; simultaneous 
electron and proton conduction occurs in this 
situation. 
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Accordingly, the Nyquist plot of the wet-state spectrum will lie in the interior of the 
semicircle of radius Dρ and centre in the origin of the ρ’ρ’’ halfplane, as it can be 
easily verified in Fig. 4.8b.  
Contrary to the non-hydrolytic case, the dramatic impedance increase observed in 
hydrolytic samples is clearly indicative of an inhibition of the electron transport in 
wet conditions. In this situation, conduction is contributed to only by protons and the 
wet-state spectrum is to be regarded as an essentially protonic response. We have 
interpreted the water-induced electron blocking in hydrolytic matrices as the result 
of a discontinuous particulate structure, as illustrated in Fig. 4.9: in particular, we 
have hypothesized that water adsorption layers insulate hydrolytic particles from 
each other, thereby preventing long-range electron transport (Fig. 4.9b) [18]. On the 
other hand, a continuous connected structure is supposed for non-hydrolytic oxides 
(as an empirical consequence of the different synthesis chemistry), which ensures the 
preservation of electron conduction even in the presence of water or other dielectric 
liquids (Fig. 4.9c). As observed in Par. 2.2, TEM images are unfortunately of no help 
in confirming or controverting our connectivity hypothesis. The original dry-state 
behaviour can be fully restored in both hydrolytic and non-hydrolytic samples by 
drying at 523 K under vacuum or flowing nitrogen for at least 2 h (thereby ensuring 
complete removal of strongly chemisorbed water). 
The presence of discontinuities in the connectivity of our hydrolytic oxides could also 
be involved in determining the peculiar temperature dependence of their electron 
conductivity. Our studies on H4 samples [18] show in fact a decreasing temperature 
trend. In particular, electron resistivity exhibits a linear growth in the range 303 ÷ 343 
K from (5.1 ± 0.1) Ω cm to (7.6 ± 0.1) Ω cm (with a thermal coefficient of 0.016 K–1). 
Such “metallic” behaviour is clearly not compatible with the increasing conductivity 
temperature dependence predicted by hopping models and observed in all our non-
hydrolytic oxides. A possible interpretation can be given on the basis of the series 
combination of the bulk-oxide impedance and the grain-boundary impedance 
associated with interparticle discontinuities. Bulk-oxide conduction is reasonably 
expected to involve the same hopping-transport mechanisms as for non-hydrolytic 
matrices, and thus to exhibit a decreasing impedance with increasing temperature. 
However, if grain-boundary impedance happens to be subjected to large enough 
increases with temperature, it will dominate the hopping contribution, thereby 
resulting into an increasing temperature dependence for the total oxide impedance. 
In any case, it must be underlined that the difference in the temperature behaviours 
of hydrolytic and non-hydrolytic samples is not a decisive proof in favor of our 
connectivity hypothesis. Actually, other explanations can be proposed to account for 
such difference. For instance, studies on WOx crystalline materials [87] showed that 
increasing the non-stoichiometry can induce a transition from a semiconducting to a 
metallic temperature behaviour. In this light, although our samples have an only 
partially crystalline structure, non-stoichiometry could play a non-negligible role in 
controlling conductivity temperature dependence (H4 samples have in fact a higher 
non-stoichiometry (C ~ 0.17 from XPS measurement [18]) with respect to non-
hydrolytic samples (C ≤ 0.14 as detailed in Pars. 2.4 and 2.5)). 
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Due to their mixed-conduction characteristics, non-hydrolytic xerogels have a higher 
technological potential with respect to hydrolytic ones and, accordingly, their 
mesoporous and conductive properties are discussed in a more detailed fashion 
throughout this thesis.  
 
 
4.7 Oxygen Stability 
As discussed in Par. 4.4, electron conductivity of WO3 xerogels is very strongly 
dependent on the degree of non-stoichiometry of the oxide matrix, which is 
conveniently expressed in terms of the fraction C of reduced-metal ions. Remarkable 
conductivity enhancements can be obtained through small increases in the C value. 
In turn, C-increases are achieved by subjecting samples to the final reducing thermal 
treatment (see Par. 2.5), which determines expulsion of molecular oxygen and 
creation of oxygen vacancies according to the reaction (2.3).  
However, in the presence of oxidizing conditions, such reaction can proceed in the 
opposite direction. Air oxygen is the most common oxidizing agent and can attack 
oxide surfaces by saturating exposed oxygen vacancies. As a consequence, inner 
vacancies diffuse towards the surface where they are saturated too, thereby resulting 
in a bulk-volume stoichiometrization and a concurrent drop in electron conductivity. 
Such phenomenon was already observed in WO3 as well as other oxide particulate 
  
 
Fig. 4.10 Room-temperature (total) conductivity of sample NBU50 vs. time of exposure to three 
different atmospheres: nitrogen, dry air and ambient air. Conductivity is normalized to its initial 
value σ0. 
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materials and has a reversible character [89].    
Fig. 4.10 shows the degradation of electron conductivity for a NBU50 pellet 
(subjected to final thermal treatment at 773 K) as a function of exposure time to a 
room-temperature atmosphere of nitrogen, ambient air and dry air (in a silica-gel 
desiccator). As expected, permanence in nitrogen atmosphere did not affect electron 
conductivity. The Nyquist plot was a single point on the ρ’ axis in the low-frequency 
range with time-unchanging shape and position. Upon exposure to dry air, the 
Nyquist plot was still a single point on the ρ’ axis, but translated towards increasing 
impedance with increasing time due to oxygen action. Finally, upon exposure to 
ambient air, the Nyquist plot evolved from a single point to the characteristic arc 
shape of the wet-state type shown in Fig. 4.8b (due to water adsorption from air 
humidity). Moreover, the plot shifted as a whole along the ρ’ axis with increasing 
exposure time. In this last case, the total (electron/proton) conductivity was obtained 
through equivalent-circuit fitting as detailed in Ch. 5.  
It is noticed that conductivity is heavily affected by the exposure to ambient or dry 
air, dropping by about two orders of magnitude after 10 days in both cases. A faster 
decrease for exposure to (humid) ambient air is also observed. On the other hand, no 
time degradation was found for wet samples sealed in the measurement cell or by 
exposure to humid nitrogen, thereby indicating that water is not a degrading agent 
in itself but merely acts as a catalyst in the oxygen-vacancy saturation. In particular, 
water can enable additional saturation paths as tentatively illustrated in Fig. 4.11.  
In order to assess the reversibility of the degradation process, air-exposed samples 
were subjected to a new thermal treatment under flowing nitrogen. By properly 
adjusting treatment temperature, the original electron-conductivity value was fully 
restored. 
In the light of the degradation results, it is clear that preserving electron conductivity 
of WO3 xerogels from air oxidation requires storage and operation under vacuum or 
inert atmosphere. That may pose serious technical difficulties depending on the 
envisaged applications of these materials. In particular, in view of the preparation of 
fuel-cell-electrode-catalyst substrates, preventing xerogels from ambient-air exposure 
during electrode assembling or cell operation could appear as a formidable task. In 
fact, if utilized in a cathode electrode, the oxide matrix would necessarily be exposed 
 
 
 
Fig. 4.11 Water-catalyzed saturation of surface oxygen-vacancies. (a) The oxygen atom of a water 
molecule coordinates onto the vacancy (represented by a square blank between two W 5+ ions) followed 
by breaking off of the two OH bonds. (b) As a result, the vacancy is filled up with an oxygen atom and 
two hydrogen radicals are formed. (c) Radicals react with an oxygen molecule from the environment, 
thereby regenerating one water molecule. 
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to the oxygen feed stream. However, the reducing nature of the cathode region 
should in principle prevent oxygen-vacancy depletion and thus preserve electron 
conductivity. On the other hand, there would be no oxygen exposure if xerogels were 
utilized in the anode electrode. Based on these considerations, the degradation of 
electron conductivity should not hopefully be so severe issue for fuel-cell technology. 
Anyway, unambiguous assessment of this point would require careful investigation 
of the involved xerogel redox chemistry with suitable experimental tests directly in a 
fuel cell. 
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CHAPTER 5 
PROTON CONDUCTIVITY 
 
 
 
 
Presence of proton-conduction characteristics strongly increases the electrocatalytic 
interest of an oxide material. In particular, as discussed in the Introduction, the 
possibility of achieving mesoporous, mixed electron/proton conducting WO3 
xerogels is a really intriguing topic in view of the preparation of novel fuel-cell 
electrodes. Proton conductivity is potentially interesting also in the absence of 
electron conductivity (which can be inhibited, if necessary, simply by heating under 
oxygen or air atmosphere; see Par. 4.7) in order to build up suitable electrolyte 
matrices for electrode separation (replacing presently used degradable organic 
polymers such as Nafion [14 ch. 4]). 
No free protons are contained in dry WO3 xerogels, so that no proton conductivity is 
present in the absence of water. However, when the oxide matrix is exposed either 
directly to liquid water or to a humidified atmosphere, adsorbed layers of water 
molecules establish on the surface of oxide particles. The first layer is strongly 
anchored due to chemical interaction with surface defect sites (usually characterized 
by high local charge density and strong electrostatic field), which promote 
dissociation of protons from water molecules. Dissociated protons, in turn, combine 
with outer water molecules (which are only physically adsorbed), thereby forming 
H3O+ ions. When an external electrical field is applied, protons move on adsorbed 
layers along the field and generate a ionic current (Fig. 5.1). Proton transport occurs 
when a H3O+ ion releases a proton to a neighboring water molecule which accepts it 
while releasing another proton, and so forth (Grotthuss chain [10, 90]). At sufficiently 
high humidity, capillary condensation of water takes place in the mesopores and 
proton conduction can also occur by migration of H3O+ ions as such in the bulk 
liquid. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 5.1 Proton transport in humid 
or wet oxide xerogels according to the 
Grotthuss mechanism.  
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This chapter contains all results concerning proton conductivity in our WO3 xerogels. 
After a preliminary paragraph with the fundamentals of equivalent-circuit fitting for 
EIS-spectra analysis, we proceed in the description of the results obtained for both 
pure proton- and mixed electron/proton-conducting samples. Finally discussed are 
the hydration dynamics and the dependence of proton conductivity on the operating 
temperature and the fractal structure of the conducting matrix. 
  
 
5.1 Equivalent-Circuit Fitting 
As discussed in Par. 4.2, pure electron conduction (observed in dry-state EIS 
measurements) is characterized by a very simple frequency response (except for very 
high frequencies over 105 Hz) with constant ρ’ and zero ρ’’. In other words, the 
xerogel matrix behaves as a pure resistor and the conductivity is unambiguously 
obtained as the reciprocal of the ρ’ plateau-value. The Nyquist plot is a single point 
on the ρ’ axis. 
In the presence of proton (or other ion) transport, the EIS spectrum becomes more 
complicated even at very low frequencies, due partly to complex conduction 
mechanisms and partly to the ion-blocking character of the interface between the 
sample and the metal electrodes. In general, the impedance is no more a real number 
but a complex one with ρ’ and ρ’’ being non-trivial functions of the applied field 
frequency f. For a simple oscillating voltage input of the form: 
 
( ) ( )tjωexpVtV 0=          (5.1) 
 
where V0 is the voltage amplitude, ω = 2pif is the voltage pulsation and j is the 
imaginary unit, the current output of the ion-conducting system will be given by: 
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where k is a length constant depending on sample geometry and dimensions. In 
other words, unlike the purely electronic case, ion transport determines a phase 
retardation of the current oscillation with respect to the voltage oscillation by an 
angle φ = arctan(ρ’’/ρ’). More generally, the output to an arbitrary time function V(t) 
can be obtained as [91 ch. 1]: 
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where V(ω) is the Fourier transform of V(t): 
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As a consequence of the frequency-dependent behaviour of ρ’ and ρ’’, some 
interpretative difficulties arise in obtaining the conductivity of the ionic system: 
which values should one consider? At which frequency? In order to establish a 
correct procedure for analyzing EIS data, it is first necessary to provide a proper 
physical model of the particular conducting system. The total system impedance can 
be expressed as the series of a bulk-material response and an electrode-sample 
interfacial response, which are now separately discussed. 
 
Modeling Bulk-Material Response 
The simplest way to model a frequency-dependent, complex-impedance response is 
to consider the mixed resistive/dielectric nature typical of any conducting matrix. In 
terms of circuit elements, the resulting impedance (generally referred to as a Debye 
element) is given by the parallel of a resistor and a capacitor, associated to those 
material domains which respectively enable or prevent charge-carrier transport in a 
static electric field. The equivalent complex resistivity is given by: 
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where ρ0 is the real resistivity exhibited by the material in a static (ω = 0) field and τ 
is a time constant (obtained as the product of resistance and capacitance) which 
characterizes the electrical relaxation of the conducting system. In the high-frequency 
limit (ω τ >> 1) current flows entirely through the capacitive branch and the 
equivalent impedance vanishes. The Bode plot for a Debye element is shown as black 
curves in Figs. 5.2a (ρ’) and 5.2b (ρ’’). The Nyquist plot (black curve in Fig. 5.3) is a 
perfect semicircle of horizontal diameter ρ0 ending in the origin of the ρ’ρ’’ halfplane. 
Although very useful in many systems, the Debye model is not able to interpret the 
behaviour of complex substances like gels, glasses or polymers. Such substances are 
not characterized by a single relaxation time, but rather possess a whole distribution 
of relaxation times. In our case, such distribution can be reasonably related to local 
inhomogeneities in particle topology or energy landscape experienced by protons. A 
possible empirical way to account for this distribution is replacing the capacitor in 
the Debye model with a so-called constant-phase element (CPE) [91 ch. 2]. The 
impedance of a CPE is given by: 
 
( ) ( ) Tjω
1
ωρ PCPE =          (5.6) 
 
The exponent P depends on the relaxation-time distribution and is usually allowed to 
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Fig. 5.2 Frequency dependence of (a) ρ’ and (b) ρ’’ (Bode plot) for the impedance of four Zarc elements 
with a typical τ value of 0.1 ms and P values indicated. In the case P = 1 (black curves) the Zarc 
element reduces to a Debye element. 
 
vary between 0 and 1. In the case of an infinitely narrow distribution, it is P = 1 and 
the CPE reduces to a capacitor of capacitance T. Based on Eqn. (5.6), the parallel of a 
resistor and a CPE (generally referred to as a Zarc or Cole-Cole element) has an 
equivalent complex resistivity of the form: 
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Fig. 5.3 Nyquist plots for the Zarc elements of Fig. 5.2. The arrow denotes the direction of increasing 
frequencies.  
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Here, the time constant τ = ( ) P10Tρ  is to be regarded as an average value from the 
relaxation-time distribution. The Bode plot for a Zarc element is shown as colored 
curves in Figs. 5.2a (ρ’) and 5.2b (ρ’’) for three distinct P values < 1. Corresponding 
Nyquist plots (colored curves in Fig. 5.3) have the shapes of depressed semicircles of 
diameter ρ0 (more precisely, it can be shown from Eqns. (5.7b) and (5.7c) that such 
shapes are still semicircle arcs, but semicircle diameter is rotated clockwise around 
the origin by an angle (1 – P) pi/2 with respect to the horizontal position). 
The Zarc element is one of the simplest ways to account for multiple relaxation times 
in real systems. Another reasonable possibility is the series combination of multiple 
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Debye elements (with each element accounting for a single relaxation process). Also, 
by varying the features of the relaxation-time distribution, more elaborate functional 
forms can be obtained for the bulk-material impedance [92]. However, no such forms 
will be needed in the following of the chapter. 
 
Modeling Electrode-Sample Interfacial Response 
In the presence of proton-conduction characteristics, electrode-sample interfaces 
have a blocking nature, since obviously protons cannot enter metal electrodes. Based 
on that, a general expression for the interfacial impedance of a purely protonic 
conductor can be obtained simply by removing the resistive branch from a Debye or 
Zarc element, thereby respectively reducing to a capacitor or a CPE (the latter is to be 
used if, as often occurs, interface relaxation is a complex process characterized by 
multiple relaxation times). In the presence of mixed electron/proton conduction, the 
interface is only partially blocking (as electrons can enter and leave electrodes) and 
the resistive branch must be mantained. 
 
Table VI – Circuit Elements for Analyzing Wet-State EIS Spectra 
 
ELEMENT 
 
 
SYMBOL 
 
 
ρ(ω) WHAT DOES  
IT MODEL? 
NYQUIST 
PLOT 
 
 
Resistor 
 
 
 
ρ0 
 
Electron 
Conduction 
 
Single Point  on 
the ρ’ Axis  
 
Capacitor 
 
 
 
 
Cjω
1
 
 
Blocking  
Interface 
 
Vertical Halfline  
(ρ’ = 0; ρ’’ < 0)  
 
CPE 
 
 
 
( ) Tjω
1
P  
 
Blocking  
Interface 
 
Inclined Halfline 
(ρ’’ < 0)   
 
Inductor 
 
 
 
jωL 
 
Magnetic 
Autoflux 
 
Vertical Halfline 
(ρ’ = 0; ρ’’ > 0)   
 
Debye 
 
 
 
τjω1
ρ0
+
 
 
Ion-Conducting 
Bulk-Material; 
Partially Blocking 
Interface 
 
Semicircle 
of Diameter ρ0 
(ρ’’ < 0)   
 
Zarc 
 
 
 
( )P
0
τjω1
ρ
+
 
 
Ion-Conducting 
Bulk-Material; 
Partially Blocking 
Interface 
 
Depressed 
Semicircle 
 (ρ’’ < 0)   
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Circuit elements for modeling bulk-material and interfacial response are summarized 
in Table VI. The overall EIS response of any material can be always fitted to an 
equivalent circuit given by proper series and/or parallel combinations of such 
elements (to be chosen on the basis of both a priori physical considerations and 
examination of qualitative features of spectrum shape). 
 
 
5.2 Results for Our Xerogels 
Based on the previous discussion, EIS spectra from wet WO3-xerogel pellets (see Par. 
4.2 for the experimental procedures of sample wetting and impedance-data 
acquisition) were fitted to proper equivalent circuits by means of standard least-
squares-minimization procedures using the software ZView 2.3 (Scribner). 
Proton-conductivity values were then extracted from the value of the bulk-material 
resistor as detailed in what follows. 
 
Pure Proton Conductors 
As detailed in Par. 4.6, hydrolytic xerogels are purely protonic conductors under wet 
conditions. Wet non-hydrolytic samples are mixed electron/proton conductors, but, 
in order to obtain a simplified, purely protonic response, the electron contribution 
can be inhibited simply by oxidizing under air or oxygen (prior to wetting). In 
particular we found that, after treating any non-hydrolytic pellet at 393 K for 24 h 
under static-air conditions, the modulus of complex electron conductivity (as 
measured in the dry state) was typically 50 to 5000 times smaller than the modulus of 
correspondent complex wet-state conductivity, depending on the given sample and 
the voltage frequency. In these conditions, electron transport can be fairly neglected 
in analyzing EIS spectra. Due to the moderate heating temperature, the oxidizing 
treatment does not alter the xerogel mesoporous structure and thus has no impact on 
the mesoporosity-controlled proton conductivity. 
The equivalent circuit for purely-proton-conductive xerogels is given by the series of 
a Zarc element, a CPE and an inductor. Fig. 5.4 shows a typical fit in both (a) Nyquist 
and (b) Bode plots. The Zarc element is utilized in place of a simpler Debye element 
to account for complex relaxation dynamics in the bulk oxide material and is 
graphically associated to the partial depressed semicircle in the high-frequency 
region (left side of the Nyquist plot). Proton conductivity σP is directly obtained as 
the reciprocal of the Zarc resistor. Analogously, the CPE is utilized to model the 
relaxation of the blocking interface and is graphically associated to the low-frequency 
tail (the non-vertical orientation of this tail cannot be generated by a simple 
capacitor). Finally, a small inductance (~ 1 µH) is added to obtain a higher fit quality 
for frequencies over 105 Hz. As suggested in literature from proton-conduction 
studies of humid particulate oxides [93], we are inclined to ascribe this inductance to 
the geometry of proton conduction paths. In fact, protons must follow curved 
conduction paths in order to comply with particle surfaces according to the 
Grotthuss mechanism. Such paths should behave as microcoils so as to generate 
some magnetic autoflux thereby yielding an inductive response. 
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Fig. 5.4 (a) Nyquist and (b) Bode plot for sample N10 in wet conditions at 298 K (after treating in air 
at 393 K for 24 h). Solid lines in both (a) and (b) are obtained by fitting datapoints to the equivalent 
circuit illustrated in (a). The arrow in (a) denotes the direction of increasing frequencies. 
 
Mixed Electron/Proton Conductors 
Unoxidized non-hydrolytic xerogels are mixed electron/proton conductors under 
wet conditions. In this situation, the electrode-sample interface is only partially 
blocking, so that a Zarc element has to be used in place of a single CPE in order to  
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Fig. 5.5 (a) Nyquist and (b) Bode plot for (untreated) sample NBU50 in wet conditions at 303 K. 
Solid lines in both (a) and (b) are obtained by fitting datapoints to the equivalent circuit illustrated in 
(a). The arrow in (a) denotes the direction of increasing frequencies. 
 
correctly model the interfacial relaxation. Fig. 5.5 shows a typical fit in both (a) 
Nyquist and (b) Bode plots. Importantly, it must be considered that the bulk-material 
conductivity σtot (obtained as the reciprocal of the resistor in the bulk-material Zarc) 
is contributed to both by electrons and protons. Assuming wet-state electron 
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conductivity to be equal to the dry-state value σ, proton conductivity is simply 
computed as σP = σtot – σ. Actually, slight reductions in electron conductivity, 
typically fluctuating between 5 and 10% from sample to sample, inevitably occur 
upon wetting as a consequence of water dielectric action. Therefore, the calculated 
difference is to be regarded as a lower-limit estimate of the real σP value. Also, when 
the fluctuating decrease is comparable or larger than σP (which occurs for σP << σ), 
σtot can be lower than σ and σP cannot be obviously obtained. Now, σP is generally of 
the order of 10–2 S cm–1, whereas  σ depends on the temperature of the final reducing 
treatment, increasing from 0.085 to 20 S cm–1 in the range 573 ÷ 773 K (see Par. 4.4). In 
samples treated at temperature of 623 K or higher (σP/σ < 0.03), water-induced 
dielectric decrease in electron conductivity overwhelmed activation of the proton 
contribution, and net post-wetting decreases in the range 2÷200×10–2 S cm–1 were 
observed for the total conductivity. Thus, determination of σP was only possible on 
unreduced, low-electron-conducting samples. 
 
Table VII lists room-temperature σP values obtained for all analyzed xerogels. Such 
values range from a minimum of 3 (sample N1) to a maximum of 47×10–3 S cm–1 
(sample N6). Literature is noticeably poor in proton-conductivity data on WO3 
materials. In particular, to the best of our knowledge, no studies are currently 
available for sol-gel mesoporous WO3 matrices. A comparison can only be made with 
 
Table VII – Room-Temperature Proton Conductivity for Our WO3 Xerogels 
 
SAMPLE OXIDIZING 
TREATMENT 
(24 h in air at 393 K) 
 
CHARGE  
CARRIERS 
 
σP 
[mS cm–1] 
H4 No Protons Only 5 
NBU50 No  Electrons and Protons 14 
N1 Yes Protons Only 3 
N2 Yes Protons Only 11 
N3 Yes Protons Only 13 
N4 Yes Protons Only 25 
N5 Yes Protons Only 42 
N6 Yes Protons Only 47 
N7 Yes Protons Only 28 
N8 Yes Protons Only 29 
N9 Yes Protons Only 21 
N10 Yes Protons Only 12 
N11 Yes Protons Only 7 
N12 Yes Protons Only 5 
NISO Yes Protons Only 10 
NTERT Yes Protons Only 11 
NBE Yes Protons Only 6 
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the reference paper by Li and coworkers on crystalline layered WO3 hydrates [94]. 
These authors obtained values as high as 7×10–3 S cm–1 (at 423 K and 100% RH), 
whereas our xerogels are markedly more conductive and can even compete with  
“superprotonic” inorganic materials (σP ~ 10–2 S cm–1 [95]), provided high-humidity 
conditions are mantained. 
 
 
5.3 Hydration Dynamics 
Once water has been inserted into the EIS cell (as described in Par. 4.2), it starts to 
penetrate throughout the bulk of the analyzed xerogel pellet until a steady state is 
reached with a uniform concentration depending on the thermodynamic equilibrium 
between the oxide and the liquid phase. As water molecules enter the oxide, they 
adsorb on mesopore surfaces and release free protons, thereby activating proton 
conductivity. Investigating time evolution of the latter is thus of paramount interest 
in order to understand the hydration dynamics of wetted xerogel matrices. 
Fig. 5.6 shows typical time evolution for proton conductivity in sample NBU50. 
Datapoints exhibit an exponential dependence with a characteristic time τ = 2.8 h. At 
a first approximation, such behaviour can be interpreted as proportionally related to 
time evolution of water-uptake by the xerogel pellet. In fact, it can be shown by 
solution of Fick diffusion equation that water absorption follows a nearly exponential 
saturation with characteristic time of the order of L2/ξ, where L is the pellet thickness 
and ξ is the water diffusivity throughout the mesoporous oxide matrix. Accordingly,  
 
 
 
Fig. 5.6 Time evolution of proton conductivity for sample NBU50 at 303 K. Time origin coincides 
with water insertion inside the EIS cell. The solid line is obtained by exponential fitting. 
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from the τ value a ξ value of 3×10–6 cm2s-1 can be computed at room temperature for 
non-hydrolytic xerogels (within ± 20% variations from sample to sample). For 
comparison, a value of 2.86×10–7 cm2s-1 is reported for water uptake in sol-gel-
derived mesoporous P2O5/SiO2 glasses [96]. 
Actually, proton conductivity is not strictly proportional to water uptake (a few 
layers of adsorbed water are enough to ensure proton transport along mesopore 
surfaces; once such layers have formed, subsequent water addition does not 
determine any further increase in conductivity except for possible activation of bulk-
liquid transport in filled mesopores). Also, depending on the adsorption-dissociation 
kinetics, formation of free protons in a mesopore may be delayed with respect to 
water penetration into the mesopore. In order to draw firmer conclusions, time 
evolution of water uptake should be investigated by a proper gravimetric apparatus 
and compared with conductivity evolution. In summary, the obtained ξ should not 
be regarded as an accurate measure of water diffusivity into the oxide matrix, but 
rather as an effective value influenced by a variety of physicochemical factors.  
In order to allow for complete conductivity saturation, all wet-state EIS spectra were 
acquired at least 24 h after performing the wetting operation. 
 
 
5.4 Temperature Dependence 
Temperature behaviour of proton transport was investigated in the range 293 ÷ 353 K 
for both hydrolytic and non-hydrolytic xerogels. Fig. 5.7a illustrates the usual 
temperature-induced modification of the Nyquist plot (for the case of pure proton 
conductors), whereas the temperature dependence of proton conductivity is shown 
in Fig. 5.7b for both a pure proton- and a mixed-conducting sample (respectively 
squares and circles) in the form of Arrhenius plots (Log σP vs. 1000/T).  
Pure proton conductors are characterized by a clearly linear trend over the whole 
temperature range. The associated activation energy, as obtained by linear fitting, has 
an average value of 0.11 eV with ± 30% variations from sample to sample. Such value 
is also very similar to those exhibited by several other proton conductors of both 
organic and inorganic nature. That should not be surprising, as the activation energy 
is likely related to the barrier for proton transfer across water molecules according to 
the Grotthuss mechanism (and/or H3O+ migration in bulk water), with presumably 
minor influence of the adsorbing substrate. 
Proton conductivity in mixed conductors exhibits a more complex behaviour, with 
an apparent high-temperature saturation which could be ascribed to a temperature-
dependent activation energy. However, in the light of the results on pure proton 
conductors, such situation is unexpected and may well be interpreted as an artifact 
due to the underestimation of proton conductivity (which becomes more severe at 
higher temperatures because of higher electron conductivity; see Par. 5.2). 
 
 
5.5 Fractal Control 
Owing to the intimate relation between surface fractal dimension S and mesoporous  
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Fig. 5.7 (a) Nyquist plots at various indicated temperatures for sample H4 in wet conditions. (b) 
Arrhenius plot of proton conductivity for samples H4 (squares) and NBU50 (circles). The solid line is 
obtained by linear fitting. 
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system (see Pars. 3.11 and 3.12), it is reasonable to expect the occurrence of a S-
correlation for all those physical properties which are based on pore-related 
processes. In particular, at fixed humidity and temperature, the process of water 
adsorption with subsequent proton formation and transport is only dependent on the  
 
 
 
Fig. 5.8 Plot of (a) proton conductivity, (b) logarithm of relaxation time and (c) Zarc exponent vs. the 
logarithm of (3 – S) for non-hydrolytic samples (N1 to N12, NISO, NTERT and NBE). The dotted 
lines evidence qualitatively the occurrence of two distinct transport regimes in the low-S and high-S 
regions. 
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geometry of the mesoporous structure of the given WO3 xerogel. As such geometry is 
in turn a function of the single variable S, the protonic EIS response is also expected 
to be controlled by S. 
S-correlations for proton-conduction parameters σP, τ (average relaxation time) and P 
(Zarc distribution exponent) are illustrated in Fig. 5.8. Here, each parameter is 
plotted vs. the logarithm of the smoothness parameter (3 – S) (ranging from 0 for 
extremely rough morphologies to 1 for perfectly smooth surfaces). Such plot allows 
to clearly recognize the presence of a strong S-correlation, with two well-distinct 
transport regimes occurring in the high-S (left) and the low-S (right) regions, as 
evidenced by dotted lines. The high-S region is characterized by lower conductivity 
(σP ~ 1×10–2 S cm–1) and correspondingly slow, complex proton dynamics, with very 
long average relaxation times (up to τ values of the order of 10–3 s) and Zarc 
exponents well under 1 (down to about 0.13). As discussed in Par. 5.1, such small P 
values are indicative of a broad, non-trivial distribution of relaxation times and 
ultimately of a high structural complexity in the conductive matrice: this is a 
naturally expected result for highly fractal materials with S values close to 3. 
Decreasing S brings continuous changes in an almost linear fashion for all the three 
parameters. However, at S ~ 2.5, a sudden, discontinuous transition takes place with 
a deep impact on the conduction process. In fact, conductivity jumps up to values as 
high as 4.7×10–2 S cm–1 and proton dynamics becomes correspondingly faster, with a 
dramatic decrease of τ down to about 0.2×10–12 s. Very interestingly, the order of 
magnitude of this value is comparable with the characteristic time for Grotthuss 
transfer in free water (around 1.5×10–12 s [90]). That is to say, if the fractal matrix is 
sufficiently smooth, proton dynamics is essentially not hindered by structural 
constraints and therefore is not subjected to any slowdown effect. Smoothness has 
also influence on the jump of P, which gets closer to 1 (with values up to about 0.68), 
thereby indicating a simplification (narrowing) in relaxation-time distribution. Such 
reduced distribution complexity can be interpreted as a direct reflex of reduced 
geometrical complexity in low-S matrices. 
In summary, our investigation reveals the existence of a threshold S value, separating 
a slow-transport regime from a fast-transport one. Although the direction of 
observed jumps in σP, τ and P is qualitatively expected, it is difficult to account for 
the discontinuity of these parameters. A percolation-like mechanism may be 
invoked, in which fractal smoothness enables protons to overcome some energetic or 
merely topological barrier, thereby making new paths abruptly available for the 
conduction process. However, in order to clarify the nature of this “fractal 
transition”, further investigation is needed on larger sets of datapoints and more 
extended S ranges (with special emphasis on temperature dependences and 
associated activation energies). 
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CONCLUSIONS 
 
 
 
 
The present PhD thesis is focused on the set up of suitable alcohol-based (hydrolytic 
and non-hydrolytic) sol-gel techniques for preparing mesoporous WO3 materials of 
nanotechnological relevance and subsequent physicochemical characterization of 
synthesized products. 
  
Our sol-gel approach is extremely cheap and straightforward, in that it makes no use 
of special ingredients (such as organic-polymer templating agents) or complex 
processing methods (such as supercritical drying). Also, it seems easily extensible to 
the preparation of mesoporous oxides of several other transition metals. 
 
Although the adopted research method was a very general one with no specific 
applicative aims and tests, a special attention was paid to the ever-growing world of 
electrocatalysis and fuel-cell technology. In particular, we demonstrated the 
possibility of simultaneously achieving a highly mesoporous structure and the 
presence of mixed electron/proton-conduction characteristics, which is of paramount 
interest in the preparation of novel catalyst supports for fuel-cell electrodes. 
 
The mesoporous properties of our WO3 xerogels (studied by means of nitrogen 
adsorption/desorption analysis) were easily modulated and tuned through a proper 
choice of the alcohol gelling agent. The problem of simultaneously controlling each 
porosimetric variable was conveniently treated in terms of a fractal-based approach. 
By properly varying the fractal dimension of the oxide matrix, it was possible to 
achieve both high specific surface areas (comparable with the highest values reported 
in literature for WO3 materials) and very narrow pore-size distributions. 
 
The fractal control extends to all those physical properties depending on the 
geometry of the mesoporous structure. Water-activated Grotthuss-type proton 
transport belongs to such category and was investigated by impedance spectroscopy 
followed by equivalent-circuit analysis. The fractal dimension was shown to play a 
really critical role in the proton-conduction process, determining a sharp transition 
between a slow-transport regime and a fast-transport one. Under wet conditions, our 
xerogels exhibit very high proton-conductivity values, which are comparable or even 
better than many reported “superprotonic” materials. 
 
Unlike proton conductivity, electron conductivity does not depend on the geometry 
of the mesoporous structure and is not related to fractal dimension. The controlling 
factor is given by the concentration of reduced-metal ions, which can be reversibly 
increased or decreased by means of simple reducing or oxidizing thermal treatments. 
By properly combining electron-conductivity data with oxidation-states data from X-
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ray photoelectron spectroscopy, we showed that the electron-conduction process is 
governed by a variable-range-hopping mechanism and were able to quantitatively 
determine all related physical quantities (density of states, jump distance and jump 
energy) as functions of the reducing-treatment temperature. 
 
The overall data collected and analyzed during the PhD work unambiguously 
demonstrate the effectiveness of our sol-gel techniques in affording WO3 matrices 
with unique combination of mesoporous and electrical properties. The natural 
continuation of the research work will be likely developed by our group along 
several branches, including: 
∗ Systematic investigation of fractal dimension as a function of the molecular 
structure of the gelling agent (not only alcohols, but also other oxygen-
donating organic compounds such as ethers and ketones, which are acquiring 
an ever-growing popularity in sol-gel science; see Par. 3.13). 
∗ Preparation of suitable electrode-catalyst supports with subsequent testing 
and optimization directly in a fuel-cell device, with special regard to possible 
degradation problems for electron conductivity (see Par. 4.7) 
∗ Detailed analysis of the proton-transport dynamics (possibly also by 
numerical-simulation methods), with special regard to the physical nature of 
the fractal transition (see Par. 5.5). 
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APPENDIX 
NUMERICAL PROCEDURES 
 
 
 
 
Listed in what follows is the Fortran 77 code of two numerical procedures used 
respectively in Pars. 3.3 and 4.4. All details can be found in the code comments. 
 
Calculating the width of a Pseudo-Voigt Peak 
        
      PROGRAM PV 
C 
C INPUT 
C DOUBLE PRECISION P(5)  
C Contains the positive parameters of a pseudo-Voigt peak according to: 
C 
C f(x) = P(1)*exp(-((x-P(2))/P(3))^2) + P(4)/((x-P(2))^2+P(5)) 
C 
C P elements must be supplied as consecutive rows in the file PV.DAT 
C 
C OUTPUT 
C DOUBLE PRECISION LARG 
C The half-width at half maximum of the pseudo-Voigt peak 
C DOUBLE PRECISION GAUSS 
C The gaussian character of the peak (determined as the fractional contribute of the gaussian term to 
C  the total integral area) 
C Both LARG and GAUSS will be printed on the monitor in the d12.6 format 
C 
C The program uses the subroutines DERF and DFZERO from the SLATEC mathematical library, 
C which can be freely downloaded at 
C http://kkourakis.tripod.com/slatec.htm 
C 
      EXTERNAL PEAK,DERF,DFZERO 
      INTEGER IFLAG 
      DOUBLE PRECISION GAUSS,LARG,LORE,P(5),PI, 
     $B,C,R,RE,AE 
      COMMON/DATA/P 
      PI=2.D0*DASIN(1.D0) 
      OPEN(1,FILE='PV.DAT',STATUS='OLD') 
      DO 10,I=1,5 
       READ(1,*)P(I) 
10     CONTINUE 
      CLOSE(1) 
      GAUSS=.5D0*P(1)*P(3)*PI**.5D0*(1.D0+DERF(P(2)/P(3))) 
      LORE=P(4)/P(5)*(.5D0*PI+DATAN(P(2)/P(5))) 
      GAUSS=GAUSS/(GAUSS+LORE) 
      B=P(2) 
      C=100.D0 
      R=C 
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      RE=1.D-15 
      AE=1.D-15 
      CALL DFZERO(PEAK,B,C,R,RE,AE,IFLAG) 
      LARG=B-P(2) 
      IF(IFLAG .EQ. 1) THEN 
       WRITE(*,'(D12.6,2X,D12.6)')LARG,GAUSS 
      ELSE 
       WRITE(*,'(A)')'WARNING! CALCULATION ERROR!' 
      ENDIF 
      STOP 
      END       
C 
      DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION PEAK(X) 
      DOUBLE PRECISION X,P(5) 
      COMMON/DATA/P 
      PEAK=P(1)*EXP(-((X-P(2))/P(3))**2.D0)+ 
     $P(4)/((X-P(2))**2.D0+P(5)**2.D0) 
      PEAK=PEAK-.5D0*(P(1)+P(4)/P(5)**2.D0) 
      RETURN 
      END 
 
Calculating Variable-Range-Hopping Parameters 
 
      PROGRAM FERMI 
C 
C INPUT 
C INTEGER N 
C The dimension of the vector SIGMA 
C DOUBLE PRECISION SIGMA(N) 
C Contains N values of electron conductivity [S/cm]. Variable-range-hopping outputs will be 
C separately calculated for each conductivity value according to Eqns. (4.6) and (4.7)  
C SIGMA elements must be supplied as consecutive rows in the file VRHIN.DAT 
C 
C OUTPUT 
C DOUBLE PRECISION GF(N) 
C Contains the Fermi density of localized states [(10^20)/(eV*cm^3)] for each SIGMA value 
C DOUBLE PRECISION RHOP(N) 
C Contains the average hopping distance [nm] for each SIGMA value 
C DOUBLE PRECISION WHOP(N) 
C Contains the average hopping energy [meV] for each SIGMA value 
C GF, RHOP and WHOP will be printed in the file VRHOUT.DAT in the format (3(d12.6,x)) 
C 
C The program uses the subroutine DFZERO from the SLATEC mathematical library, 
C which can be freely downloaded at 
C http://kkourakis.tripod.com/slatec.htm 
C 
      EXTERNAL FUNFER,DFZERO 
      INTEGER IFLAG 
      DOUBLE PRECISION SIGMA(5),PI,Q,ALFA,NU,TEMP,X,X1,X2,RE,AE,Q1, 
     $SIGMA1,GF,RHOP,WHOP 
      COMMON/DATA/Q,SIGMA1 
      OPEN(1,FILE='VRHIN.DAT',STATUS='OLD') 
      DO 10,I=1,5 
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       READ(1,*)SIGMA(I) 
10     CONTINUE 
      CLOSE(1) 
      PI=DASIN(1.D0)*2.D0 
C 
C Setting of variable-range-hopping parameters 
C ALFA = reciprocal localization length [(10^9)/m] 
C NU = phonon frequency [(10^13) Hz] 
C TEMP = absolute temperature [K] 
C 
      ALFA=1.5D0 
      NU=7.D0 
      TEMP=298.15D0 
C 
      TEMP=TEMP/100.D0 
      Q=1.155D4*ALFA*NU/(1.38D0*TEMP*PI**.5D0) 
      OPEN(2,FILE='VRHOUT.DAT',STATUS='OLD') 
      DO 20,I=1,5 
       SIGMA1=SIGMA(I) 
       X1=1.D0 
       X2=1.D2 
       X=1.D1 
       RE=1.D-12 
       AE=0.D0 
       CALL DFZERO(FUNFER,X1,X2,X,RE,AE,IFLAG) 
       IF(IFLAG .NE. 1) THEN 
        WRITE(*,'(A)')'WARNING! CALCULATION ERROR!' 
        GOTO 30 
       ENDIF 
       Q1=18.D0*ALFA**3.D0/(1.38D0*TEMP) 
       GF=Q1/X1**4.D0 
       RHOP=(9.D0/(8.D0*PI*ALFA*1.38D0*TEMP*GF))**.25D0 
       GF=GF*1602.D0 
       WHOP=7.5D3/(PI*RHOP**3.D0*GF) 
       WRITE(2,'(3(D12.6,X))')GF,RHOP,WHOP 
20     CONTINUE 
      CLOSE(2) 
30    STOP 
      END 
C 
      DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION FUNFER(X) 
      DOUBLE PRECISION X,Q,SIGMA1 
      COMMON/DATA/Q,SIGMA1 
      FUNFER=SIGMA1*X**2.D0-Q*EXP(-X) 
      RETURN 
      END 
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SUMMARY 
 
 
 
 
A theoretical investigation is presented for the flow field about an electrophoretic 
particle of arbitrary shape. Convective ion transport in the electric double layer is 
taken into account. Its effect determines a deviation from Morrison’s “classical” 
theory, which predicts an irrotational flow field regardless of particle shape, with 
electrophoretic velocity given by the well-known Smoluchowski’s formula and 
always directed along the applied electric field. It is shown here that in the presence 
of ionic convection the irrotationality of the flow field cannot be preserved if the 
particle surface has a non-uniform curvature. However, irrotational flow-field still 
subsists for spheres and cylinders and is analytically determined in terms of a new 
non-dimensional parameter, referred to as the electrophoretic number. The problem 
for spheroidal bodies is also examined in detail. In this case the flow field, though not 
strictly irrotational, can be well approximated by an irrotational solution over wide 
ranges of electrophoretic numbers and spheroid aspect ratios. The quality of such 
approximation is expressed as a relative error on the Helmholtz-Smoluchowski 
condition and is numerically evaluated in both longitudinal and transverse 
configuration. The limiting cases of spheroids degenerating into needles and disks 
are also addressed. The electrophoretic mobility of spheroidal particles deviates from 
Smoluchowski’s formula and depends on the electrophoretic number. An important 
effect of the convective ion transport in the double layer is the anisotropy of the 
electrophoretic mobility for non-spherical bodies. Such anisotropy always bears a 
bias of the electrophoretic velocity with respect to the applied electric field when the 
latter is not collinear with a symmetry axis of the body. For a cylinder, the bias is 
always towards the axis. For a spheroid, it is generally towards the polar axis (a bias 
towards the equatorial axis is only predicted for moderately oblate spheroids). Bias 
angles are in general remarkable, which is of potential consequence in technological 
applications. Comparison of the results of the present theory with experimental work 
from the literature is presented and discussed. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
 
 
 
Electrophoresis is the motion of surface-charged, colloidal particles in an electrolyte 
solution, induced by an applied electric field. This is an electrokinetic phenomenon 
occurring in many relevant technologies, such as biopolymer separation (for 
instance, in the pharmaceutical industry) and coating/painting processes (for 
instance, in the automobile industry) [A1]. New applications of electrophoresis are 
emerging in connection with the development of novel advanced materials and 
products [A2]. 
A dielectric colloidal particle in an electrolyte solution exhibits an electric charge on 
its surface which is strongly dependent on the physicochemical interactions with 
surrounding liquid. This charge induces a redistribution of ions in the neighboring 
solution and, ultimately, an oppositely-charged diffuse layer in the liquid all around 
the particle [A3]. The latter is commonly referred to as the electric double layer (DL). 
In the absence of an external field, the solution is electrically neutral outside the DL 
and also at constant electric potential. The electric-potential difference between 
particle surface and external liquid is called the zeta potential [A4]. 
When a uniform and constant electric field E is applied, the particle moves with 
respect to the liquid attaining a steady velocity U. The mathematical expression of 
the electrophoretic velocity of a spherical dielectric particle was first obtained by 
Smoluchowski [A5]: 
 
EU
η
εζ
=           (A0.1) 
 
where ε and η are the dielectric constant and the viscosity of the liquid, while ζ is the 
zeta potential. It is useful to define the electrophoretic mobility µ as the ratio between 
the electrophoretic velocity and the applied field strength. Therefore, according to 
Smoluchowski’s theory: 
 
η
εζ
µ =           (A0.2) 
 
The right-hand side of Eqn. (A0.2) will be hereafter referred to as Smoluchowski’s 
mobility and denoted as µ0. The above results rest on the following assumptions: 
1) Particle size is much larger than the DL thickness; 
2) ζ is constant over the particle surface; 
3) There is no electric current across the DL, that is, the normal component of the 
electric field vanishes at the outside boundary of the DL. 
Morrison [A6] showed that Smoluchowski’s result is not restricted to spherical 
particles, but indeed holds for particles of any shape. He found that the velocity field 
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relative to the particle is everywhere irrotational and “similar” to the electric field, 
differing from the latter simply by the multiplicative constant: – µ0. 
An important effect, which is not considered in Smoluchowski’s and Morrison’s 
works, stems from convective ion transport along particle surface in the DL. In fact, 
as the liquid in the DL is electrically charged, there is necessarily an electric current 
associated to fluid flow in the DL region. This is basically a surface current, generally 
exhibiting non-zero surface divergence for a particle with curved surface. Now, by 
virtue of charge conservation in the DL, a non-zero surface divergence requires a 
non-vanishing normal component of the current (and so of the electric field), thereby 
invalidating assumption 3). 
Levich [A7] was the first who recognised and assessed this effect. Assuming 
creeping-flow conditions (due to typically small sizes and low velocities of 
electrophoretic particles) he found, for a spherical particle: 
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η
εζ
µ 2
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where R0 is the particle radius, λ is the Debye length (~ DL thickness) and κ is the 
conductivity of the electrolyte medium. The electrophoretic mobility in Eqn. (A0.3) is 
always smaller than predicted by Smoluchowski’s equation: this is the main effect 
caused by ionic convection in the DL. Later on, O’Brien and coworkers set up a 
model taking into account the effect of unbalanced osmotic pressure ensuing from 
ion-concentration distribution around the particle. The resulting theory, which 
maintained the creeping-flow assumption and was developed for spherical [A8] and 
spheroidal [A9] particles, is regarded as a reference for interpreting experimental 
observations and determining zeta potentials from mobility measurements [A10]. 
A crucial question arises at this point: is the flow field one of irrotational flow, as 
asserted by Smoluchowski and Morrison, or is it one of creeping flow, as assumed by 
Levich and O’Brien? Correct assessment of this problem is essential to the exact 
expression of the electrophoretic velocity as related to the electric field. Anderson 
[A11] rightly pointed out that the slip-flow condition occurs at the surface of an 
electrophoretic particle (considered as including the DL region). That makes it 
questionable neglecting a priori inertia forces as compared to viscous forces, that is, 
assuming creeping flow. On the other hand, Morrison’s theory relies on a 
questionable assumption too, as noted above. 
It should be borne in mind that the right flow field is such if and only if: 
I) It satisfies the equations of motion (Navier-Stokes equation) identically; 
II) It satisfies all prescribed boundary conditions. Additionally, the flow field 
must comply with the electric field at DL edge (Helmholtz-Smoluchowski 
condition [A4]). 
Requirement (I) can be identically satisfied by an irrotational, solenoidal flow, 
resulting in the classic Bernoulli’s theorem [A12]. Moreover, as proved by Morrison 
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[A6], requirement (II) is satisfied as well by an irrotational flow field when the 
convective current in the DL along the surface is ignored. The present work analyses 
the general, more realistic case of non-negligible convective surface current. It is 
demonstrated that the flow field is not irrotational in general. More precisely, 
irrotational flow cannot subsist for an electrophoretic particle with non-uniform 
surface curvature. We show, however, that irrotational flow does apply for certain 
uniform-curvature shapes, namely spheres and cylinders. In particular, we show for 
the first time that in the case of a cylindrical particle a bias on electrophoretic velocity 
with respect to applied electric field arises as a consequence of convective surface 
current in the DL. Moreover, the problem for spheroidal particles is investigated in 
detail. Although surface curvature is not constant in this case, it is shown that the 
deviation from an irrotational flow field is indeed very small, whatever the spheroid 
aspect ratio. An approximate general expression of the electrophoretic mobility is 
obtained as related to the direction of the applied field, the aspect ratio and a new, 
non-dimensional parameter referred to as the electrophoretic number. These results 
and their implications are also discussed in comparison with available experimental 
data. 
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SECTION 1 
GENERAL THEORY 
  
 
 
 
This section analyzes the general electrophoretic problem for a particle of arbitrary 
shape in the presence of non-negligible convective surface current. 
In what follows, all equations are formulated for convenience in a reference frame 
solidal with the electrophoretic particle. Thus, the particle is thought to be at rest, 
whereas far from it the liquid moves with a uniform velocity to be determined. Such 
a velocity is equal and opposite to the velocity U of the particle in the reference frame 
of the laboratory. At the outer edge of the DL fluid, the flow field u and the electric 
field E must be related by the so-called Helmholtz-Smoluchowski (HS) condition 
[A4] over the entire particle surface S: 
 
tEu 0µ−=     x ∈ S      (A1.1) 
 
where Et denotes the tangential component of the electric field at the surface and x is 
the position vector. Eqn. (A1.1) holds when the DL thickness is small as compared to 
particle size and indicates that determination of the flow field (and particularly of the 
electrophoretic velocity) is coupled to determination of the electric field. 
Now, the point is whether and when an irrotational flow field can comply with 
condition (A1.1), besides satisfying ordinary boundary conditions. Let us assume 
irrotational flow and let Φ be the velocity potential. As the fluid is incompressible, Φ 
must satisfy the Laplace equation: 
 
0Φ2 =∇           (A1.2) 
 
The appropriate boundary conditions are: 
 
0
n
Φ
=
∂
∂
    x ∈ S      (A1.2a) 
U−→∇Φ     |x|→ ∞     (A1.2b) 
 
where n is the coordinate normal to S pointing out particle body. Assumption of 
irrotational flow has to be validated a posteriori by verifying compliance of flow and 
electric fields at all points of S according to the HS condition. U is unknown for the 
moment in Eqn. (A1.2b) and has to be determined along with the electric field. Since 
the liquid is electrically neutral outside the DL, the electric potential Ψ obeys the 
Laplace equation: 
 
0Ψ2 =∇           (A1.3) 
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One boundary condition for Eqn. (A1.3) is obtained by the requirement of charge 
conservation in the DL and is derived in Appendix I: 
 
ψβ
n
Ψ 2
S∇−=∂
∂
   x ∈ S      (A1.3a) 
 
where 
( )
κλη
εζ
2
1
β
2
=  is a positive constant depending only on fluid physical properties 
and the physicochemical characteristics of the DL (including the zeta potential), 
whereas 2S∇  denotes the surface laplacian operator. The second boundary condition 
is: 
 
0E−→∇Ψ     |x| → ∞     (A1.3b) 
 
with E0 being the external (applied) electric field. The term on the right-hand side of 
Eqn. (A1.3a) accounts for convective surface current in the DL and represents our 
extension of Morrison’s theory. When this term is neglected, a purely tangential 
electric field ( 0Ψ =∂∂ n ) occurs at all points of S and Morrison’s result is recovered. 
In such case, the boundary-value problems for Φ and Ψ become completely 
analoguous and the HS condition as expressed by Eqn. (A1.1) is fulfilled by setting 
0EU 0µ=  (Smoluchowski’s equation), thereby validating a posteriori the assumption 
of irrotational flow. Accordingly, the electric potential must be of the form ΦµΨ -10= . 
A special case where Morrison’s theory applies regardless of the β value is the one of 
bodies infinitely extended in the direction (say z) of the applied field with constant 
section (of arbitrary shape) in the xy plane. In fact, in this case it is easily verified that 
Ψ = –E0z and 0Ψ =∂∂ n  identically over the surface. Accordingly, Φ = –Uz and thus 
both flow and electric fields are uniform and collinear with body axis. 
When surface current is taken into account, the similarity between Φ and Ψ is lost 
and Smoluchowski’s equation no longer applies. First of all, we inquire whether the 
solution is still one of irrotational flow and what the expression of the electrophoretic 
velocity is like in such case. If the flow field will turn out to be irrotational, then Φ 
still has to comply with Eqns. (A1.2), (A1.2a) and (A1.2b). However, in Eqn. (A1.2b) 
U will generally assume a different value with respect to the case of negligible 
surface current ( 0Ψ =∂∂ n ). 
To our purpose, let us apply the surface differential identity 2
2
22
S
nn
C
∂
∂
−
∂
∂
+∇=∇  
[A13] to Eqns. (A1.2), (A1.2a) and (A1.3), (A1.3a), respectively, to obtain: 
 
2
2
2
S
n
Φ
Φ
∂
∂
−=∇    x ∈ S      (A1.4a) 
2
2
2
S
n
Ψ
Cβ1
1
Ψ
∂
∂
+
−=∇    x ∈ S      (A1.4b) 
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Here, C denotes the local signed surface curvature (sum of principal curvatures). 
Eqns. (A1.4a) and (A1.4b) afford a more useful form of the HS condition: 
 
ΨµΦ S0S ∇=∇    x ∈ S      (A1.5) 
 
In fact, taking the surface divergence of both sides of Eqn. (A1.5) yields: 
 
ΨµΦ 2S0
2
S ∇=∇    x ∈ S      (A1.6) 
 
Inserting Eqns. (A1.4a) and (A1.4b) into condition (A1.6), the following form for the 
HS condition is finally obtained: 
 
Cβ1
n
Φ
n
Ψ
µ 2
2
2
2
0 +=





∂
∂
∂
∂
  x ∈ S      (A1.7) 
 
Two possibilities can be given: 
1) Curvature is uniform over the surface. Eqn. (A1.7) can be satisfied if and only 
if a versor w exists such that, let U = Uw, the ratio of the second normal 
derivatives in the left-hand side is also uniform. Then, potential flow does 
occur and determination of U is enabled by Eqn. (A1.7) itself. As shown later 
on, this is the case for sphere and circular cylinder, whatever the direction of 
the applied field. 
2) Curvature varies over particle surface. We first note that Ψ cannot be of the 
form ( ) ( )xx fββ,ΦΨµ 0 += , since it would be impossible to satisfy the surface 
boundary condition. In fact, inserting such expression into Eqn. (A1.3a) yields: 
 
( ) ( ) ( )[ ]xxx β,Φfβ
n
f 2
S
2
S +∇∇−=∂
∂
 x ∈ S      (A1.8)  
 
Eqn. (A1.8) could only be satisfied if the right-hand side were independent of β. 
However, that is impossible, for, expressing ( )xβ,Φ  in the form ( ) ( )xΦU ⋅β  with ( )xΦ  
being the velocity vector potential [A12], there is no way to get independence of β 
unless U is proportional to β. That can never be the case, since U always vanish for 
β → ∞ (as verified for instance in the cases of spheres and cylinders in Sec. 2). As Ψ is 
not of the above said form, the left-hand side of Eqn. (A1.7) is not of the form 
( )xpβ1+  and thus can never be equal to the right-hand side 1+βC(x), whatever be the 
choice of U. Hence, HS condition cannot be satisfied and potential flow does not 
occur. In summary: 
  
Uniform surface curvature is a necessary condition for the flow field to be irrotational 
 
In Sec. 2 we show that irrotationality actually subsists for two particle shapes with 
uniform surface curvature: that is, spheres and cylinders. The complete flow field is 
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analytically determined for both shapes as a function of the applied electric field. In 
Sec. 3 we then proceed to analyze the case of spheroidal particles. Although the flow 
field is not strictly irrotational in this case (in accordance with the above necessary 
condition), the solution is shown to be nearly one of irrotational flow and is also 
obtained to a good approximation. Finally, it is worth noting that, when convective 
surface current is taken into account (Eqn. (A1.3a)), the parameter β enters the flow 
problem as an additional characteristic length besides the characteristic particle size 
L. β, which can be referred to as the electrophoretic length, is a purely physicochemical 
(not geometrical) quantity. The ratio β/L, denoted as the electrophoretic number, is a 
crucial parameter intervening throughout the following analysis. 
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SECTION 2 
SPHERES AND CYLINDERS 
  
 
 
 
As spheres and circular cylinders are characterized by a uniform surface curvature, 
potential flow is not ruled out for such shapes by the theory developed in Sec. 1. 
 
Spherical Particles 
It is convenient to adopt a system of spherical coordinates with the origin in the 
centre of the sphere and the polar axis along the external applied field. Let R0 be the 
particle radius. Due to the axisymmetry of the problem, potentials cannot depend on 
the azimuthal angle and the electrophoretic velocity must be parallel to the applied 
field. First of all, we hypothesize that potential flow occurs. Boundary conditions 
(A1.2a) and (A1.2b) for Φ are written, respectively, as: 
 
0
r
Φ
=
∂
∂
    r = R0      (A2.1a) 
θ cosUr Φ −→    r → ∞      (A2.1b) 
 
The axisymmetric solution of the Laplace equation with boundary conditions (A2.1a) 
and (A2.1b) is easily found by variable separation: 
 
cosθUR
R
r
2
1
R
r
Φ 0
2
00 













+−=
−
        (A2.2) 
 
Boundary conditions (A1.3a) and (A1.3b) for Ψ are written, respectively, as: 
 






∂
∂
∂
∂
−=
∂
∂
θ
Ψ
sinθ
θR
β
r
Ψ
2
0
  r = R0      (A2.3a) 
θ cosr EΨ 0−→    r → ∞      (A2.3b) 
 
The axisymmetric solution of the Laplace equation with boundary conditions (A2.3a) 
and (A2.3b) is: 
 
cosθRE
R
rA
R
r
Ψ 00
2
00 













+−=
−
       (A2.4) 
with 





+





−⋅=
00 R
β1
R
β21
2
1A . Using Eqns. (A2.2) and (A2.4) along with Eqn. 
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(A1.5) or, equivalently, Eqn. (A1.7), it is seen that the HS condition is satisfied by 
putting: 
  
0
00
R
β1
EµU
+
=           (A2.5) 
 
Hence, the hypothesis of irrotational (potential) flow is validated in this case and the 
electrophoretic velocity of the spherical particle is expressed by Eqn. (A2.5) with 
direction and versus of E0. Quite interestingly, it is noted that Eqn. (A2.5) coincides 
with Levich’s formula (Eqn. (A0.3)). However, that seems to be nothing but a curious 
coincidence, since Levich’s theory is erroneously founded on the creeping-flow 
assumption. 
 
Cylindrical Particles 
The problem of an infinitely long cylindrical particle with radius R0 and arbitrary 
orientation relative to applied field E0 is conveniently approached by decomposing 
E0 into the sum of component E0// parallel to particle axis and normal component E0⊥. 
If potential solutions hold for flow field in the case of both parallel orientation (Φ//, 
Ψ//, U//) and normal orientation (Φ⊥, Ψ⊥, U⊥), then, since boundary conditions are 
linear and homogeneous in E0 and U, the solution for the case of arbitrary orientation 
will still be irrotational and given by (Φ// + Φ⊥, Ψ// + Ψ⊥, U// + U⊥). 
Applied electric field parallel to particle axis 
This case is comprised in the more general one (see Sec. 1) of infinite cylindrical 
bodies of arbitrarily shaped section. Thus, uniform flow occurs parallel to E0// and the 
electrophoretic mobility is given by Smoluchowski’s formula: µ// = µ0. 
Applied electric field normal to particle axis 
As the particle is supposed to be infinitely long, the system is invariant for 
translations along particle axis. Accordingly, both flow and electric fields are 
independent of the axial coordinate. It is convenient to adopt a system of polar 
coordinates with the origin on particle axis and the polar axis parallel to the applied 
field. Due to particle symmetry, the electrophoretic velocity must be aligned with the 
applied field E0⊥. In the hypothesis of potential flow, simple calculations analogous 
to those for the spherical case yield (with unambiguous meaning of the symbols): 
 
cosθRU
R
r
R
r
Φ 0
0
1
0
⊥
−
⊥








+−= 





       (A2.6) 
cosθRE
R
rB
R
r
Ψ 00
1
00
⊥
−
⊥














+−=
      
(A2.7) 
with 





+





−=
00 R
β1
R
β1B . Again, the HS condition as expressed by Eqn. (A1.5) or 
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Eqn. (A1.7) is satisfied by putting: 
 
0
00
R
β1
EµU
+
=
⊥
⊥           (A2.8) 
 
thereby insuring that the flow is actually of irrotational type. The electrophoretic 
mobility µ⊥ provided by Eqn. (2.8) is identical to that of a spherical particle having 
the same radius as the cylinder and is always different from the longitudinal 
mobility µ// = µ0. 
Applied electric field arbitrarily oriented 
Since the flow is irrotational for applied electric fields both parallel and normal to 
cylinder axis, irrotationality is mantained even in the general case of arbitrarily 
oriented applied field. The electrophoretic velocity U is given by the sum µ//E0// + 
µ⊥E0⊥ or, equivalently: 
 












=
⊥⊥ 0
0////
E
E
µ0
0µ
U         (A2.9) 
 
Eqn. (A2.9) shows that in general the electrophoretic mobility is not simply a scalar 
quantity; rather, it exhibits a tensorial character. As a consequence, particle velocity is 
usually not parallel to the applied field. Particularly, denoted as α the angle formed 
by the field with cylinder axis z, the particle will move in the plane (z, E0) and its  
 
 
 
Fig. A1 Deviation of the electrophoretic velocity from the applied field for cylindrical particles. Plot 
vs. α for indicated values of β/R0. 
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velocity will form with E0 an angle γ given by: 
 
αtanα
µ
µ
arctanγ
//
−





=
⊥         (A2.10) 
 
As µ⊥/µ// < 1, particle velocity is always biased toward the axis. If convective effect 
is neglected, mobility anisotropy is lost and Morrison-Smoluchowski behaviour is 
recovered. From Eqn. (A2.8) the mobility ratio can be simply expressed as: 
 
0
//
R
β1
1
µ
µ
+
=
⊥           (A2.11) 
 
Substituting Eqn. (A2.11) into Eqn. (A2.10) affords calculation of the electrophoretic-
bias angle γ. Fig. A1 shows the plot of γ vs. α for some values of the electrophoretic 
number β/R0. The bias can be notable even for moderate values of β/R0. Such 
anisotropy is a pure manifestation of the ionic-convection effect and has relevant 
technological implications (this issue will be discussed in some detail later on in 
relation to comparison with experimental data). 
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SECTION 3 
SPHEROIDS 
 
 
 
 
In this section we analyze the electrophoretic-flow field about a spheroid: a special, 
simplified case of ellipsoid, obtained by the revolution of an ellipse about one of its 
axes. Four distinct cases occur: prolate or oblate spheroid with applied electric field 
either parallel or normal to the revolution axis. Each case is considered separately for 
the sake of convenience. In the following analysis the case of prolate spheroid with 
parallel applied field is presented. The remaining three cases were analyzed with 
analogous mathematical methods as detailed in Appendix II. 
 
Analysis of the Problem 
It is useful to adopt a system of prolate spheroidal coordinates as detailed elsewhere 
[A9]. Briefly, prolate spheroidal coordinates are defined by: 
 
ϕcossinχsinhρcx =         (A3.1a) 
ϕsinsinχsinhρcy =          (A3.1b) 
cosχcoshρcz =          (A3.1c) 
 
Here, c is a constant (not to be confused with curvature C) and z is the revolution 
(polar) axis. ρ is the analogue of the radial spherical coordinate, as it is constant over 
the surface of the spheroid with value ρ0. ρ0 and c are related to each other as: 
 
asinhρc 0 =           (A3.2a) 
bcoshρc 0 =           (A3.2b) 
 
with a and b being respectively the equatorial and polar semiaxis (a/b < 1 for a 
prolate spheroid). Finally, coordinates χ and ϕ are the correspondents of respectively 
the zenithal and azimuthal spherical coordinates (and vary in the ranges [0, pi] and [0, 
2pi]). Due to the axisymmetry of the problem, both flow and electric fields cannot 
depend on ϕ and the electrophoretic velocity must be collinear with the applied field. 
By virtue of the results of Sec. 1 we know that the electrophoretic-flow field about a 
spheroidal body is not one of irrotational flow, as the HS condition cannot be 
satisfied for a body having non-uniform surface curvature. However, we inquire 
whether an irrotational flow-field may exist under certain conditions for which the 
HS condition, though being not strictly satisfied, is complied with to a suitable 
approximation (all other boundary conditions being exactly fulfilled). Such an 
irrotational flow, if it ever exists, would be a suitable approximation of the actual 
electrophoretic-flow field. Thus, let us tentatively hypothesize the occurrence of 
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irrotational flow. The boundary conditions for Φ are: 
 
0
ρ
Φ
=
∂
∂
    ρ = ρ0      (A3.3a) 
cosχρcoshUcΦ −→   ρ → ∞      (A3.3b) 
 
The axysimmetric solution of the Laplace equation with boundary conditions (A3.3a) 
and (A3.3b) is found by variable separation to be: 
 
( )
( ) cosχUccoshρQ
 coshρQ
coshρΦ
0
/
1
1






−−=       (A3.4) 
 
where ( ) 1
1x
1xln
2
x
xQ1 −





−
+
=  and ( )
dx
dQ
xQ 1/1 = . The boundary conditions for Ψ 
assume the forms: 
 






∂
∂
∂
∂
+
=
∂
∂
ρ
Ψ
sinhρ
ρχsinρsinhtanhρ
1
b
β
ρ
Ψ
2
0
2
0
  ρ = ρ0   (A3.5a) 
cosχcoshρcEΨ 0−→      ρ → ∞   (A3.5b) 
 
The general axysimmetric solution of the Laplace equation satisfying boundary 
condition (A3.5b) is the series: 
 
( ) ( )∑
∞
+−=
= 1k
cosχPcoshρQacosχcoshρcEΨ kkk0      (A3.6) 
 
with Pk(x) and Qk(x) denoting the k-th Legendre function of the first (Legendre 
polynomial) and second kind, respectively [A14]. Coefficients ak are determined 
using the surface boundary condition (A3.5a) as follows. Calculating the ρ-derivative 
of Ψ at ρ0 from Eqn. (A3.6) and inserting it into (A3.5a) yields: 
 
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
∑
∑
∞
+
∞
+−
=+−
=
=
1k
1k
χsinρsinhtanhρ
cosχPcoshρQ~acosχ coshρ2cE
b
β
cosχPcoshρQacosχcE
2
0
2
0
k0kk00
k0
/
kk0 
            (A3.7) 
 
where //k0
2/
k0k Q ρsinhQ 2coshρQ
~
+=  (with / and // indicating first and second 
derivative with respect to the argument). It is useful to rearrange Eqn. (A3.7) into the 
form: 
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( ) ( ) ( )∑
∞
=
= 1k
cosχPcosχP χf a 1kkk  with ( )
( ) ( )








+
−
+
−
=
χsinρsinhtanhρ
coshρ
b
β21cE
χsinρsinhtanhρ
coshρQ~
b
β
coshρQ
χf
2
0
2
0
0
0
2
0
2
0
0k
0
/
k
k   
(A3.8)
  
As fk is apparently no polynomial function of cosχ, there must be an infinite number 
of non-zero coefficients ak for Eqn. (A3.8) to be fulfilled. Moreover, it is noted that fk is 
an even function of cosχ, whereas Pk is odd or even for odd or even k, respectively. 
Accordingly, Eqn. (A3.8) also requires ak = 0 for all even k. 
Coefficients ak can now be calculated by multiplying each side of Eqn. (A3.7) by 
Pj(cosχ) and then integrating with respect to cosχ in the interval [–1,1]. Based on the 
orthogonality relations satisfied by Legendre polynomials, ∫ +=
1
1-
12j
2δ
dx(x)P (x)P jkkj  
(with δjk being the Kronecker symbol), the following infinite linear system is 
obtained: 
 
jkjk baA =   (j, k = 1, 3, 5,... 2n +1,... ∞)     (A3.9) 
 
with standard sum convention on the repeated index k and: 
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) jk00/k
1
1 20
2
kj
0k0jk δ12j
2sinhρ
 coshρQdx
xρcosh
xP xP
 coshρQ~ coshρ
b
βA
+
−
−
= ∫
−
 (A3.10a) 
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
−
−
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−
j10
1
1 20
2
j
0
2
0j δ sinhρ3
1dx
xρcosh
xxP
  ρcosh
b
β2cEb     (A3.10b) 
 
Such system enables determination of coefficients ak. The electrophoretic velocity U 
can be calculated by means of the HS condition (A1.5), now conveniently written as: 
 
constΨµΦ 0 =−    ρ = ρ0      (A3.11) 
 
The constant is of no consequence and can be arbitrarily set to zero. Inserting Eqns. 
(A3.4) and (A3.6) into Eqn. (A3.11) yields: 
 
( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )cosχPcoshρcEµUccoshρcoshρQ
 coshρQ
cosχPcoshρQaµ 10000
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k0kk0
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∞
∑
=  
(A3.12) 
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Since Legendre polynomials Pk form a complete orthogonal set in the interval [-1,1], 
Eqn. (A3.12) can be fulfilled (for a suitable choice of U) if and only if ak = 0 ∀ k > 1. 
That is in apparent contrast with Eqn. (A3.8), which requires an infinite number of 
non-zero ak. As this result is based on the initial, tentative hypothesis of irrotational 
flow, it must be concluded that no irrotational flow is possible about a spheroidal 
electrophoretic particle, in accordance with the theory of Sec. 1. However, the linear 
system (A3.9) along with Eqn. (A3.12) enables search of an irrotational flow field 
possibly complying with HS condition to a suitable approximation (besides exactly 
fulfilling all due boundary conditions). Our procedure is as follows. First, the 
coefficients ak are calculated by solving the system (A3.9), thereby also enabling exact 
determination of electric potential Ψ(ρ,χ). Then, the Legendre series on the left-hand 
side of Eqn. (A3.12) is approximated by the first term only, with above determined 
coefficient a1. Such approximation yields the electrophoretic velocity U for an 
assigned E0 (vectors U and E0 are parallel to each other) as:
  ( )[ ]
( )
( ) 00/1
01
00011
00
coshρ
coshρQ
 coshρQ
coshρcEcoshρQa
EµU
−
−
=       (A3.13) 
 
The associated velocity potential Φ(ρ,χ) is, in turn, also determined according to Eqn. 
(A3.4). Of course, as demonstrated above, this potential cannot strictly satisfy the HS 
condition. However, we are now enabled to calculate deviation from the fulfilment of 
such relation. Thus, we can investigate and discuss conditions for such deviation to 
be safely regarded as negligibly small. We proceed as follows. First, the actual 
velocity at spheroid surface is determined according to the HS condition: 
Ψµ S0∇=HSu . Then, we determine velocity at spheroid surface, u(ρ0,χ), in the 
assumption of potential flow, according to the above procedure. As a result, the local 
deviation can be calculated as: 
 
( )χ,ρ∆ 0uuu HS −=          (A3.14) 
 
Finally, we investigate the local relative deviation: 
 
HSu
∆u
=ε           (A3.15) 
 
as a function of position χ, spheroid aspect ratio a/b and non-dimensional 
electrophoretic number β/L, with either L = b or L = a, respectively for prolate and 
oblate spheroids. For all numerical calculations, the infinite linear system (A3.9) has 
been truncated to j, k = 2N + 1. Then N was increased until HSu converged to a 
limiting value. The determination of such value up to machine precision at whatever 
surface point required typically N ≤ 20 in the whole range of aspect ratios and 
electrophoretic numbers investigated. In connection with discussion of the results, it 
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is worthwhile noting that, in the irrotational-flow hypothesis, ( ) ( )χ-π,ρχ,ρ 00 uu = . 
Also, ( ) ( )χ-π,ρχ,ρ 00 HSHS uu = . Accordingly, ( ) ( )χ-πεχε = . 
 
Spheroidal Particles in a Longitudinal Field 
Before discussing general results, it is useful to consider the two limiting cases of a/b 
→ 0 with fixed b (spheroid degenerating into a needle of fixed, finite length), and a/b 
→ ∞ with fixed a (spheroid degenerating into a disk of fixed, finite diameter). While 
detailed analysis of these special cases is presented in Appendix III, the results are 
reported here. Regardless of β/b, in the first case the χ-components of ∇Φ and µ0∇Ψ 
are identically equal to U and µ0E0, respectively, at all points of the surface except at 
the poles, where they are zero. Accordingly, potential flow does apply in this limit, 
the HS condition being strictly satisfied with U = µ0E0. The electrophoretic mobility is 
exactly equal to µ0, independent of β/b (Table III.1 in Appendix III). Conversely, in 
the case of oblate spheroid degenerating into a disk, no potential flow subsists in 
general. In fact, (∇Φ)χ and µ0(∇Ψ)χ are equal, respectively, to 2U|tanχ|/pi and – µ0Eχ, 
with Eχ expressed by Eqn. (III.10) in Appendix III. Thus, the HS condition cannot be 
complied with, whatever the choice of U. However, in the limit β/a << 1, when the 
electrophoretic length is comparable to b, µ0(∇Ψ)χ at the surface becomes equal to 
2µ0E0|tanχ|/pi. In this sub-case the irrotational-flow field does satisfy HS condition, 
provided U be equal to µ0E0 (Table III.2 in Appendix III). Thus, irrotational flow 
strictly applies with electrophoretic mobility exactly equal to µ0. 
We now examine the problem in general. The local relative deviation has been 
determined as a function of position at spheroid surface, aspect ratio and β/L. Figs. 
A2a and A2b display plots of ε vs. χ (0 ≤ χ ≤ pi/2) respectively for prolate and oblate 
spheroids with varying aspect ratio and fixed, non-zero β/L (namely, β/l = 1).1 It is 
observed that there is always one value χ~ of the zenithal coordinate (corresponding 
to a parallel on spheroid surface) where ε vanishes. χ~  ranges around 60°-70°, weakly 
depending on a/b and β/L. ε is monotonically increasing as χ departs from χ~  either 
towards the pole or the equator, attaining relative maxima there. Generally, the 
absolute maximum is attained at the pole. However, it is attained at the equator for 
markedly oblate spheroids and sufficiently small β/a. Fig. A2 also shows that ε 
vanishes identically for a/b → 1 (spheroid tending to a sphere). The influence of 
aspect ratio on ε will be addressed in detail later on. Hereby we consider the effect of 
β/L. Fig. A3 plots the local deviation at the pole εp and at the equator εe as well as the 
surface-averaged deviation εav as a function of β/b for three prolate spheroids with 
different aspect ratio. All three errors exhibit asymptotic behaviour for β/b → ∞, 
growing from zero to a limiting value depending on aspect ratio. In fact, in this limit, 
both Ajk and bj in the system (A3.9) are proportional to β/b and thus coefficients ak 
become independent of it. Analogous behaviour was observed for oblate spheroid 
(not shown). The asymptote is nearly approached when β/b is of the order of a few 
                                                 
1 It should be noted that β is of the order of 100 nm in many cases of technological relevance. 
Accordingly, β/L ranges reasonably between 0.1 and 10 or, in all cases, 0.01 and 100. 
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Fig. A2 Plot of relative error ε vs. zenithal angle χ for spheroids of indicated aspect ratios a/b in the 
longitudinal configuration. (a) Prolate spheroids with β/b = 1. (b) Oblate spheroids with β/a = 1. 
 
units, weakly depending on a/b. Moreover, it can be easily verified that all 
coefficients ak vanish for β/b = 0. Consequently, εp, εe and εav are null in this case for 
all values of a/b. That should not be surprising because β/b is the sole parameter 
accounting for Levich’s effect. In the absence of this effect, Morrison-Smoluchowski 
irrotational behaviour is duly recovered. We now turn to examine more closely the  
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Fig. A3 Plot of ε vs. β/b for prolate spheroidal particles of indicated aspect ratios in the longitudinal 
configuration. (a) Polar error (χ = 0°). (b) Equatorial error (χ = 90°). (c) Surface-averaged error. 
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influence of aspect ratio on ε. Preliminarily, it is useful to bear in mind two special 
cases noted earlier: namely, that irrotational flow strictly applies for a spherical 
particle (a/b = 1) as well as for a spheroid degenerating into a needle (a/b → 0) 
whatever β/b. Accordingly, ε is expected to be null in such cases. Figs. A4a, A4b and 
A4c show, respectively, εp, εe and εav as functions of a/b for three values of β/L. In 
fact, as a/b decreases departing from 1, each error increases from zero up to a finite 
maximum therefrom dropping to zero again as a/b → 0 in accordance with results 
found for the needle. Instead, for oblate spheroid errors increase monotonically vs. 
a/b attaining finite asymptote. Analytical expression exists for the asymptote (Eqn. 
(III.12) in Appendix III). The above described behaviour is observed for the local 
error at any value of the zenithal coordinate χ as well. As an example, Fig. A4d 
displays ε at χ = 30° vs. a/b for the above noted values of β/L. All plots in Fig. A4 
show that the maximum (or the asymptote) grows up to a limiting value with 
increasing β/L. At sufficiently large values of β/b, as the limiting values are nearly 
approached, the maximum becomes broad for prolate spheroid and degenerates into 
an ever wider plateau in the limit β/b → ∞, as observed in Fig. A4d. Figs. A3 and A4 
reveal two important points. First, the local error, which is maximum either at the 
pole or equator, is limited as both a/b and β/L range between 0 and ∞. So is the  
 
 
 
Fig. A4 Plot of ε vs. aspect ratio for spheroidal particles in the longitudinal configuration with 
indicated values of β/L (L = a for oblate spheroids and L = b for prolate spheroids). (a) Polar error (χ = 
0°). Shown as inset is a zoom of the oblate region. (b) Equatorial error (χ = 90°). (c) Surface-averaged 
error. (d) Error at χ = 30°. 
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average error εav. Second, the latter is generally small (always < 0.25 whatever value 
of a/b and β/L) or even very small (< 0.05) in a wide range of a/b and β/L of 
technical interest with regard to a variety of electrophoretic processes. Actually, the 
local error can be rather large around the pole for slender spheroids (a/b ~ 0.01). 
However, the area where ε is large is confined within a very small region around the 
poles (e.g. for a/b = 0.01 and β/b = 1 the fractional area where ε > 0.1 is less than 
16%), which gives account of small εav in general and legitimate a posteriori our initial 
assumption of nearly irrotational flow. Moreover, as a further corroboration of this 
assumption, it should be stressed that the absolute local error |∆u| vanishes at poles 
as both HSu  and u(ρ0,χ) are null there. 
 
Spheroidal Particles in a Transverse Field 
This case is analogous to the previous one and has been studied with identical 
mathematical methods (see Appendix II). Due to symmetry, also in this case the 
electrophoretic velocity is aligned with the applied electric field. However, unlike 
previous case, both flow and electric fields are not axysimmetric here and also 
depend on the azimuthal angle ϕ besides coordinates χ and ρ. That bears some well 
distinct qualities with respect to longitudinal applied field, as shown further below. 
Before discussing the problem in general, it is convenient to preliminarily analyze the 
two limiting cases of a/b << 1 (needle) and a/b >> 1 (disk). Analysis of these special 
cases is fully analogous to the one presented in Appendix III for the longitudinal 
configuration. Here, the main results are presented and discussed. The tangential 
component of the electric field can be shown to be null over the entire surface both 
for the needle of finite length (independent of β/b, provided β/a >> 1) and for the 
disk of finite diameter (independent of β/a, provided β/b >> 1). Thus, the HS 
condition is satisfied by the trivial (irrotational) flow field of uniform, null velocity, 
meaning that electrophoretic mobility is also null in such cases. For a needle not 
satisfying the condition β/a >> 1, irrotational-flow field can be shown not to be 
consistent with the HS condition in general (Table III.1 in Appendix III). However, an 
(irrotational) uniform flow field with velocity equal to µ0E0 satisfies the HS condition 
if β/a → 0: Levich’s effect duly vanishes in this special case and the elecrophoretic 
mobility becomes exactly equal to µ0. For a disk not satisfying the condition β/b >> 1, 
an (irrotational) uniform flow field with velocity equal to µ0E0 complies with the HS 
condition, whatever β/b (Table III.2 in Appendix III). Accordingly, electrophoretic 
mobility is again equal to µ0. 
Let us now turn to the general case. The local relative deviation has been determined 
as a function of position at spheroid surface, aspect ratio and β/L. Figs. A5a and A5b 
display plots of ε vs. χ (0 ≤ χ ≤ pi/2) at ϕ = 0 (solid line) and ϕ = pi/2 (dashed line), 
respectively for prolate and oblate spheroids with varying aspect ratio and fixed, 
non-zero β/L (namely, β/L = 1). For generic ϕ between 0 and pi/2, ε(χ) will be 
represented by an intermediate curve between the above solid and dashed lines. It is 
noted that for ϕ = 0 and ϕ = pi/2 (angles referred to the direction of the applied field) 
there is always one value χ~ of the zenithal angle where ε vanishes. 
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Fig. A5 Plot of ε vs. χ at fixed angle ϕ of 0° and 90° (respectively solid and dashed lines) for spheroids 
of indicated aspect ratios in the transverse configuration. (a) Prolate spheroids with β/b = 1. (b) Oblate 
spheroids with β/a = 1. 
 
Roughly, χ~  shifts from 25-35° for ϕ = 0 to 60-65° for ϕ = pi/2. Moreover, χ~ depends 
weakly on a/b and β/L. ε is monotonically increasing as χ departs from χ~  either 
towards the pole or the equator, attaining relative maxima there. Generally, the 
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absolute maximum is attained on equator at ϕ = 0. However, it is attained at the pole 
for markedly prolate spheroids with sufficiently small β/b. Fig. A5 shows that ε 
vanishes identically for a/b → 1 (spheroid tending to a sphere). The influence of 
aspect ratio on ε will be addressed in detail later on. Here, we consider the effect of 
β/L. Fig. A6 plots the local deviation at the pole, εp, on equator at ϕ = 0, εe, as well as 
the surface-averaged deviation εav as a function of β/b for three prolate spheroids 
with different aspect ratio. All three errors exhibit asymptotic behaviour for β/b → ∞, 
growing from zero to a limiting value depending on aspect ratio. Analogous 
behaviour was observed for oblate spheroid (not shown). The asymptote is nearly 
approached when β/b is of the order of a few units weakly depending on a/b. As 
expected, in full analogy with the case of longitudinal applied field, εp, εe and εav are 
null at β/b = 0 for all values of a/b, meaning that flow field degenerates into one of 
strictly irrotational flow. We now turn to examine more closely the influence of 
aspect ratio on ε. Figs. A7a, A7b and A7c show, respectively, εp, εe and εav as functions 
of a/b for three values of β/L. In fact, as a/b departs from unity, each error increases 
monotonically from zero up to two distinct finite asympotes, respectively for a/b → 0 
and a/b → ∞. As observed above, the spheroid is at rest ( HSu → 0) in both these 
limiting cases, which accounts for non-zero ε values in such limits. Similar behaviour 
is observed for the local error at any value of coordinates χ and ϕ as well. As an 
example, Fig. A7d displays ε at χ = 30°, ϕ = 30° vs. a/b for the above noted values of 
β/L. All plots in Fig. A7 show that all errors grow up to a limiting value with 
increasing β/L, in accordance with plots of Fig. A6. In full analogy with the case of 
longitudinal applied electric field, two important conclusions can be drawn for 
transverse applied field as well. First, the local error, which is maximum either at the 
pole or equator, is limited as both a/b and β/L range between 0 and ∞ and so is the 
average error εav. Second, it is worthwhile noting in Fig. A7a (A7b) that εp (εe) 
becomes large for very slender (flat) spheroids. In such case, however, the polar 
(equatorial) region (where ε is large) has very limited extension. Accordingly, the 
average error is small in general (always < 0.3 whatever value of a/b and β/L) or 
even very small (< 0.05) in a wide range of  a/b and β/L of technical interest with 
regard to a variety of electrophoretic processes thereby legitimating a posteriori our 
initial assumption of nearly irrotational flow. Moreover, it is worthwhile noting that 
in the cases and in the regions where ε is large, the absolute local deviation |∆u| 
tends to zero anyway, since both HSu and u(ρ0,χ) tend to vanish there.  
 
In summary, electrophoretic-flow field about a spheroidal particle with either 
longitudinal or transverse applied electric field is shown to be nearly irrotational 
(potential) in a wide range of parameters β/L and a/b. Accordingly, after 
determining the electric field, the flow field is determined to a good approximation 
by solving the Laplace equation for the velocity potential with due boundary 
conditions. The flow field is a linear, homogeneous function of U (the latter appears 
in the asymptotic boundary condition and is to be determined). U is determined by 
imposing the HS condition on spheroid surface. As a result, the electrophoretic 
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Fig. A6 Plot of relative error vs. β/b for prolate spheroids of indicated aspect ratios in the transverse 
configuration. (a) Polar error (χ = 0°). (b) Equatorial error (χ = 90°, ϕ = 0°). (c) Surface-averaged 
error. 
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Fig. A7 Plot of ε vs. aspect ratio for spheroidal particles in the transverse configuration with indicated 
values of β/L. (a) Polar error (χ = 0°). Shown as inset is a zoom of the oblate region. (b) Equatorial 
error (χ = 90°, ϕ = 0°). Shown as inset is a zoom of the prolate region. (c) Surface-averaged error. (d) 
Error at χ = 30°, ϕ = 30°. 
 
mobility is also calculated. A study of the electrophoretic mobility as related to 
parameters a/b and β/L is presented in the following paragraph. 
 
Electrophoretic Mobility 
Fig. A8a shows plot of effective mobility µ// (normalized to Smoluchowski’s mobility 
µ0) vs. β/L for prolate and oblate spheroids with longitudinal applied electric field. 
Such mobility drops asymptotically to zero as β/L → ∞, whereas it is duly equal to 1 
for β/L = 0 (where Levich’s effect is absent). Fig. A8b shows the effect of aspect ratio 
on the longitudinal mobility for three values of β/L. For oblate spheroids, mobility 
drops monotonically to finite asymptote as a/b increases from 1 to ∞. The asymptotic 
value decreases with increasing β/a. However, non-monotonic behaviour is 
observed for prolate spheroids: as a/b decreases from 1 to 0, mobility first decreases 
passing through a minimum and then increases asymptotically to 1, independent of 
β/b. 
In the presence of a transverse applied electric field, mobility displays a different 
behaviour. Fig. A9a shows non-dimensional transverse mobility µ⊥ (normalized to 
Smoluchowski’s mobility µ0) vs. β/L for prolate and oblate spheroids. Again, 
mobility drops from 1 to 0 asymptotically as β/L increases. Plots of transverse 
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Fig. A8 Mobility for spheroidal particles in the longitudinal configuration. (a) Plot vs. β/L for 
indicated aspect ratios. (b) Plot vs. aspect ratio for indicated values of β/L. 
 
mobility vs. a/b for three values of β/L are shown in Fig. A9b. While for oblate 
spheroids the behaviour is similar to the longitudinal case, for prolate spheroids 
mobility displays a monotonically decreasing behavior tending to zero as a/b drops 
from 1 to 0, whatever the value of β/b. It should be stressed on the basis of plots in 
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Fig. A9 Mobility for spheroidal particles in the transverse configuration. (a) Plot vs. β/L for indicated 
aspect ratios. (b) Plot vs. aspect ratio for indicated values of β/L. 
 
Figs. A8 and A9 that longitudinal mobility can assume markedly different values 
from transverse one, based on parameters a/b and β/L. As a result, electrophoretic 
velocity is not parallel to applied electric field when the latter is not aligned with a 
symmetry axis of the spheroid. This anisotropy is contrary to prediction of Morrison- 
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Fig. A10 Ratio of transverse to longitudinal mobility for spheroidal particles. (a) Plot vs. aspect ratio 
for indicated values of β/L. (b) Plot vs. β/L for indicated aspect ratios.  
 
Smoluchowski’s theory and is a manifestation of Levich’s effect. Technical 
implications of this result will be addressed later on also in connection with 
comparison of our analysis with literature experimental data. Denoted as α the angle 
formed by the applied field with polar axis z, the spheroid will translate in the plane 
(z, E0) and its velocity will form an angle γ with the applied field given by Eqn. 
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Fig. A11 Deviation of the electrophoretic velocity from the applied field for spheroidal particles. Plots 
vs. α at β/L = (a) 0.1, (b) 1 and (c) 10 for indicated aspect ratios.  
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(A2.10). It is immediately noted that, except for µ⊥/µ// = 1, motion is biased with 
respect to the direction of E0, the bias being towards revolution axis for µ⊥/µ// < 1 or 
equatorial axis for µ⊥/µ// > 1. Fig. A10a plots µ⊥/µ// vs. a/b for indicated values of 
β/L. Aside from the obvious fact that, independent of β/L, it is µ⊥/µ// = 1 for a/b = 1 
(spherical shape), a few notes are in order. First, except for moderately oblate 
spheroids, µ⊥/µ// is always < 1, implying that electrophoretic motion is biased 
towards polar axis with respect to applied field. The bias generally increases with 
β/L and can be very strong for prolate spheroids even with moderate aspect ratio 
and relatively small β/b. Interestingly, for oblate spheroids non-monotonic behavior 
is observed with µ⊥/µ// > 1 for 1 < a/b < r (with r ~ 3, basically independent of β/a). 
Thus, a bias towards equatorial axis is predicted within that interval of aspect ratios. 
Fig. A10b shows dependence of µ⊥/µ// on β/L for a few values of aspect ratio. 
Decreasing asymptotic behavior is typically observed, except for moderately oblate 
spheroids (1 < a/b < r), which display monotonically increasing behavior with 
asymptote greater than 1. Generally, the asymptote is approached within a few units 
of β/L.  
Let us now examine the deviation angle of the electrophoretic velocity from the 
applied field, γ (using the same convention as for cylinders, γ < 0 means deviation 
towards polar axis, whereas  γ > 0 means deviation towards equatorial axis). As from 
Eqn. (A2.10), γ is a function of α besides µ⊥/µ//, which is, in turn, a function of aspect 
ratio and β/L. Fig. A11 shows plots of γ vs. α for indicated values of aspect ratio and 
β/L. Obviously, in all cases it is γ = 0 for both α = 0 and α = pi/2, so γ must display a 
maximum (or minimum). Importantly, the plots evidence that velocity bias towards 
polar axis with respect to applied field can be very marked for prolate spheroids. 
That can be of consequence in technical applications. For oblate spheroid the bias is 
in general far less remarkable. In all cases, increasing β/L enhances the bias. 
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COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENTAL DATA 
 
 
 
 
Cylindrical Particles 
Van den Heuvel and coworkers [A15] studied experimentally the electrophoresis of 
individual protein microtubules. The microtubules were stiff and had a high aspect 
ratio, thus being assimilable to rigid cylindrical bodies. The authors unambiguously 
demonstrated anisotropic electrophoretic mobility for these objects with µ⊥/µ// = 
(0.83 ± 0.01). They also noted clear difference from Stokes-drag anisotropy for 
cylindrical objects (0.5). Such results are in qualitative agreement with our theory, 
which predicts mobility anisotropy with µ⊥/µ// < 1 (Eqn. (A2.11)). In order to make 
quantitative comparison, the physical properties of the electrophoretic solution (ionic 
conductivity, dielectric constant, viscosity) intervening in the expression of length β 
were calculated from data contained in van den Heuvel’s paper. Accordingly, a β 
value of ~ 0.37 nm was obtained. Also, the Debye length was reported to be 0.7 nm. 
With a microtubule radius of 12.5 nm, the anisotropy factor as calculated from Eqn. 
(A2.11) is ~ 0.97, noticeably higher than the experimental value. It should be 
considered, however, that such microtubules were composed of 13 protofilaments 
laterally self-assembled into a cylinder [A16]. It is also mentioned that filaments have 
an elliptic cross-section with semi-axis lengths of respectively 3 and 2.3 nm. Thus, the 
microtubules display a corrugated surface with characteristic corrugation size of the 
order of 2-3 nm. As both electrophoretic and Debye lengths are smaller than surface 
corrugation, microtubules cannot be modelized as smooth cylinders of radius 12.5 
nm. Instead, the appropriate characteristic length relevant for Levich’s effect on 
transverse mobility is corrugation size. Using a value of 2.6 nm (arithmetic average of 
cross-section semi-axes of a filament), an electrophoretic anisotropy µ⊥/µ// ~ 0.87 is 
calculated from Eqn. (A2.11), which is significantly close to the experimental value. 
The discrepancy between experimental and theoretical values is understood on the 
basis that Eqn. (A2.11) strictly applies only for an individual cylindrical filament. The 
presence of the other filaments composing the microtubule at a distance of the order 
of the filament diameter brings, of course, disturbance on the short-range flow field 
as well as electric field about each single filament. Most important, an overlap of 
filament DLs is likely to occur. Based on experimental observations from Long & 
Ross [A17] and theoretical results from Reed & Morrison [A18], that is expected to 
determine a decrease in transverse mobility (µ⊥/µ//) with respect to a single, isolated 
filament. Another possible source of discrepancy may derive from the shape of the 
filament cross-section, which is not exactly circular, but rather elliptic. 
 
Spheroidal Particles 
For spheroidal geometries a thorough, critical comparison of the present theory with 
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experiments is made impossible by the absence of suitable mobility studies on single 
spheroids. Electrophoresis data were acquired for populations of latex spheroids of 
various materials and aspect ratios by Ho and coworkers [A19]. Curiously, the 
authors observed non-monotonic behavior of the average mobility as a function of 
aspect ratio, with the presence of a minimum in the a/b range 0.3-0.5 in a position 
depending on the latex type. That seems qualitatively and quantitatively coherent 
with plots shown in Fig. A8b. It should be pointed out, however, that our plots are 
calculated for fixed values of β/b, whereas such condition could be not strictly 
verified in Ho’s experiments. Thus, the comparison of our theory with those data 
should be intended as a purely tentative one. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
 
 
 
 
The present work analyzed the flow field about an electrophoretic particle in the 
presence of non-negligible ion-convection effects in the double layer. Besides particle 
size L, an additional characteristic length β enters the problem when ion convection 
is taken into account. β is only dependent on the physicochemical properties of the 
electrophoretic solution. Contrary to Morrison-Smoluchowski theory, the flow field 
was shown not to be irrotational (potential) for particles with non-uniform surface 
curvature. However, it is irrotational for spherical and cylindrical bodies. In such 
cases the flow field was analytically determined along with the expression of the 
electrophoretic mobility. The case of spheroidal bodies was also investigated with 
analytical methods. Though not strictly irrotational, the flow field turns out to be 
nearly irrotational in wide ranges of spheroid aspect ratios a/b and electrophoretic 
numbers β/L. The flow field and the electrophoretic mobility were determined as 
functions of a/b and β/L within validity limits of potential-flow approximation. The 
limiting cases of prolate and oblate spheroids degenerating respectively into needles 
and disks were also addressed. 
It was found that the electrophoretic motion is slowed down as a result of ionic 
convection in the double layer. In turn, a mobility anisotropy is born, which 
determines a bias of the electrophoretic velocity with respect to the applied field 
when the latter is not aligned with a symmetry axis. For a cylinder, bias is always 
towards the axis. For a spheroid, bias is generally towards the polar axis. However, 
for moderately oblate spheroids, bias towards equatorial axis is predicted. Both for 
cylinders and spheroids, the dependence of bias angle on electrophoretic number 
and field orientation was determined. The bias is generally remarkable, even for 
small values of the electrophoretic number. 
Our theoretical predictions were compared with experimental results reported in the 
literature. A good qualitative and quantitative agreement was found for cylinders. 
Thorough quantitative comparison was not possible for spheroids due to absence of 
suitable experimental data. However, some non-obvious qualitative features 
predicted by our theory for aspect-ratio dependence of electrophoretic mobility do 
find confirmation in the experiments. 
In the end, the present work should contribute to a deeper, more complete 
understanding of electrophoretic flows, and provides an effective tool for a better 
engineering of electrophoretic processes in both technological and applied-science 
contexts. 
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APPENDIX I 
DERIVATION OF THE LEVICH CONDITION 
 
 
 
 
The surface boundary condition (A1.3a) (Levich condition) for the electric field 
accounts for the ion-convection effect. In the following, we derive it as a direct 
consequence of the charge-conservation principle. 
 
Surface Current Density 
In the presence of an external electric field with non-null component Et tangential to 
the particle surface, the electrically charged fluid within the DL moves with respect 
to the surface according to the velocity profile [A7]: 
 
tDL Eu 





−−=
ζ
Ψ1
η
εζ DL         (I.1) 
 
Here, DLu indicates the electric potential within the DL. Its expression is [A4]: 
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where n is the coordinate normal to surface pointing out particle body. Eqn. (I.2) is 
strictly valid only for a plane surface, but can be extended to any shape if λ|C|<< 1 
(C being particle curvature). In this limit, the charge density (per unit volume) within 
the DL is: 
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The volume current density (per unit surface) in the DL can be calculated as: 
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The surface current density (per unit length) can be obtained by integrating DLJ along 
the normal direction: 
 
dn
0
DLS JJ ∫
+∞
=           (I.5) 
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Substituting Eqn. (I.4) into Eqn. (I.5) and recognizing that Et = ∇SΨ, affords finally: 
 
( )
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2
1
S
2
∇−=SJ          (I.6) 
 
Charge Balance 
Let γ be a closed curve lying on particle surface S and T the surface portion delimited 
by γ. Both ion convection along the surface and ion conduction normal to the DL 
towards the bulk liquid contribute to charge variation in T. The first contribution is 
expressed as: 
 
∫ ⋅= γ dlIS SS nJ          (I.7) 
 
where the versor Sn is the external normal to γ lying on S. The second contribution is 
expressed as: 
 
∫ ⋅= T dA IB nJ B          (I.8) 
 
where versor n is the external normal to T and BJ  is the ion-conduction current 
density (per unit surface), which obeys Ohm law: 
 
Ψκ∇−=BJ            (I.9) 
 
with κ being the ionic conductivity of the bulk-liquid medium. Charge conservation 
requires the total current to vanish: 
  
∫ ∫ =⋅+⋅γ T 0dA dl nJnJ BSS         (I.10) 
 
The line integral in the above expression can be transformed by means of the surface-
divergence theorem [A13] into the surface integral of SJ⋅∇S over T. Accordingly, Eqn. 
(I.10) can be rewritten as: 
 
( )∫ =⋅+⋅∇T 0dA       S nJJ BS         (I.11) 
 
Since Eqn. (A11) holds regardless of the choice of T, the integrand must vanish 
identically at all points of S: 
 
0   S =⋅+⋅∇ n JJ BS ,   x ∈ S      (I.12) 
 
Inserting Eqns. (I.6) and (I.9) into Eqn. (I.12), Eqn. (A1.3a) is finally obtained. 
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APPENDIX II 
ELECTROPHORETIC PROBLEMS  
IN SPHEROIDAL COORDINATES 
 
 
 
 
In this appendix we provide mathematical details for the electrophoretic problems of 
spheroidal particles in the potential-flow approximation for the three cases not 
explicitly dealt with in Sec. 3, namely: prolate spheroid in transverse applied field 
and oblate spheroid in either longitudinal or transverse applied field. 
 
Prolate Spheroids in a Transverse Field 
Boundary-value problems for Φ and Ψ differ from the longitudinal ones only in that 
the applied field as well as the electrophoretic velocity are now directed normal to 
polar axis z. Thus, asymptotic boundary conditions can be written respectively as: 
 
ϕcossinχρsinhUc−→Φ   ρ → ∞      (II.1) 
 
and: 
 
ϕcossinχρsinhcEΨ 0−→   ρ → ∞      (II.2) 
      
The solution for Φ with boundary conditions (A3.3a) and (II.1) is: 
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general solution for Ψ complying with boundary condition (II.2) is of the form: 
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where ( )xPk1  and ( )xQk1  denote the associated k-th Legendre function of the first and 
second kind, respectively [A14]. Coefficients ak are determined by insertion of Eqn. 
(II.4) into the surface boundary condition (A1.3a), multiplication by ( )χcos1P j  and 
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integration with respect to cosχ in the interval [–1,1]. Based on the orthogonality 
relations satisfied by associated Legendre polynomials: 
 
( ) ( ) ( )∫ +
+
=
1
1-
jk
1
k
1
j δ12j
1j2jdxxPxP        (II.5) 
an infinite linear system of the form (A3.9) is obtained, where now it is: 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) jk00/1k
1
1
21
2
0
2
1
k
1
j
0
1
k0jk δ12j
1j2j
 sinhρcoshρQdx
xρcosh
xPxP
 coshρQ~ coshρb
βA
+
+
−





−
= ∫
−
  
(II.6a) 
( ) ( )( )












+





−
−
+= ∫
−
1j0
1
1
1/2
2
0
2
1/221
j
0
2
00j δ coshρ3
4dx
xρcosh
x1xP
  ρsinh21cothρ
b
β
cEb   (II.6b) 
 
with QρsinhQ2coshρQ~ //1k02/1k01k += . Analogously to the longitudinal case, coefficients 
ak do not vanish for odd k. That is in contrast with the HS condition in the form 
(A3.11). In fact, following the same arguments as for the longitudinal case, the HS 
condition is shown to require: 
 
( )[ ] ( )
( )0PT
000
1
11
00
ρG
sinhρcEcoshρQaEµU +−=  and 0a k = for k > 1   (II.7) 
 
Accordingly, flow field is not strictly irrotational. However, as shown in Sec. 3, it is 
so to a good approximation with expression of the electrophoretic velocity being 
given by Eqn. (II.7). 
 
Oblate Spheroids in a Longitudinal Field 
Boundary-value problems for Φ and Ψ around oblate spheroids require use of oblate 
spheroidal coordinates. Referring to a cartesian tern with z taken as the revolution 
axis, such coordinates are defined similarly to the case of prolate spheroid ones: 
 
ϕcossinχρcoshcx =         (II.8a) 
ϕsinsinχρcoshcy =         (II.8b) 
cosχρsinhcz =          (II.8c) 
 
Constants ρ0 and c are related to each other as: 
 
bsinhρc 0 =           (II.9a) 
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acoshρc 0 =           (II.9b) 
 
Again, a and b are respectively the equatorial and polar semiaxis (a/b > 1 for an 
oblate spheroid). We can now address the problem of the oblate spheroid in a 
longitudinal applied field. Due to axysimmetry, both Φ and Ψ are independent of ϕ 
and the electrophoretic velocity is parallel to the applied field. The boundary 
conditions for Φ are: 
 
0
ρ
Φ
=
∂
∂
    ρ = ρ0      (II.10a) 
cosχρsinhUcΦ −→   ρ → ∞      (II.10b) 
 
The axisymmetric solution of Laplace equation with above boundary conditions is: 
 
( )cosχρUcGΦ OL=          (II.11) 
 
Here
( )
( ) 





−= ρsinh
sinhρiqi
 ρsinhiq
G /
1
1
OL , where i is the imaginary unit, ( ) 1y
1
arctanyyiq1 −





=  
is the first Legendre function of the second kind with imaginary argument and 
( ) ( )yid
dqyiq 1/1 = . The asymptotic boundary condition for Ψ is: 
 
cosχρsinhcEΨ 0−→   ρ → ∞      (II.12) 
 
The most general axisymmetric solution for Ψ complying with boundary condition 
(II.12) is of the form: 
 
( ) ( )∑
∞
−=
= 1k
cosχsinhρcEcosχPρsinhiqaΨ 0kkk      (II.13) 
 
where ( )yiq k  denotes the k-th Legendre function of the second kind with imaginary 
argument [A14]. Coefficients ak are determined by insertion of Eqn. (II.13) into the 
surface boundary condition (A1.3a), multiplication by ( )χP j cos  and integration with 
respect to cosχ in the interval [–1,1]. Utilizing orthogonality relations satisfied by 
Legendre polynomials (see Sec. 3), an infinite linear system of the form (A3.9) is 
obtained, where now it is: 
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
12j
2δ
coshρρsinhiqidx
xρsinh
xPxP
 ρsinhiq~ 
a
βA jk00
/
j
1
1
1/2
2
0
2
kj
0kjk +
−




 +
= ∫
−
  (II.14a) 
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( )












−




 +
= ∫
−
1j0
1
1
1/2
2
0
2
j
000j δ coshρ3
2dx
xρsinh
xPx
  coshρ2sinhρ
a
β
cEb    (II.14b) 
 
with qρcoshqicoshρ2sinhρq~ //k0
3/
k00k −= . Analogously to previous cases, coefficients ak 
do not vanish for odd k. That is in contrast with the HS condition in the form (A3.11). 
In fact, following the same arguments as above, the HS condition is shown to require: 
 
( )[ ] ( )
( )0OL
00011
00
ρG
sinhρcEsinhρiqa
EµU −=  and 0a k = for k > 1   (II.15) 
 
Accordingly, the flow field is not strictly irrotational. However, as shown in Sec. 3, it 
is so to a good approximation with expression of the electrophoretic velocity being 
given by Eqn. (II.15). 
 
Oblate Spheroids in a Transverse Field 
The applied field and the electrophoretic velocity are now normal to polar axis. 
Accordingly, the asymptotic boundary conditions for Φ and Ψ can now be written 
respectively as: 
 
ϕcossinχρcoshUc−→Φ   ρ → ∞      (II.16) 
 
and:  
 
ϕcossinχρcoshcEΨ 0−→   ρ → ∞      (II.17) 
 
The solution for Φ with boundary conditions (II.10a) and (II.16) is: 
 
( ) ϕcossinχρUcGΦ OT=         (II.18) 
 
Here
( )
( ) 





−= ρcosh
sinhρiq i
 sinhρiq
tanhρG
0
1/
1
1
1
0OT , where ( ) ( ) 











−
+
+=
y
1
arctan
1y
y1yyiq 2
1/221
1  is 
the first associated Legendre function of the second kind with imaginary argument 
and ( ) ( )yid
qd
yiq
1
1/1
1 = . The most general solution for Ψ complying with Eqn. (II.17) is of 
the form: 
 
( ) ( ) ϕcossinχcoshρcEcosχPsinhρiqaΨ
1k
0
1
k
1
kk









 ∞
−= ∑
=
    (II.19) 
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where ( )yiqk1  denotes the associated k-th Legendre function of the second kind with 
imaginary argument [A14]. Coefficients ak are determined by inserting Eqn. (II.19) 
into the surface boundary condition (A1.3a), multiplying by ( )χP j cos1  and 
integrating with respect to cosχ in the interval [–1,1]. Based on the orthogonality 
relations (II.5), an infinite linear system of the form (A3.9) is obtained, where now it 
is: 
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) jk00/1j
1
1
1/2
2
0
2
1
k
1
j
0
1
kjk δ12j
1j2j
coshρsinhρiqidx
xρsinh
xPxP
 ρsinhiq~
a
βA
+
+
−




 +
= ∫
−
 (II.20a)  
( ) ( )( )












+




 +
−
+= ∫
−
1j0
1
1
1/2
2
0
2
1/221
j
0
2
0j δ sinhρ3
4dx
xρsinh
x1xP
  ρsinh21
a
β
cEb    (II.20b) 
 
with qρcoshjqcoshρ2sinhρq~ //1k03/1k001k −= . As coefficients ak do not vanish for odd k, 
the HS condition in the form (A3.11) cannot be complied with. In fact, in full analogy 
with previous cases, the HS condition is shown to require: 
 
( )[ ] ( )
( )0OT
000
1
11
00
ρG
coshρcEsinhρiqaEµU +−=  and 0a k = for k > 1   (II.21) 
 
Accordingly, flow field is not strictly irrotational. However, as shown in Sec. 3, it is 
so to a good approximation with expression of the electrophoretic velocity being 
given by Eqn. (II.21). 
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APPENDIX III 
LIMITING CASES OF NEEDLES AND DISKS 
 
 
 
 
Based on the general analysis presented in Sec. 3 and in Appendix II, the limiting 
cases are addressed here of spheroidal particle degenerating into a needle of length 
2b (a/b → 0 with fixed b) or a disk of radius a (a/b → ∞ with fixed a). For the sake of 
brevity, only the case of longitudinal configuration is presented. Analysis of the 
transverse-configuration case proceeds in a fully analogous fashion and is not 
reported here. Results for needles and disks in both configurations are summarized 
respectively in Tables III.1 and III.2. 
 
Needles in a Longitudinal Field 
Potentials Φ and Ψ around prolate spheroids in a longitudinal field are expressed 
respectively by Eqns. (A3.4) and (A3.6). Accordingly, the tangential (χ-) components 
of velocity and electric field on the surface are given respectively by: 
 
( ) ( ) χ
Φ
χsinρsinhc
1
χ,ρu 1/22
0
20χ ∂
∂
+
=        (III.1) 
 
and: 
 
( ) ( ) χ
Ψ
χsinρsinhc
1
χ,ρE 1/22
0
20χ ∂
∂
+
−=       (III.2) 
 
In the needle limit (a/b → 0 or, equivalently, ρ0 → 0), Eqn. (III.1) yields: 
 



=
≠
=
 π0,χ0
 π0,χU
u χ          (III.3) 
 
That is to say, surface velocity becomes uniform everywhere and equal to the 
asymptotic value, except at poles (χ = 0, pi) where it vanishes as required by 
symmetry regardless of aspect ratio. Evaluation of electric field is somewhat more 
complicated as we first need to analyze the limiting behaviour of coefficients ak in the 
Ψ series of Eqn. (A3.6). For fixed b, it can be verified from Eqns. (A3.10a) and 
(A3.10b) that: 
 
( )0/10
k
k
coshρQρ
S
a →          (III.4) 
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where k runs on odd integers (am = 0 for even m) and ( ) ( )∫
−





−
+−=
1
1
1/2
2
k
0k dx
x1
xPx12kβES  is 
a finite number independent of ρ0. We note that the function ( )01 coshρQ /  diverges for 
ρ0 → 0. Inserting Eqn. (III.4) in the Ψ series of Eqn. (A3.6) and observing that 
( )
( ) 0coshρQρ
coshρQ
lim
0
/
10
0k
0 ρ0
=
→
 for any k, Eqn. (III.2) gives: 
 



=
≠−
=
 π0,χ0
 π0,χE
E 0χ          (III.5) 
 
Comparing Eqn. (III.3) with Eqn. (III.5), it is immediately seen that the HS condition 
uχ = –µ0Eχ can be satisfied all over particle surface by setting U = µ0E0. That is, the 
electrophoretic motion of colloidal needles aligned with the applied field generates a 
truly potential flow field with mobility given by Smoluchowski’s formula. It can be 
easily shown that both flow and electric fields are uniform also away from the 
surface. 
 
Disks in a Longitudinal Field 
Potentials Φ and Ψ around an oblate spheroid in a longitudinal applied field are 
expressed respectively by Eqns. (II.11) and (II.13). Accordingly, the tangential (χ) 
components of velocity and electric field on the surface are, in turn, expressed as: 
 
( ) ( ) χ
Φ
χsinρcoshc
1
χ,ρu 1/22
0
20χ ∂
∂
−
=        (III.6) 
 
and: 
 
( ) ( ) χ
Ψ
χsinρcoshc
1
χ,ρE 1/22
0
20χ ∂
∂
−
−=       (III.7) 
 
In the disk limit (a/b → ∞ or, equivalently, ρ0 → 0), Eqn. (III.6) gives: 
 
tanχ
π
2U
u χ =           (III.8) 
 
For fixed a, it can also be verified from Eqns. (II.14a) and (II.14b) that: 
 
k0k cfE3
2
a −→          (III.9) 
 
where k runs on odd integers (am = 0 for even m) and fk is the k-th element in the first 
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column of the inverse of coefficients matrix Ajk in Eqn. (II.14a) in the limit ρ0 → 0: 
 
( ) ( ) ( ) 






+
+−= ∫
−
→ 12j
πδ
dx
x
xPxP
 0q 
a
βA jk
1
1
kj//
kjk
0
lim
0ρ
 
  
Inserting Eqn. (III.9) into the Ψ series of Eqn. (II.13), Eqn. (III.7) becomes: 
 
( ) ( )cosχP0qftanχE3
2E /kkk0χ k
∑−=        (III.10) 
 
Comparing Eqn. (III.10) with Eqn. (III.8), it is seen that the HS condition uχ = –µ0Eχ 
would require: 
 
100 f3
πEµU −=  and 0f k = for k > 1      (III.11) 
 
Since numbers fk are non-vanishing functions of β/a, the second of Eqn. (III.11) 
cannot be satisfied. Thus, irrotational flow does not occur for finite disks in a 
longitudinal applied field and the first of Eqn. (III.11) is only an approximate 
expression of the electrophoretic velocity. To assess how good is such approximation, 
let us investigate the local error as defined by Eqn. (A3.15). In the present case it 
assumes the form: 
 
( ) ( )
( ) ( )∑
∑
≥
≥
−
=+=





3k
1
/
kkk
3k
/
kkk
χ0
χ
fcosχP0qf
cosχP0qf
Eµ
u
1χ,
a
β
ε
     (III.12) 
 
Particularly, we focus on the case where β/a << 1. In this limit, matrix Ajk assumes 
diagonal form and its inverse can be explicitly calculated. Correspondingly, 
coefficients fk become:  
 
1kk δ
π
3flim
0  β/a
−→
→
         (III.13) 
 
Inserting Eq. (III.13) into Eqn. (III.12), it is seen that ε vanishes uniformly over the 
surface for β/a << 1. It is concluded that the HS condition is strictly complied with by 
an irrotational flow for sufficiently large disks. Moreover, insertion of Eqn. (III.13) 
into Eqn. (III.11) affords immediately the electrophoretic mobility, which is given by 
Smoluchowski’s formula. 
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Table III.1 – Flow and electric fields on the surface of a needle with finite length 2b 
 
Configuration Limit  
of uχ 
Limit 
of uϕ 
Limit  
of Eχ (*) 
Limit  
of Eϕ (*) 
HS ?  Potential
flow 
mobility 
(*) 
Longitudinal 
with  
β/a >> 1 
 
π0,χ0
π0,χU
=
≠
 
 
0 
 
 
π0,χ0
π0,χE 0
=
≠−
 
 
0 
 
Yes 
 
µ0 
Longitudinal 
with  
finite β/a 
     
Yes 
 
µ0 
Transverse 
with  
β/a >> 1 πχ2Ucos
π0,χ0
0χ2Ucos
=
≠
=−
ϕ
ϕ
 
 
ϕ2Usin  
   
0 
 
0 
 
Yes 
 
0 
Transverse 
with  
finite β/a 
   
( ) π0,χ cosβ/af
π0,χ0
=
≠
ϕ
 
 
( ) ϕsinχβ/a,g
 
 
No 
 
( )β/ah  
(*) f(…), g(…) and h(…) denote dependence on variables between parentheses 
 
 
Table III.2 – Flow and electric fields on the surface of a disk with finite diameter 2a. 
 
Configuration Limit  
of uχ 
Limit 
of uϕ 
Limit  
of Eχ (*) 
Limit  
of Eϕ (*) 
HS ?  Potential
flow 
mobility 
(*) 
Longitudinal 
with  
β/b >> 1 
 
tanχ
π
2U
 
 
0 
 
( )χβ/a,f  
Eqn. (III.10) 
 
0 
 
No 
( )β/ah  
Eqn. 
(III.11) 
Longitudinal 
with  
finite β/b 
   
tanχ
π
2E 0
−
 
  
Yes 
 
µ0 
Transverse 
with  
β/b >> 1 
2
π
χ0
2
π
χUcos
=
>
<ϕm
 
 
ϕUsin  
 
0 
 
0 
 
Yes 
 
0 
Transverse 
with  
finite β/b 
  
2
π
χ 0 
2
π
χcosE 0
=
±
>
<ϕ
 
 
ϕsin-E 0  
 
Yes 
 
µ0 
(*) f(…), g(…) and h(…) denote dependence on variables between parentheses 
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APPENDIX IV  
NUMERICAL EVALUATION  
OF LEGENDRE FUNCTIONS 
 
 
 
 
Calculation of electrophoretic mobility and errors on the Helmholtz-Smoluchowski 
condition in the potential-flow approximation for spheroidal particles involves the 
use of Legendre functions. The theory and properties of these functions are detailed 
in mathematical-physics textbooks and specialized handbooks [A14, 20].  
Legendre polynomials (Legendre functions of the first kind) ( ) ( )xPxP nn ≡0  and 
associated Legendre polynomials ( )xPn1  with real argument x were calculated for a 
given degree n together with their first derivatives using the Fortran 77 subroutine 
LPMN from Zhang & Jin [A21]. 
Legendre functions of the second kind ( ) ( )xQxQ nn ≡0  and ( )xQn1  with real argument x 
were calculated for a given degree n together with their first derivatives using the 
Fortran 77 subroutine LQMN again from Zhang & Jin [A21]. Second derivatives were 
also calculated according to: 
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
1x
xQnxQn)(mxQx2n
xQ 2
//
//
m
n
m
1n
m
nm
n
−
++−−
=
−
   (IV.1) 
 
Legendre functions of the second kind ( ) ( )yiqyiq nn ≡0  and ( )yiqn1  with imaginary 
argument i y (y > 0) were evaluated for a given degree n  by implementing the 
expansion [A22]: 
 
( ) ( ) ( ) 





−++++
++
−=
+++
+
2
2
u
1
,
2
3
n1,nmm,
2
1F
ui
1x
(3/2)
n)!(m
2yiq 1nm1n
m/2
n
1mmm
n   (IV.2) 
 
where 1yyu 2 ++= , F(a, b, c, z) is the ordinary hypergeometric series and ( )n 
denotes the Pochhammer symbol: 
 
( ) ( )( ) ( )1nt...2t1ttt n −+++=        (IV.3) 
 
First and second derivatives were also evaluated according to: 
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )2/ y1
yiqyinyiqn)(m
yiq
m
n
m
1nm
n +
−+
=
−       (IV.4a) 
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( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )2
/m
1n
/m
n
//
y1
yiqnyiqn)(myiqyin2
yiq
m
nm
n +
−++−
=
−    (IV.4b) 
 
A Fortran 77 implementation of Eqns. (IV.2) and (IV.3a, b) is listed hereafter. 
 
 
      SUBROUTINE QIMPLUS(M,N,Y,QM,QD,QDD,QK) 
C 
C Calculates Legendre functions of the second kind with imaginary argument Qmk(z) (z=j*Y, Y real) 
C and their first and second derivatives with respect to z for m=M and k=0,1…N 
C 
C QM(K)  =  QMK(z) 
C QD(K)  =  QMK'(z) 
C QDD(K) =  QMK''(z) 
C QK(K)  =  2*j*x*Y*QMK'(z) - QMK''(z) *x^3  with x = (Y^2 + 1)^0.5 
C 
      EXTERNAL QIM 
      INTEGER M,N 
      DOUBLE PRECISION Y,S 
      DOUBLE COMPLEX QM(0:N),QD(0:N),QDD(0:N),QK(0:N), 
     $Z,QDD00,QM1(0:0),QD1(0:0),W,WSQ,W1,W2,W3,W4,W5 
      Z=DCMPLX(0.D0,Y) 
      S=-(1.D0+Y**2.D0) 
      W=DCMPLX(S,0.D0) 
      WSQ=DCMPLX(S**2.D0,0.D0) 
      QDD00=2*Z/WSQ 
      CALL QIM(N,M,Y,QM,QD) 
      IF(M .EQ. 0) THEN 
       QDD(0)=QDD00 
      ELSE 
       CALL QIM(0,M-1,Y,QM1,QD1) 
       W1=DCMPLX(0.D0,(1.D0+Y**2.D0)**.5D0) 
       W2=DCMPLX(0.D0,(1.D0+Y**2.D0)**1.5D0) 
       W3=DCMPLX((Y**2.D0-1.D0)/S**2.D0,0.D0) 
       QDD(0)=M*(1-M)*(QD1(0)/W1-QM1(0)*Z/W2)-M*(QD(0)*Z/W+QM(0)*W3) 
      ENDIF 
      W4=DCMPLX(0.D0,2.D0*Y*(1.D0+Y**2.D0)**.5D0) 
      W5=DCMPLX((1.D0+Y**2.D0)**1.5D0,0.D0) 
      QK(0)=W4*QD(0)-W5*QDD(0) 
      DO 10, K=1,N 
       QDD(K)=(K*QM(K)+(K-2)*Z*QD(K)-(K+M)*QD(K-1))/W 
       QK(K)=W4*QD(K)-W5*QDD(K) 
10     CONTINUE 
      RETURN 
      END 
C 
      SUBROUTINE QIM(N,M,Y,Q,QD) 
C 
C For use in subroutine QIMPLUS 
C Calculates Q(k)=Qmk(z=j*Y) and QD(k)=Q'mk(z) for m=M and k<=N  
C 
      EXTERNAL QHOBSON 
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      INTEGER N,M 
      DOUBLE PRECISION Y,S 
      DOUBLE COMPLEX Z,T,Q(0:N),QD(0:N),W,Q1 
      Z=DCMPLX(0.D0,Y) 
      S=(1.D0+Y**2.D0)**(-1.D0) 
      T=DCMPLX(S,0.D0) 
      CALL QHOBSON(0,M,Y,Q(0)) 
      QD(0)=T 
C 
C For M>0, Q'M0 is evaluated according to: 
C 
C Q'MK(z)=((M+K)*(K-M+1)*(z^2-1)^0.5*Q(M-1,K)(z)-M*z*QMK(z))/(z^2-1) 
C 
      IF (M .GT. 0) THEN 
       W=DCMPLX(0.D0,DBLE(M*(1-M))/SQRT(S)) 
       CALL QHOBSON(0,M-1,Y,Q1) 
       QD(0)=T*(M*Z*Q(0)-W*Q1) 
      ENDIF 
C       
      DO 20,K=1,N 
       CALL QHOBSON(K,M,Y,Q(K)) 
C 
C First derivatives are evaluated according to: 
C 
C Q'MK(z)=(K*z*QMK(z)-(M+K)*Q(M,K-1)(z))/(z^2-1) 
C 
       QD(K)=T*((M+K)*Q(K-1)-K*Z*Q(K)) 
C 
20     CONTINUE 
      RETURN 
      END 
C 
      SUBROUTINE QHOBSON(N,M,Y,Q) 
C 
C For use in subroutine QIM 
C Calculates Q=QMN(j*Y) using Hobson’s method (Eqn. (IV.2)) 
C 
      INTEGER N,M,NSUM 
C 
C Setting the maximum number of terms in the hypergeometric series 
C  
      PARAMETER(NSUM=9999) 
C 
      EXTERNAL HOB 
      DOUBLE PRECISION Y,T,U,C1,C2,SUM,DSUM,P,W,R,S 
      DOUBLE COMPLEX Q,Q1 
      C1=DBLE((-1)**M*2**(M+1))*HOB(M,N) 
      T=SQRT(1.D0+Y**2.D0) 
      U=T+Y 
      C2=T**DBLE(M)/U**(N+M+1) 
      DSUM=1.D0 
      SUM=1.D0 
      P=.5D0+DBLE(M) 
      W=DBLE(N+M+1) 
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      R=1.5D0+DBLE(N) 
      DO 11,I=1,NSUM 
       S=DBLE(I) 
       DSUM=-DSUM*(P+S-1.D0)*(W+S-1.D0)/(S*(R+S-1.D0)*U**2.D0) 
       SUM=SUM+DSUM 
C 
C Truncating the hypergeometric series when further terms are negligible 
C No more than NSUM terms can be considered. 
C 
       IF (ABS(DSUM/SUM) .LT. 1.D-300) GOTO 21 
C 
11     CONTINUE 
21    SUM=SUM*C1*C2 
      Q1=DCMPLX(0.D0,1.D0)**(N+1) 
      Q=DCMPLX(SUM,0.D0)/Q1 
      RETURN 
      END 
C       
      DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION HOB(M,N) 
C 
C For use in subroutine QHOBSON 
C HOB(M,N)=(M+N)!/[(3/2)# N], 
C with (...)#N denoting the Pochhammer symbol 
C Note that (3/2)#N=(2N+1)!!/2^N. 
C 
      INTEGER M,N,I1,I2,J0,K0,CONT 
      DOUBLE PRECISION FK,GK 
      HOB=1.D0 
      IF((M+N) .GE. (2*N+1))THEN 
       DO 12,K=1,N 
        HOB=HOB*DBLE(2*K) 
12      CONTINUE 
       DO 22,K=2*N+2,M+N 
        HOB=HOB*DBLE(K) 
22      CONTINUE 
      ELSE 
       CONT=0 
       I1=(M+N)/2 
       J0=I1 
       IF(2*I1 .LT. (M+N)) J0=J0+1 
       I2=N-J0+1 
       K0=MAX(I1,I2) 
       DO 12,K=1,K0 
        FK=DBLE(2*K) 
        IF (K .GT. I1) THEN 
         CONT=CONT+1 
         FK=2.D0 
        ENDIF 
        GK=DBLE(2*(J0+K)-1) 
        IF(K .GT. I2) GK=1.D0 
        HOB=HOB*FK/GK 
12      CONTINUE 
       HOB=HOB*2.D0**(N-CONT) 
      ENDIF 
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      RETURN 
      END 
C  
      DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION FACTORIAL(K) 
      INTEGER K,NFACTORIAL 
      NFACTORIAL=1.D0 
      DO 13,I=1,K 
       NFACTORIAL=NFACTORIAL*I 
13     CONTINUE 
      FACTORIAL=DBLE(NFACTORIAL) 
      RETURN 
      END 
C 
      DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION POCH(X,K) 
C 
C Calculates Pochhammer symbol X#K=X*(X+1)*…(X+K-1) 
C 
      INTEGER K 
      DOUBLE PRECISION X 
      POCH=1.D0 
      DO 14,I=0,K-1 
       POCH=POCH*(X+DBLE(I)) 
14     CONTINUE 
      RETURN 
      END 
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